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~e Bureau of the Census held a IConference on the Measurement of Noncash
Benefits on December 12 to 14, 1985 iJl1 Williamsburg, Virginia. The impetus for the
conference was the strong growth in noncash benefits during the past two decades and
the recent publication by the Census :Bureau of experimental estimates of the number
of persons in poverty when income is defined to include the value of certain
government noncash benefits. These e:stimates were published in Technical Papers 50,
51, 52 and 55. As indicated in our s'tatement of purpose:

"The conference was designed to Jprovide a wide variety of academic,
private sector, and government rlesearchers, as well as respresentatives
from public interest groups and :lnterested Congressional committees, an
opportunity to learn about the i:Bsues involved and to make their own
views known to the Census Bureau."

The conference was attended by 1.15 persons, including 23 from the Census Bureau
The 92 participants from outside the ICensus Bureau included 40 persons from
universities and nonprofit research oJrganizations, 16 persons from public interest
groups and other private sector organ:izations, and 36 persons from other government
agencies and Congressional Committees.

The format included presentation of papers by authors on four major topics,
comments by two discussants on each p.iper, and rejoinders by the authors. Following
the presentations, the participants b1roke into five discussion groups in which
specific issues were discussed in gre.iter detail. The conference concluded with a
plenary session in which rapporteurs :from outside the Census Bureau summarized the
findings and conclusions from each woJrking group, followed by a period of open
discussion in which all attendees were encouraged to make their views known.

We want to thank everyone invol"led in making the conference a success;
the organizers, speakers, discussants, participants, rapporteurs, staff. and the
National Science Foundation which pro"lided partial financial support for thiseffort.

The proceedings are being publisltied in two parts. This volume includes the
formal presentations made at the conflarence; that is, the introductory and concluding
remarks made by the executive staff o:f the Bureau, the four formal papers presented
at the conference (including subsequeJt1t revisions by the authors), written comments
by the discussants, and other relevanlt material about the conference. An edited
transcript of the discussions that took place in the working groups and the plenary
sessions will be published in a separ;ite volume.
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John G. Keane

I welc)me you on behalf of the Census Bureau. We are glad that you are here at
this techni~al conference. I underl;core those words technical conference. We need
your participation and I know we wi:l1 have it. We value yout views and I know we
will get them.

The first line of the Census Bl.lreaU mission reads as follows: "In its best
interests, a civilized nation countlB and profiles its people and institutions".
say to you that this Conference on Ithe Measurement of Noncash Benefits fits well
within that opening line. Certainl:,! the counting and profiling of the people.

is what we are about.

I

That

Later on in that 56-word missilDn statement are two words...only two words...but
a lot of meaning. The words are "i:tlvite scrutiny". It has been a long-standing
practice of the Census Bureau to invite scrutiny. Now we have formalized that
invitation in our mission statement. And so I say to you, as I scan this illustriousgroup, 

we invite your scrutiny. We have tried to put together a balanced scholarly
group inteIested in this important topic. There is about everyone here but thepress. 

The press was not invited. Therefore you can truly be candid with each
other and \'ith the Census Bureau.

There are two other perspectives to mention before we start our work. One is
the notion of who gains from noncash benefits. It is perhaps easy to get mired do~rn
in the lowE~r-income spectrum, or that range of the overall income spectrum. Let us
not be ensILared by that in our discussions. Let us realize again that it applies up
and down tIle income line and that w'e should discuss the whole spectrum.

The sl!cond area is to clarify and identify the responsibility for defining
poverty in this country. The Office of Management and Budget has thatresponsibi:.ity. 

The Census Bureau does not define poverty. Many who should know
better somf!times say we do. Others: who ~ not know better, I hope, do so now. I
stress aga:~n that the Census Bureaul does not define poverty.

Those of you who may not want to take a lot of notes should know that there
will be pr4>ceedings. Each of you tirill get a copy. We have retained stenographic
services tt> make sure that all of t:he deliberations are recorded and we will reflect
those in O11r proceedings. It will probably be a two-tier proceedings, that is, one
with the fi)ur formal papers (inclucling revisions by the authors) and the written
comments br the discussants. The ~Iecond volume will contain edited transcripts of
the workin~ group discussions as WE~ll as the discussions that took place in the

plenary sessions.

Director
Bur~sau of the Census
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Now it's time for some "thank :you's". I thank all of you who have come toparticipate. 
You will all have that chance. I also thank the ConferenceCommittee. 

And I thank the National Science Foundation for its funding support.

At this point, I wish us the c10llective success that, in my judgment, is
commensurate with the significance lof the topic we deliberate.
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William P. Butz
Associate Director for Demographic FIelds

Bureau of the Census

Welcom.! to the Census Bureau's first Conference on the Measurement of Noncash
Benefits. 11e are really delighted to have you here. As many of you know, it has
been a long and sometimes arduous road to this Conference, and we thank those who
helped make it a reality. We also t:hank all of you in advance for your contributions
over the ne:ct two days, and in the future, as we work together to design and produce
a technical:ly sound family of statie~tics for this important area of policy concern.

Let me begin by telling you wh~lt the Conference is not. The Census Bureau is
not here to tell you and the user community what we are going to publish next year.
Rather, we ire here to learn from you what should be included in our reports now and
in the more distant future. The Census Bureau is not here to tell those of you who
are expert economists, statistician!; and policy analysts what concepts and technical
approaches should be employed to produce sound data. Rather, we are here to get your
advice on the best methods and concepts to generate technically sound data that is
relevant to the research and policy questions you face in your day-to-day work.

Reflecting our needs for experlt assistance and advice, the Conference is a blend
of persons from a variety of backgrounds and with a variety of interests. Many of
you are experts on theory, methods, data interpretation, or all three. Others have
particular program or institutional interests in the policy. area that border on the
technical and conceptual issues. All of you are vital to the successful initiation
and growth of this enterprise.

Our djalogue should begin from a historical context so, first, I will briefly
review the background of the income statistics produced by the Census Bureau and the
experiment~.1 work we have done on the valuation of noncash benefits. Later I will
give a genEral overview of organization and procedures of the Conference and of our
plans to pl.blish the proceedings and your recommendations.

The Cclnsumer Income data series began in 1947. When you compare the early
reports to the latest releases, as many of you have done in your research, it is hard
to believe that they are part of the same series. There has been a remarkable
evolutiona1'y change over the past 3.8 years in the quality and quantity of data as l:he
Census Bur.~au responded to the chan.ging needs of data users. This Conference is
another stl!P in that evolutionary plrocess.

Back :In 1947, noncash benefits: were almost insignificant. For the most part,
people wer.~ paid in cash for their labors. Only a few people were concerned with
perks, SUCll as paid insurance, company cars, and expense accounts. Nowadays, more
than three..fifths of the work fOrCE! receive one or more noncash fringe benefits which
have becom~ a more and more importlmt aspect of remuneration. This has also been
true for tie poor; 38 years ago thE~re were no food stamps, no Medicaid and no school
lunch programs. Today aggregate mE~ans tested noncash assistance amounts to more than
$50 billioa, or almost twice as mu(~h as Federal cash assistance.
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In 1980, perhaps because of the large sums of Federal monies involved and the
proliferation of programs, the Congr.ass directed the Secretary of Commerce to develop
and publish overall estimates of noru~ash benefits accruing to people with incomes
below the poverty level. To provide the necessary data, the income supplement to the
March 1980 Current Population Survey was modified to include questions about the
receipt of the maj or noncash benefit!;.

Dr. Timothy Smeeding, then work:lng at the Census Bureau as a Fellow of the
American Statistical Association and the National Science Foundation, prepared a
study that was published in 1982 as ICensus Bureau Technical Paper 50. His
exploratory analysis showed what the poverty rate would be for various groups within
the population under three valuation techniques for three different combinations of
noncash benefits for a total of nine different measures. The most comprehensive
measure added to money income the va:Lue of five major government programs: food
stamps, school lunches, Medicaid, Me4:licare, and subsidized housing.

Although many found these new e;ICperimental tabulations useful in their analyses,
others sharply criticized them. Thel;e criticisms often centered on the treatment of
medical benefits, which allegedly di:;torted the poverty estimates, especially for the
elderly. For example, applying the market value approach to medical benefits made it
practically impossible in certain st.~tes to be elderly and poor at the same time,
because the insurance value of Medic.~re alone could raise a person above the poverty
line. The large values assigned to ]~edicare and Medicaid programs meant that some
persons would not be classified as poor, even if they had no other cash or noncashresources. 

There were also criticisms of an approach that counted the cost of
medical care received by institution.~lized persons as income received by the
noninstitutionalized population. Some even misread the Technical Papers and
concluded that if a person had, say, a $14,000 operation paid for by Medicare or
Medicaid, that amount was attributed to the person's income and said in effect, that
the sicker you were the richer you W4~re. This is incorrect, of course. The
experimental estimates of the value of medical care have been and are based on
insurance values, not actual expendi:tures. Also among the family of measures were
three estimates that excluded all medical benefits. Other tabulations excluded
institutional medical benefits. The Smeeding report and the estimates it contained
were unofficial and experimental. Since then, we have published Technical Papers
updating the experimental estimates .~nnually through 1984. The most recent Technical
Paper is in your conference packet. I want to emphasize that the Technical Paper
Series is only a beginning. More re:search and investigation is needed before a
consensus is reached on the adoption of concepts and methods for a technically sound
noncash series. That is why we are 1~aving this Conference; we need your guidance,
comments, and suggestions.

Moving on to the larger issues ~of private noncash benefits, the Current
Population Survey (CPS) does not col~lect sufficiently detailed or comprehensive
information on employer-provided nonl~ash benefits to allow us to produce a general
income series comparable to the expeJrimental poverty series. The Survey of Income
and Program Participation (SIPP) , which includes questions on employer-paid health
insurance and pension plans, as well as questions concerning whether or not workers
are covered by life insurance, recei"\7e expense accounts, have use of company cars,
and are provided with meals and lodging as part of their job, should help us in the
development of a broader range of no:Clcash benefits reports.

Of course, no survey can tell us how to value noncash benefits to workers.
have started preliminary research in this area. Paul Ryscavage, of my staff, and

We
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Sheldon Hal)er, of George Washingtol1l University, are developing procedures for valuing
selected ellployer-provided noncash benefits. They are developing a methodology for
estimating fringe benefits for individual workers based on SIPP data, a Bureau of
Labor Stat:Lstics Survey on employer expenditures, and national income data.

After that brief introduction let me describe how we will proceed for the next
two days. We have coJmnissioned fo\:Lr papers for this Conference. They will be
presented tomorrow morning. After each presentation, two discussants will give their
views on t..le paper and the topic. The authors will then have an opportunity for a

rej oinder "hich I imagine they wi1JL all need.

After the presentations, we wjill break up into five smaller groups in theafternoon. 
Each group will discusl; all four papers and other specific questions. On

Saturday morning each group will p]:'esent a report on its discussions. We will have a
court stenographer at each working group as well as the plenary sessions to' prepare a
verbatim transcript which will be used to prepare a summary of the proceedings to be
published by the Census Bureau. ~~e proceedings will include all of the papers, the

written colDIBents of the discussant!;, as well as a summary of the discussions,
rejoinders, and reports from the f:lve working groups. Everyone will be heard and

what you say will be documented.

The first paper will be given by Lawrence Summers and David Ellwood of Harvard
Universit}. It is entitled "Measuring Income: What Kind Should Be In?" This
presentatjon will provide a discussion of what we are measuring as income and,
conceptua]ly, what should be included in income measures for various uses. This
varies del,ending on the use of the data for different purposes: marketing, academic,
legisJ.ati,'e, or analytical. This is the pervasive topic of the Conference. It
enters int:o all aspects and uses of our income series. There are probably as many
points of view on this topic as there are users and uses of the income data. And I
expect thllt this topic will generate much discussion and provide the Census Bureau
with a bel:ter insight into how you., our data users, relate to the data and how you
define yo11r data requirements. Albert Rees of the Sloan Foundation and Alan Blinder

of Prince1:on University and The Brookings Institution are the discussants.

Barr:, Chiswick of the Univers:ity of Illinois at Chicago is presenting the second
paper ent:ltled "Evaluation of Cens:us Bureau Procedures for the Measurement of Noncash
Benefits .ind the Incidence of Poverty." The Census Bureau has used three experimental
methods f,)r valuing noncash benefj.ts and done so for three sets of benefits. One
point of Jnanimity is that not one of the nine approaches was trouble-free. It often
seems that users would like to fine-tune the measurement approach to fit their
individual requirement. Obvious 1), , this is impossible. Therefore, from Barry and
from you, the Census Bureau is looking for cost-effective ways of producing data
series that best meet the requireInents of all data users. Please make your views on
this know~ at the working groups. Henry Aaron of The Brookings Institution and Edgar

Browning of Texas A & M Universit:f are the discussants on Barry's paper.

Our third paper is entitled "The Statistical Measurement of Poverty." Michael
Ward of the Unicon Research CorpoJration is the author. His paper addresses how
alternative measures of income, i1rlcluding those that include the value of noncash
benefits, relate to each other. This paper also will relate income measures to their
uses, po\erty determination being the most prominent. Our discussants are June
O'Neill (If The Urban Institute and Eugene Smolensky of the University of Wisconsin.
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The final paper, titled "Alternative Poverty Measures and the Allocation of
Federal Benefits," is the joint effort of Eric Hanushek, now at the University of
Rochester, and Roberton Williams of the Congressional Budget Office. This paper
looks at the implications for assis1tance programs of changing the definition of
income. This issue includes not on:Ly the Bureau's statistical definitions of income
and poverty, which are used in some Federal assistance programs, but also the Office
of Managemetlt and Budget's poverty :Lncome guidelines and their definitions of income
which are primarily used for progr8D[ eligibility for individuals and familic~, One
of the discLlssants is Kenneth Clark!;on of the University of Miami, the other was to
be Wendell Primus of the House Ways and Means Committee. The Ways and Means
Committee is a bit busy these days .rod Wendell called to tell us that he would not be
able to get here. But we are very j:ortunate that Patricia Ruggles of The Urban
Institute h9.s agreed to discuss thi~; paper.

Tomorr)w, each of you will part:icipate in one of five group discussions. Groups
have been k'~pt small (about 25 persons) so that each member will have an opportunity
to have hisfher views heard, and in the interest of saving time, group assignments
have been Sl~t up in advance. Each ~:roup will have a rapporteur from outside the
Census Bure,iu who will summarize anc! present the group's findings and conclusions to
the plenary session on Saturday morning. Census Bureau people have been designated
as group le,iders.

Thank :,ou again for joining wit:h us in this important early stage of the
creation of a new and important init:iative in socioeconomic statistics.



Authors
David T. Ellwood
Lawrence H. Summers

Discussants
Alan S. Blinder
Albert Reea
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David T. Ellwood ;and Lawrence H. Summers
Harvard University

Wasserman -L.A. Times Syndicate. Reprinte,d with permission
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MeasurEments of the distribution of income are central to the evaluation and
formulation of economic and social policies. Annual reports of the distribution of
income are ,~dely monitored as indicators of the success or failure of government
policies. ~~e way in which these statistics are constructed is therefore of more
than just academic interest. It influences the way in which we judge our success as
a society itl achieving widely shared goals of equity and efficiency.

Inevit~Lbly, a single measure of the distribution of income will be arbitrary
and will obflcure certain dimensions of the true distribution of well-being. ~::>re
information will always be better thlan less if there are no costs to gathering and
assimilatin~: it. But many of those concerned with the distribution of income will
have little patience for statistical debates and will focus on a single set of
official iru~ome estimates and associated poverty statistics. It is therefore also
inevitable ":hat public perceptions of the economic equity will come to depend
critically I)n whatever income concepts underlie official Census calculations.

The ce:ltral role of official definitions in framing political debate is well
illustrated by the well known history of the development of the poverty line. The
official definition of the poverty JLine was based on studies of the money needed to
maintain a 'ninimally adequate diet in the 1950s. A multiplier reflecting the
fraction of money spent on food by average families of various sizes was applied to
the food budget, and this was labelled the poverty line. This definition is still
used despite the documentation of problems with the original calculations and
substantial changes in budget patte:rns of the poor and non-poor. And it cannot be
denied that the official report of ,the number of persons under the poverty line is
by a wide Dlargin the single most im:portant fact influencing judgements about

anti-poverty efforts.

The statistical definition of income for official purposes clearly matters.
How should it be chosen? What should it be? This paper offers some reflections on
these issuE~s. A great deal of work has been done exploring the implications of
alternativE~ statistical definitions of income for the income distribution.
Pioneering work by several authors, including Smo1ensky et a1. (1977), Browning
(1976), Pa!~lin (1980) and most notably Timothy Smeeding (1982), have greatly enhanced
our undersl:anding the role of noncash benefits in income. Rather than reviewing
this work, which is summarized in Smeeding (1982), we focus on the prior question of
what defin:Ltion of income is appropriate given the uses to which official Census

income d1s1:ribution numbers are put:.

An a :~riori approach reduces t:he inevitable role of political preferences and
may help b) insure consistency of principle in the definition of income. A direct
corollary )f this approach is that the existing definition of the poverty line ought
not to dri'"e our statistical definition of income. The poverty line ought to be
drawn in recognition of what is or is not included in income.1

The paper is organized as fol:Lows. Section I lays out some issues of principle
involved in the statistical definition of income. We argue in particular that a
principled middle ground must be found between the "only cash counts" concepts that
underlie current definitions and the "overall well-being" concepts that seem to

IThe Poverty Budget Share (PBS) approach to valuing in-kind benefits, though
very appe~.ling for defining the number of poor persons, is an example of where the

poverty lj.ne definition drives the treatment of in-kind benefits.
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underlie SODe suggestions for reform. An alternative set of principles is suggested
and defended. The next four section,s discuss the appropriate treatment of taxes,
nonmedical in-kind benefits for the :poor, medical benefits, and capital income.
Section VI concludes the paper by discussing the implications of our conclusions for
the measurement of poverty and directions for future development of information on
the income distribution.

HOW SHOULD INCOME BE DEFINED?

Most ec)nomic discussions of in(~ome measurement start with the Haig-Simons
definition of income as the sum of consumption and the change in net worth.
Unfortunatel:r this definition provides little guidance in resolving the inherent
tensions of :formulating a statistica]. definition of income for purposes of

measurement. There is a conflict bet:ween the goal of accurate measurement of a well
defined conc'~pt, and the desire for Bl measure which corresponds at least imperfectly
to what seem:; socially relevant. These tensions may be illustrated by considering
two plausibl4~ but what we believe are! unacceptable sets of principles for the
statistical clefinition of income.

A first position is that "only cash counts." Something like this position
seems to undt!rlie current official statistics which include government transfer
payments but exclude largely fungible awards of food stamps and include Social
Security taxt!s paid by workers but exclude Social Security taxes paid by their

employers. Jlt a superficial level this definition may be defended by claiming that
cash income j,s what is meant by the term income and that it is relatively easy to
define and mE~asure. Moving away from the cash concept places us at the top of a
potentially ,ery slippery slope leading down towards confusion.

But precision of definition and relative ease of measurement are necessary but
not sufficiert conditions for a proposed income definition. We must define income
in a way that corresponds to somethin,g we actually care about. We do not care, to a
first approximation, whether people p'urchase food with government checks or
government f(Jod stamps. Nor do we ca:["e whether taxes are said to be levied on
employers or their employer. A cash ,~oncept will lead to the appearance of inequity
where it is not present. The income distribution will depend on the form that
assistance takes even where form is functionally irrelevant. A cash-only definition,
therefore, seems to us and most other outside observers to be untenable. The concept
of individual well-being must play SOtDe role in a proper income definition.

A superficially attractive alternative to the "only cash counts" concept is the
"overall well-being" concept. This definition might be explained and defended as
follows. The goal of the distribution of income is to reflect the distribution of
well-being measured in dollars. It makes no difference whether or not people are
provided with cash which they use to purchase goods or whether they are directly
provided with goods. Therefore the appropriate measure of income is the sum of
cash income a:ld the amount which peopJ_e would have been willing to pay for all other
goods and ser'~ices that are provided t:o them. Thinking along these lines appears to
lie behind re~earch efforts to estimat:e the value of in-kind benefits to recipients

and then to ilclude them in measured j.ncome.

But if t:le goal is to measure overall well-being, there is almost no limit to

what could be included as income. Public schools represent a publicly provided
service which most people would be willing to pay for. Publicly provided
recreational 4)r security services clealrly influence well-being. Those earning their
income by wor1ting 20 hours a week have: more leisure than those who must work 40
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hours. Yet these omissions in our current definition are rarely criticized and
proposals t(1 include them generate little support. Such examples make the point
that when WI! think about the income distribution we have in mind a measure of
something mc)re specific than overall well-being.

An Income D~finition

A midd:le ground must be found between the purely cash concepts which underlie
current deflnitions and the hopeles~; task of measuring overall well-being. We
propose the objective that income st:atistics measure distribution of the potential
material well-being. The key element of this definition is that it is intended to
measure well-being only within a ceJ:'tain sphere--that of material consumption. It
avoids incorlsistency by calling for the inclusion of all benefits which increase
material co~sumption regardless of ,~hether or not they come in cash form. At the
same time, it provides a criterion for determining which of the many facets of
existence that affect individuals' l18ppiness should be included in the income
definition. According to this definition government provided food should affect
measured income because food obviou:sly affects material well-being quite directly.
Public efforts to reduce air pollution probably do not contribute directly enough to
material consumption to be included.

Our ploposed principle for the statistical definition of income is consistent
with the ultimate objectives the income distribution numbers serve. Perhaps their
single most important use is in estimating the number of persons in poverty.
Although tl,e term poverty carries with it a connotation of deprivation along many
dimensions, the government has chosen to define poverty only along the material
spectrum. The current poverty line attempts to measure the minimal expenditure
necessary 1:0 attain a minimally adequate material standard of living. More
generally, income distribution statistics are used to reach judgements about the
distributi(1n of material well-being in the population.

Econoldc theorists' concept of separability may provide a way of understanding
this defin:~tion. Our proposed statistical definition of income implies that
individual,;' utility functions are separable between utility producing private goods
consumptioll, and other sources of 1Jltility. The distribution of income should then
be thought of as attempting to measure the distribution of the private goods
consumptioJ.1 piece of individual weJ.l-being. While the assumption of separability is
strong. without some such assumption there is little basis for making sense of income
measures t"1at do not try to grapplE! with all sources of human happiness. We adopt
the separat>ility assumption not be(~ause we believe its empirical accuracy, but
because of the need to find a theo]:,etical construct corresponding to the thing that
income statistics seek to measure.

Implications

This concentration on materia:l well-being does not resolve all of the difficult
issues in deciding what ought to b,e included in measured income. It offers only
limited guidance in deciding how to value capital assets and noncash benefits with
an important time component. But 'we found it helpful in deciding about most of the
issues coumanding considerable attention presently. In particular there are two key
guidelineE which ought to be applied in deciding whether a noncash benefit ought to
be includE:d in income. The benefit ought to be included if it provides for immediate
material c:onsumption or if the benefit is fungible, freeing up resources which then
become avlLilable for material consumption.
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Any noncash benefit or transfer not counted as cash income which provides for
immediate material consumption should be valued in income. When the government or
private organizations provide food or housing either directly or through some
voucher/subsidy, the material well-be:lng of the recipient is clearly enhanced.
There is little basis for excluding such benefits from income when they so clearly
enhance material consumption.

In some cases, the fair market value of the benefits provided, the private cost
of purchasing these in-kind benefits, and the value recipients place on the benefits
may diverge. For benefits like housing or medical care which are often provided in
quantities gr~ater than would normally be purchased, beneficiaries may value the
benefits at 1~ss than their market cost.2 From a theoretical standpoint, benefits
should be measured at recipient value -not market value. Recipient values reflect
the amount of cash that recipients would be willing to accept in place of the
noncash beneflt.

A second implication of our defining principle is that the inclusion of
benefits recelved by individuals that do not provide for immediate consumption goods
should depend on their fungibility. Benefits such as insurance against various
contingencies does not directly augment personal consumption. But it may reduce
individuals' celt need to purchase insurance thereby freeing up resources for private
consumption. To the extent that noncash benefits allow consumers to augment their
consumption s)ending they should be included as income, even if the benefits do not
augment immedlate consumption directly.

Pragmatic Con:;iderations

Abstract principles like those above need to be tempered with more practical
consideration:; in arriving at a statis:tical definition of income. Two crucial
practical con:;iderations are consistency and tractability. Consistency
consideration:; require that the income, distribution should depend on the economic
substance of 1:he transactions of house~holds not on their form. Relabelling of
benefits, challges in the sides of the market on which taxes are levied and other
changes in fo]~ but not substance shou~d not affect the measured income distribution.
A closely rel~lted idea is that whether or not a benefit is counted as income should
not depend on its source. The same benefit contributes equally to well-being
regardless of whether it comes from a private or public source. Moreover, the goal
of consistenc;' requires the absence of double counting. Benefits should be included
only once in :.ncome--not be included both when they are promised and again when

they are deli,rered.

A second pragmatic consideration that must govern judgements about the
statistical dE~finition of income is tractability. There is little point in calling
for the incluliion in income of benefUs that cannot be measured. Where immeasurable
benefits closE~ly substitute for other measurable benefits, there is some argument
for maintainillg consistency by excluding both. Beyond the goal of tractability is
the related g(lal of objective concreteness. Income statistics play an important

2There ill yet a third notion of benefit valuation, that of government cost,
which includell the full cost of provision including administrative costs and any
inefficienciell in delivery. This concept seems to have no particular relevance to

income statis1:ics.
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role in political controversies. It is therefore desirable that they be based as
much as possible on concretely observable variables rather than on inevitably
speculative extrapolations and imputations. Some compromises between what one would
ideally like to measure and what can be accurately measured are appropriate in
settling cn an income definition.

AdditionaJ Conceptual Problems In Defining Income

Two (Ither issues regularly arise in discussions of the distribution of economic
welfare a]'e frequently omitted from discussions of the statistical definition of
income. Jlirst, there is the time dimension in the measurement of consumption. A
focus on Jlrivate purchases of goods and services raises the question of how to treat
income thllt is saved. An easy answer holds that it is available to purchase future
consumpticm and so is appropriately included in the measurement of income. As
discussio11S of the horizontal equity merits of income and consumption taxation have
made cleaJ~, this argument is not e~ntirely satisfactory. Lifetime opportunities
depend on the total amount of non-'capital income individuals earn during their
lifetimes. Nor is the alternative approach of ignoring saved income completely
satisfyinj~. Income saved is available for material consumption, even if those who
receive i': choose to save it.

'I1le lievelopment of a fully satisfying approach for the treatment of capital
income, d'Jrable goods consumption~ and noncash income that is distributed over a
considerai>le time period lies beyond the scope of this paper. Our view is that any
theoreticg,lly appropriate and coru;istent treatment of these items would require such
a massive change in the collection and conception of income statistics. Extensive
discussio~ of those changes would distract from consideration the other noncash
benefits which can be accommodated quite comfortably within the broad outlines of
the current income conception. We do provide some guidance on the treatment of
pensions and housing in a later section of the paper because they have
generated considerable controvers:y.

A second issue concerns the jquestion of whose utility we are trying to measure.
Is the appropriate unit of analysis the family or the individual? Official poverty
lines are calculated for families of different sizes. Changing living arrangements
and family structures may be significantly altering the income distribution even if
the distIibution of material well-being has remained stable. Since these issues do
not directly involve the statistical definition of income we avoid them until the
concludir.g section of the paper. But we suspect that differences in the treatment
of famil)' size are likely to be more consequential than differences in which
component:s of income are included in the official statistics.

The next sections of the paper applies the principles developed here to the
specific issues that arise in the statistical definition of income.

THE TREA~l'MENT OF TAXES

The present official income definition does not subtract taxes from income.
Official statistics therefore measure the pre-tax distribution of income. If the
primary ?urpose of income statist:ics is to measure the potential for material
well-behg, there very simply is no justification for including taxes in income.
Since prlvate goods can be purchased only out of after-tax income, two individuals
with the same pre-tax income but different post-tax income have different standards

of living.
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We can gee no consistent argument for including cash transfers in income while
not subtractlng tax payments. This point becomes especially clear when the examples
of taxes on ~overnment transfer beneJ:its is considered. Can it really matter for
the income dlstribution whether Social Security benefits are taxed or checks are
simply reduc~d by an equal amount? Under the current pre-tax post-transfer income
definition, It would.

Subtracting taxes from income would also serve the goal of consistency in the
measurement ,)f income. Current prac1:ice distinguishes between taxes paid by
employers ani emp10yees--the former ~lre not included in income while the latter are.
But there ara compelling reasons to believe that the economic effects of taxes on
firms and workers do not differ. Contributions from both employer and employee
ought to be included or neither shouJLd. A decision to count these taxes runs into a
very serious double counting problem. Unemployment Compensation and Social Security
benefits are counted as income when 1:he benefits are paid. There is no logic to
counting the same money as income b01:h for those who give it up and for those who
receive it.

Taxes a~e not always ultimately borne by those who proximately pay them. But
this does not provide an argument f01:" including them in income. In so far as taxes
are shifted, the mechanism involves c=.hanges in prices and pre-tax factor payments.
The pre-tax :iistribution of income that we measure already reflects tax induced
changes in p~ices and factor paymentl;. This means that the post-tax income
distribution accurately reflects the ultimate real effects of taxation on the
distribution of standards of living. Moreover, the alternative pre-tax distribution
of income is a curious hybrid measure, reflecting only indirect and not direct
influences of taxes on the distribut:lon of income.

It might be argued that some stlite and local taxes should be included in income
in so far as they are payments for the provision of public services which are close
substitutes for private consumption. For example, municipal golf courses lepresent
a kind of public service that frees up resources for spending on other privategoods. 

While correct in principle, our judgement is that the component of state and
local expenditures that takes the foJnD of such private consumption substitutes is
relatively small. Moreover most ind:Lvidual variations in state and local taxes paid
do not represent variations in the v~vel of publicly provided substitutes for
private material consumption. Rathe:[' they represent differences in the level of
community income or in decisions ab0111t the level of public services such aseducation.

An important exception to the r111le that all taxes be subtracted from income is
the case of property taxes on owner occupied housing. As is noted below, it makes
little sense to subtract taxes paid I()n housing when imputed rent is not included inincome.

The'relloval of tax payments from income ought to be feasible. Indeed Census
studies have reported estimates of tlhe post-tax income distribution as have other
researchers, notably Pechman and Okner (1974). Just as estimates of the
distributiol1 of income exclusive of transfers are now prepared. it would be
desirable tc continue to prepare estimates of the pre-tax income distribution. As
well as pro~iding statistics comparable to current ones. this would be helpful for
situations ~'here the income distribution is used to assess the distribution of

earning powEr.
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NONMEDICAL IN-:UND BENEFITS FOR THE POOR

There are three prominent nonmedic~al in-kind benefits for the poor. Food and
nutri tion subs:ldies, energy assistance J' and public housing. We will briefly discuss

each issue.

Food Stamps an,i School Lunches

For most purposes the food stamp program can be thought of as a program which
provides food stamps with a cash purch~ising power equal to roughly 1/3 of the
difference between the poverty line and the recipient family's income (both computed
on a monthly basis). Thus, amount of JEood stamps received declines with income.
For any family that would have spent a1t: least as much on food as they receive in
stamps, the program provides completel:.., fungible benefits. The cash which would
otherwise have gone to purchase food i:s available for the purchase of other goods.
For these persons, except for the inconvenience of the stamps and the stigma which
may be attached to their use, food stamps are equivalent to cash. For those who
would ha'Je purchased less food, behavior is constrained and the recipient value

would be less than the market value.

There have been several studies of comparing the recipient and market values of
food stamps. The universal conclusion seems to be that food stamps are, in the
words of Smeeding (1982), "on the average, for all practical purposes as good as
cash." Indeed much of literature in the field comes from an earlier period where
food stamps h~.d a purchase requirement which should have constrained behavior much
more than the current system does, yet most studies conclude its value is close to
cash.3 Since market and recipient values for food stamps are so close, and since
market values are very easy to measure (recipients are asked it on the CPS) , we

think the marl;et value of food stamps ought to be included in income.

Schooll1mch programs are somewhat more difficult to measure because there is
some variatio1l in the subsidy depending on income levels and school, and partly
because good :.nformation on who actually uses free or subsidized lunches and the
amount of the subsidy is difficult to determine. The program is large enough,
roughly $2 bi:llion, that its benefits logically should be counted. Our impression is

that the meth4)ds used for valuing lunc:hes and assigning income are acceptable given
the many pracl:ical problems. Though the case for using market value here is less
clear cut thall in the case of food stalmps, we think the modest size of the program
and the hopelj~ss complexity and error involved in trying to get true recipient
values of sch,)ol lunch justify the USE! of market values.

3See Clarkson (1976), Smo1ensky, et a1. (1977), MacDonald (1977), and Plotnick
and Smeeding (1979). This literature typically finds recipient valuations in excess

of 90 percent of the market value. &Ieeding (1982) found that on average recipient
values were 96 percent of market va1uE~s and that 90 percent of recipient values were

at least as high as market values.
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Energy As~:istance

TherE is virtually no literature on the influence that valuing Energy assistance
would havE on income or poverty. Benefits totalled $x billion in 1984. Benefits
are delivered in many forms, everything from added cash benefits for those on AFDC
to direct payment of utility bills of needy recipients.4

Energy assistance clearly deserves to be treated as income. Certainly direct
or indirect payments for utility bills amount to immediate material consumption.
And money which would have been splent to pay utility bills is fully freed for other
consumption. We suspect its market value and recipient value are very close. The
complexity of the program and the difficulty in evaluating its benefits given the
diversity of delivery mechanisms p:robably explain its omission from so much of the
current work on in-kind benefits. The money ought be counted as income, and unless
practical problems are insurmountable, we recommend that it be so included.

Housing Assistance

Housitlg assistance poses the hardest problem among these three in-kind
benefits. It provides direct cons\mption benefits and thus clearly deserves to be
counted in income. The problems arise because most studies seem to imply that
recipients value these subsidies a1: far below market rates, and because it is likely
to be very difficult to calculate either market or recipient values of subsidized
housing ba3ed primarily on CPS data unless a major commitment of questionnaire time
were devot~d to the issue.

Housi11g assistance is offered in several forms. Often the government provides
direct pub:Lic housing charging well. below market rents. The Section 8 program
reduces th,~ rent of selected rental. units. The fact that housing is often offered
directly a11d that it is subsidized in various ways makes it very difficult to
determine ':he true market value of the subsidy, particularly since their are no
questions I)n housing and rent on the March CPS. Determining the recipient value is
even more liifficul t.

There is considerable evidence~ that recipients often value their in-kind
housing be1lefits below market value. For example, Kraft and Olsen (1977) report
that recip:~ent values of less than 75 percent of market value on average, though
Olsen and :[ork (1984) report 91 percent for housing subsidies in New York City in
1965. Smel!ding (1982) reports values averaging 80 percent. While considerable
questions J"emain about the true recipient valuations, the discrepancies between
market and recipient values may be great enough in this situation to merit the use
of somethiILg other than pure market valuations (even if they could be generated
accurately:', particularly for very low income households where recipient values
sometimes cliverge rather sharply from the market.

We arE! somewhat uncomfortable with what has been done to date to estimate
recipient (and market) values of housing. The current Census procedure following
Smeeding (:.982) involves elaborate matching and averaging schemes are used to link
benefits b~lsed on hedonic price equations using Annual Housing Survey data to
housing beIleficiaries reported on the CPS. We believe that this would be a fruitful
area for mc,re commissioned research. Among other things we believe it probably

4See Ifrban Systems Research and Engineering (1981).
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makes sensl~ to try to elicit some better information from the CPS on actual rent
paid and llkely market rents. Information of this sort may yield information that
is as accurate as the elaborate sy~;tem now used with greater fidelity to the usual
procedures for valuing income.5 In the mean time it seems reasonable to use the
current pr,)cedure for measuring re(~ipient values. 6

~

MEDICAL CARE

We carl find no theoretical bal;is for the current treatment of medical carebenefits. 
Employer provided benefjlts, government benefits, and free or

uncompensated care7 goes uncounted in income. Yet for those who must buy their own
insurance or pay for care' out-of-pocket, no deduction is made from income .so
implicitly medical care is counted for these persons. Only about one-third of all
medical costs are included in income, and half are omitted.8

There is even less logic to adding in only the value of government provided
medical care but not adding in the estimated $82 billion in employer provided and
publicly subsidized health benefit:s.9 And there is least logic to counting only
Medicaid and Medicare benefits as :income, (and excluding other forms of government

provided and uncompensated care fo:r the poor) .10

Consistency requires that all medical benefits be included in income or that
all be excluded. Changes in employer practices, in the tax treatment of employer
provided 1'.ealth insurance, in government coverage for the poor, and even in
reimburseDlent mechanisms will almost certainly affect the fraction of total medical
care counted as income in any system which does not try to capture all or nothing of
medical c~re costs. With medical care costs now running at roughly 10 percent of
GNP, such apparent distortions in the distribution of income might be very large.

SIn j'act, we suspect the respondent would tend to undervalue the market rent if
he underv~Llued the subsidy. A direct set of questions might therefore come close to
providing recipient values without the need for interpolation from other surveys or

elaborate adjustments for market versus recipient valuations.

~

6ThO11gh we favor the recipieI1lt value approach, we do not feel the use of market
values wo11ld distort incomes too s:eriously. We would favor the inclusion of market

values ovl~r the inclusion of nothing at all.

7Carl~ provided to the poor on a charity basis, bad debts, etc.

8We :tnOW of no exact accountj.ng of what fraction of all medical costs are now
excluded Erom income. Total medic:al care costs were $355 billion in 1983.
Government pa~s $149 billion (U.S.. Bureau of the Census (1984b». Private employer
costs for health insurance were $~~2 billion (Ryscavage and McNeil (1985». An
additional $11 billion was spent by private sources for facilities and research.
Most of the remaining $113 billion was presumably paid by consumers for insurance
and out-of-pocket expenses and would be counted in income.

9Ryscavage and McNeil (1985).

10By some estimates uncompenl9ated care is as large as $15 of $20 billion.
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The ~roups which will be most affected by decisions about the valuation of
medical c8re are the poor and elderly. The treatment of medical care in income
statisticE is likely to strongly influence our impression of the prevalence of

poverty. Indeed in 1983, including just market valuations for food and housing
alone lowers poverty among the elderly only slightly, from 14.1 percent to 12.3
percent. But adding in the market value for Medicare and Medicaid drops the figure
all the W8Y to 3.3 percent. In some high benefit states, including Medicaid and
Medicare at market values essentially eliminates poverty among the elderly. 11

While we do not believe the issue is clear cut, we are inclined to exclude
nearlyal] medical care expenditures from income, including most out-of-pocket
expenditures. Our view is that including medical benefits and expenditures would do
more to distort the picture of the distribution of material well-being than to
sharpen it, and that the distortions would be particularly great for low incomepersons. 

This judgement rests on three arguments: variation in medical needs, lack
of fungibility, and practical considerations.

Variation in Medical "Need" -More Is Not Always Better

An editorial cartoon by Wasserman examined the issue of in-kind medical
benefi t s and the poor. The text r,ead:

Man 1:
Man 2:
Man 1:

The government exaggerates the number of poor people.
Really?
Sure -They don't count all the benefits poor people
get for free Suppose Medicaid is paying for some
guy's stay in the hospital for a year He's making
over a hundred grand.

The reason Wasserman's cartoo:n seems absurd is that we recognize that there are
people who become very sick and ne,ed medical care. And the need for large amounts
of medical care is an indication that something is seriously wrong. Thus unlike the
case of food or housing, where evi,dence of very high levels of expenditures would be
taken as evidence of superior levels of material well-being, high levels of medical
care carry no such presumption. More is not better in the usual sense. When
comparing two equally sick or equally healthy people, more is clearly better. But
when comparing two people who may 'have very different medical problems, more usually
indicates worse. If more means worse, then adding the actual value of medical care
can give very perverse results as in Wasserman's cartoon.

The superficially appealing s,olution to this dilemma is to value the insurance
protectioI1 provided, rather than the care received. More insurance protection is
better than less. But more costly insurance cost does not necessarily indicate
greater protection. Different well defined insurance groups have very different
expected lIedical costs. For example, in New York in 1983, combined Medicaid and
Medicare costs for an elderly perslon were roughly $9,400 in 1983; for a nondisabled
child, $6(0. 12

11Ryscavage and McNeil (1985).

12U.f:. Bureau of the Census (1984a). The $600 figure is for Medicaid coverage
Medicare is not available to nondisabled children.

only.
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We ha'le argued that in-kind bE!nefits should, in principle, be valued at
recipient, not market value. If WE! use recipient values, we are unlikely to get
variations in values that are as e>:treme, but the basic difficulty remains.I3 We
would stil:l expect a very large coDlponent of the variation in the recipient values
of medical protection across diffeI~ent groups to reflect variations in the health of
the recipil~nt groups.

If we assign a value to medical protection to be included in income, we will
assign morl~ income to the sick, thE! disabled, and the old than to the young and
healthy--e'len if we use recipient values of the insurance. This will give the
impression that at equal levels of other income and equal levels of medical
protection, those likely to have the greatest medical problems are richer, sometimes
considerab:ly richer than those who are very healthy. Ad hoc adjustments like
omitting il.lstitutional care as is clone in some calculations by Smeeding (1982) and
others doe:; not solve the problem. It merely hides the unsatisfactory nature of
including Inedical costs. The probJ.em of varying health status is particularly
extreme amf)ng the poor who are offE!red medical protection, for they typically
include th,~ old, the sick, and the disabled, along with young children and theirparent(s).

Fungibilit:r

Alth011gh utilization of medic8u care is clearly influenced by prices and
income, thj~ fact that it is so heavily affected by health status suggests that it is
not the saIne as traditional material consumption. While the question of whether it
represents material consumption mi~~ht be argued either way, if provision of medical
benefits f:l"ees up income that othel~wise would have been spent on care, one would be
more incli1.1ed to include it as income. Employer provided medical insurance for the
middle and upper classes, undoubteclly passes this fungibility criterion, since most
would purc1.1ase at least a modest lE!vel of protection anyway. Medical care provided
by the govl~rnment provided to the poor almost certainly fails it.

Medic.!! insurance is typically provided through employment. Yet very few
Medicaid rl~cipients work, so few would get protection from employers. They would be
forced to ')uy private insurance WhE!re half of the premium goes to cover commissions
and admini;trative costs.14 As thE! low recipient values of medical coverage may
indicate, few would be willing to pay for comprehensive protection. Many, perhaps
most, woultl go completely uninsurecl.

13We ,ire somewhat skeptical 01: the methods used to date to determine recipient
values of lmedical care. There are numerous sources of reduced cost or free care
that offer some protection against very serious illness for the uninsured or
underinsurl~d, so using expenditures of the uninsured to project willingness to pay
is inappro:?riate. Moreover, for those who do become very sick, distortions caused
by income ~ffects are likely to be large. We suspect that if recipient values could
be measure,} accurately, at a given level of income, elderly and disabled persons
would plac~ a far higher value on 1:he medical protection offered by the government
than a healthy young adult would.

~

14Davis and Schoen (1978).
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Medical care expenditures are extremely unequally distributed. Even when
people are insured, most spend very little on medical care. A small number of
persons account for the overwhelmi:[lg majority of medical costs. In Michigan for
example, excluding the long term c,are population, the most expensive 4 percent of
Medicaid enrollees account for mor,e than half of all Medicaid expenditures. The top
12 percent account for 75 percent jof total costs. The bottom half of enrollees
account for only 3 percent of total expenditures! Over half enrollees have
expenditures of less than $100.15

In the absence of insurance wle can surmise that most would spend very little on
medical care. The unlucky few who needed a considerable amount would have been
forced to spend nearly all of thei:r income, go heavily into debt, rely on free care
and the like. Thus when we providled coverage to these groups, we did not free up
much money for consumption for the vast majority of enrollees. They previously
would have spent little for medica:L care, they now spend nothing.

Our view is that medical care is best excluded from income, but if it were
included, there is far more logic Ita including the partially fungible employer
provided benefits to the middle cl.iss than the nonfungible benefits provided to thepoor.

Consistency and Practical Problems

Consistency argues for the iru~lusion or exclusion of nearly all health
expenditures. But there are large practical problems associated with moving in
either direction. Moving towards Inore complete accounting of medical benefits would
require measuring the value of insurance provided by employers. Those interviewed
in the CPS cannot be expected to e:stimate the value or comprehensiveness of their
benefits, so some imputation method would have to be used which would likely be
subject to large errors. If benef:lts are valued for the poor, we have argued that
recipient values must be used, but the measurement problems are enormous. The
problem is particularly difficult Isince free care is an available substitute, so
current out-of-pocket expenditures by the poor are not good indications of potential
willingness to pay. And the technical problems associated with determining the
recipient insurance value of uncompensated care are frightening. Who is covered by
it? Should insurance value be imputed to all poor persons?

Illi

A decision to exclude all med:lcal care from income probably poses fewer
problems of measurement, but there would still be complications. In principal, one
could simply ask respondents to the CPS how much they actually spent for medical
care or insurance. This figure co1Jld then be subtracted from income. Undoubtedly,
though, there would be measurement errors in the recall of medical costs.

A decision to exclude out-of-]?ocket expenses from income would represent an
important change from the income definition (comparable to a decision to include
costs not now included). It might be argued that out-of-pocket costs are highly
discretionary and thus ought to be included in income. However, studies of out-of-
pocket expenditures do not seem to bear out this premise. Per capita out-of-pocket
expenditures for actual care vary only slightly with income, people with income near

15Inferred from U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (1984) and
unpublished data. Numbers for Cal:lfornia, New York, and other states are very
similar.
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the povert~r line average $185 per person, those with income over twice the poverty
line avera~;e $202. Moreover, these expenditures are highly skewed, with the top 15
percent of families accounting for over half of total out-of-pocket spending.16 We
believe thcLt a family with $20,000 in earnings and $5,000 in medical expenditures
really is (:onsiderably poorer than another with the same earnings and no medicalcosts. 

thE! fact that large medical expenses are deductible for Federal income tax
purposes S1.lggests that others share this view.17

These arguments not withstanding, a decision to exclude all medical care
expenses f)'om income is an uncomfortable one. Consumers clearly value care. The
poor are cE!rtainly better off as a result of the benefits they receive. The crucial
issue is wllether including medical benefits and expenditures tend to enlighten or
confuse us about the distribution of material well-being. We favor their exclusion.
We want to emphasize, though, that excluding medical expenditures from income does
not indicat:e that they have no value, just as failing to include the value of leisure
or police Ilrotection does not indicate they have no value. There are many' ways to
measure thE! distribution of health and medical protection of the population without
including Dledical benefits as income.

CAPITAL IN<:OME

As taJ: theorists have long recognized, the measurement of capital income is
extremely c!ifficult. Fundamental problems arise in both theory and measurement. At
the level (If theory, there is substantial debate over the relative merits of the
Haig-Simonf: and consumed income, income concepts.I8 At the practical level very
difficult Ilroblems arise in measuring income that results from unrealized capital
gains, and in measuring real economic income in an inflationary environment. Current
practices ~Lre not easily reconciled with consistent application of either the
Haig-Simonfi or consumed income concepts. Indeed any fully consistent solution to the
problem of measuring capital income is likely to require fairly radical changes in
income stat:istics in ways that have so far received relatively little discussion.

~~

Consi!;tency with the Haig-Simons income concept would require that all changes
in real net: worth be included in income. Current practice does not come close to
achieving t:his goal in three important respects. First, capital gains and losses are
excluded f]~om the current income definition. While capital gains and losses on
corporate !;tock are likely to be significant only for high income individuals,
changes in the value of houses and durable goods are likely to be important for much
of the pop\llation. Second, no efforts are made to adjust measured capital income for
the effect!; of inflation. A very large part of interest income comes from the

16Thel;e figures are for direct health expenditures excluding long term care and
payments f()r insurance. Health Care Financing Administration (1985).

17Act1lally the tax treatment of out-of-pocket expenses suggest one possible
alternativc~ to reduce the discretionary component of medical expenses. One
might deduc:t all health insurance premiums to be consistent with the treatment
of employe1: provided coverage, but only subtract out-of-pocket expenditures
for actual care above a certain dollar amount, say $500 or even $1,000.

18For a variety of perspective:s on the relative merits of each definition,
see Pechmal1 (1980).
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inflationary component of interest rates, whereas only the real component represents
a true increment to net worth. 19 ~rhe proper measurement of profit income in an
inflationary environment also requjLres that a variety of adjustments be made.20
Note that Jn1ike the case of labor income, calculating real capital income requires
making adj~stments for the current price level and its rate of change.

Third, the Haig-Simon concept requires that just as interest received is
included 1rl income, interest paid I;hould be deducted. Thus much of the interest and
profit inc:>me that shows up in offjlcial income statistics currently, is not real
income sin~e it reflects only the .!ffects of inflation. On the other hand, most
real capital income including capi1tal gains and the service value of owner occupied
housing does not show up in the ofjcicial statistics.

Nor does current practice com]?ort with consumed income concepts. Savings is
included in income, while consumpt:Lon financed out of borrowing, gifts, or assets isexcluded. 

The consumption value o:f housing is excluded. And moving towards an
income definition based on current consumption would require considerably more data
than is now available on the CPS.

We do not see a clear path to1'Wards a consistent capital income definition.
Rather than pursuing this issue, w,e address pragmatically two aspects of the current
income definition that have generated controversy--the treatment of pensions andhousing.

Pensions

Pensions present a difficult income definition issue because pension
arrangemeI1ts are complex and widely varying. Current procedures treat pension
benefits as income and ignore the value of pension contributions in constructing
income measures. We believe that this choice is appropriate for reasons of both

principle and practicality.

Emplciyer commitments to provide pension income do not represent directly
provided c:onsumption benefits. They thus do not qualify as income on this score.
While thel'e is controversy about the extent to which private pensions lead to
reduction!: in private savings, it seems clear that savings are reduced far less than
dollar fO1' dollar by the accrual of pension benefits.21 To the extent that pension

19Su])pose an individual invests $1,000 in a non-inflationary environment and
receives ~l 3 percent return. His measured income, which in this case equals his
real inCOtle, will be $30. With 10 percent inflation, and a corresponding increase
in the in1:erest rate to 13 percent, his measured income will be $130. Even though
his real 11et wealth has increased by only $30, therefore his true income is still

$30.
20Fo:, comprehensive discussion of the influence of inflation on measured capit~

income, sl~e Aaron (1976).

Ll

21Fo:t' a survey of the evidenc:e on the effects of pensions on savings, see

Aaron (19~2).

--
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income does not reduce savingst private pensions do not qualify as income under our
fungibility criterion either. lnd,eed if consumption is largely unaffected by
pension benefits until they are actually receivedt the most logical treatment is to
count these as income when they arle received rather than when they are accrued.

practical considerations also suggest that pension contributions should not be
included in income. It would be double counting to include both employers
contributions for pensions or employees' benefit accruals in income and then to
count pension benefits received. ]~oreover measuring pension benefit accruals is
extraordinarily difficult. For moist workers who are covered by defined benefit
plans there is no simple relationsJrtip between employer contributions and benefitsaccruals. 

Indeed the timing of the accrual of pension benefits is a subject of
continuing controversy.22 It is n01t possible without an enormous investment of
resources to get a meaningful measure of pension accruals and so one is thrown back
to valuing pension benefits only when they are received.

Owner-Occupied Housing

As a natter of principle an individual's real income should include the value
of the imputed rent on his home or other durable goods. As long as the returns on
other capital assets are included jln income, there is little basis for excluding the
return to tlousing just because it (~omes in the form of rental services. Rental
services are after all a form of consumption. They surely augment an individual's
material standard of living. A related principle is that mortgage interest payments
or at least their real component, ~;hould be deducted in computing income. Interest
payments r~duce potential consumptjlon and standard of living.

Unfortunately there are diffi(~ult data problems involved in measuring both
imputed re:lts and mortgage interest: payments. Neither are currently investigated in
the March CPS. Moreover, the estiDlation of imputed rents is notoriously difficult,
and indivi~iuals are unlikely to be knowledgeable about the fraction of their
mortgage piyment that represents irlterest as opposed to principal. As a partial
solution to) this problem, it is soDletimes suggested that imputed rent only on
individuals' equity in their homes be included in income and that mortgage interest
be subtracted from income. ImplemE!nting this procedure requires a judgement about
the appropriate imputed rental ratE!. If as is plausible, the imputed rental rate
were set e'lual to the after-tax re~L1 interest rate on mortgages, any additions to
income wou:ld be negligible because after-tax real interest rates are close to zero.
A1ternativ,~ly, using observed rent~L1 value ratios is a possibility, but is not a
very satisractory procedure if there are substantial risks which home owners bear
but tenant:; do not. Even after imputing rent there remains the problem of treating
capital ga:lns or losses on housing.

Beyorul the practical difficult:ies that attend the measuring the "income"
generated 1)y owner-occupied housin~:, there is a plausible theoretical argument to be
made in fa',or of current proceduree:. The consumed income concept argues for the
exclusion c)f imputed rent. Housin~: is purchased out of income that is already
reflected :In the official statistic:s. Hence it might be thought redundant to
include th4~ value of housing servic:es in income as well as the income used to
purchase a house. Of course, a similar argument can be made about capital income

22For more detailed discussion of these issues, see Wise (1985).
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of all sorts. And it is undoubted:ly true that with a given level of currently
measured irlcome, families who own 1:heir homes have a higher material standard of

living tharl those who do not.

The treatment of housing shou:ld depend on how other components of capital
income are treated. We believe that the treatment of capital income in general
merits extensive investigation. 1]1 the meantime, we would not favor a change in
current procedures. A corollary to this conclusion is that property taxes on
owner-occupied housing should not be excluded from income since imputed rent is not
included in income. Research dire4~ted at finding ways of taking account of
owner-occupied housing in the income distribution statistic seems to us to be a very

high priority.

CONCLUSIO~IS

This paper has proposed some principles for the statistical definition of
income and considered their implications. It is clear that income distribution
statisticE have many uses in both formulating and evaluating policy, and inresearch. 

The appropriate income concept depends on the question being considered.
We be1ievE~ therefore that the Census should continue to publish income distribution
statisticE based on a number of different definitions of income. In particular,
income di~:tribution statistics based on current definitions should certainly bemaintainec!. 

But at the same time, we believe the primary income definition should

be a1 terecl.

We rE!commend three major deviations from present income definitions: the
omission (If taxes from income, the addition of nonmedical in-kind benefits for the
poor, and the omission of medical costs, including out-of-pocket costs. The
arguments in favor of these changes are sufficiently compelling to overcome our
general rl~luctance to tamper with a definition which has stood with modest changes
for many :rears. There is little logic in the partial treatment of taxes and medical
care in tl1e present definition or for the omission of valuable in-kind benefits.

We h.ive stressed that saving~; and capital income pose difficult problems for

income deEinition and measurement. Given the broad weaknesses in the current
treatment of capital income, we found it hard to justify any marginal changes in the
treatment of capital income and durable goods. There are strong arguments to
exclude pl~nsion income on the basj.s of its limited fungibility and to avoid double
counting it when it is received by retirees. For owner-occupied housing, we were
unable to see that any alternativE! treatment would be sufficiently informative or

logical t~ justify the errors and confusion counting it would introduce.

Certainly an area for future research is the question of just how capital
assets, iQcome, and durable consmmption should be treated. To the extent that
income is intended to measure material well-being, savings should perhaps be
subtracted. Consumption may be a better measure of material well-being than income.
It has the additional virtue of being less subject to random transitory variations
than income. We believe that efforts should be undertaken to develop information on
the distribution of consumption e:lCpenditures as a possible complement to the income
distribution statistics. In addition, it would be desirable to gather information
on the distribution of wealth if it is really potential material well-being that is

of concern.
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making adjustments is already accepted in the calculation of the poverty line which
differs by family size. Just how it should depend on size has been the subject of a
great deal cf research on "equivalence scales." We believe that consideration
should be given to drawing on and extending this research in order to construct a
distributiol of individual material well-being for the entire population. With
family sizee and structures changing so dramatically over time, the current
distributioI.al figures may provide misleading signals about the movements in
well-being.

Income DefiILition and the Poverty Line

Before concluding we would like~ to emphasize that we have intentionally taken
little dire(:t account of what the poverty line currently measures in reaching our
conclusions about what should be cotmted in income. The poverty count still
represents ])robably the single most powerful piece of information that the income
statistics J~enerate. Thus the quest:ion of the definition of poverty and its
relation to the definition of income deserves very close attention.

If cha:1ges in the income definition like those proposed here were implemented,
it is possi'ole that the poverty line would need to be redefined slightly, primarily
because of :>ur recommendations about medical costs. The exclusion of taxes actually
is quite appropriate for the current: standard since it was clearly framed in terms
of after-talC income. Adopting our Jrecommendations that food stamps, housing
benefits and energy assistance be included in the income definition would require
few changes since these programs were very small when the line was first drawn.
Our recommendation that medical expt~nses be excluded from income might lead to a
call for a revision in the poverty :Line since some medical care costs are
implicitly included in the budget studies on which was used to form the multiplier
and set the poverty line.

It should be clear from our discussion, however, that if our proposals are not
adopted, ttere is even more reason to redefine the poverty line. The change in the
number of I'oor old people ought to be the same if Social Security benefits are cut
directly 01 are cut an equal amount by making them taxable (assuming the cuts fall
on the samE, people). Cuts in the taxes poor people pay, like those currently
proposed, E:hould reduce measured poverty.

Even Dlore importantly, if medical care is included in income, then it is
absolutely essential that the poverty line be adjusted for differences in medical
"need," di::ficult and arbitrary as that might be. When medical care is included,
the disabll!d and elderly do face a much higher cost of living in the same way that
larger fam:llies do. Failure to adjust the poverty line will mislead us about the

material wl!ll-being of many groups.
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on the poper by

DavId T. Ellwood and Lawrence H. Summer!1

I a;~ree with the basic priru~iples enunciated by Ellwood and Summers. I agree
with two of their three major re(~ommended changes in Census procedures. I even
agree, at least as much as they do, with their recommended nonchanges for pensions
and imputed rents. So what's a poor discussant to do? In my remarks, I will talk
briefly .ibout how some, i's could be dotted and some t's could be crosseddifferen~ly. 

Then I will chide I~llwood and Summers for ducking some issues they
should hiive tackled.

El1117ood and Summers decide t:hat Census should strive to measure material
well-beiJlg. To do this, income j_n-kind, valued at recipi~nt value, should be
included if it provides material constunption directly or if it frees up income for
the reci]>ient to use for other p\Jlrposes. Application of this principle leads
Ellwood .md Summers to recommend two major changes in current CPS definitions.
Simple l()gic leads to the third.

Sim]>le logic says that the C:PS should substract taxes from income to put Censt
income OIl a more logical post-tax post-transfer basis. People, including me, have
been say:-ng this for years.! So far as I can tell, there is no argument in favor
of the ctlrrent procedure. (However, I agree with Ellwood and Summers that Census
should m~lintain the old series for the sake of historical comparability.) My
footnote is that, since we are measuring income, it seems to me that we should
deduct OILly taxes on income, not taxes on other economic activities (like sales
taxes).

IS

>y
Ell~rood and Summers' second recommendation is that in-kind benefits provided 1

governmerlt, other than those for medical care, should be included in income. I
endorse this recommendation, including the inclusion of energy assistance, which is
typicall)' overlooked. I would, however, emphasize that symmetry demands that
income ill-kind paid by private employers should also be included. I am thinking
here of E:uch things as employer-provided food and lodging (especially to farm

workers), company cars, and life and health insurance.

111111

Third, Ellwood and Summers do not want to count medical benefits paid in-kind,
for reascns poetically captured by the cartoon. For consistency, they correctly

point out, out-of-pocket medical ,expenditures must then be deducted from income.

ThiE marks a clear departure from the basic principle of using recipient value
but they defend it eloquently on the grounds that a recipient of large medical
benefits is no better off than an otherwise identical individual who receives no

ISee Alan Blinder, "The Level and Distribution of Economic Well-Being," in
M.S. Feldstein (ed.), The America:n Economy in Transition (University of Chicago

Press, 1980), especially pages 41,6 and 442-443.
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benefits be(~ause he is not sick. At. the risk of sounding like a Philistine, I'd
to tak(! issue with this recomme!ndation. It seems to me that it makes more

sense to iru:.lude the value of medical insurance, not medical benefits, whether

publicly or privately provided.

Consider the following fourme illustrate the issues by an example.

people:

Medical
benefits

0A
0B ,

$4,000c
0D

Under current CPS procedures, all four people have $20,000 in income. A and C
have medical insurance provided by their employer or by the government (and not
included in the $20,000). Band D do not.

Under the procedures recommended by Ellwood and Summers, the first three still
have $20,000 in income, but D has a $16,000 income --indicating that he is worse
off. By c:ontrast, if all medical benefits were included, C's income would be raised
to $24,00() while leaving all the others at $20,000. As Ellwood and Summers say, it
seems abs11rd to treat C as better off than A.

But '~hat about A and B? Neit:her got sick, so neither drew benefits. But
health in;urance is a valuable service that enhanced A's material well-being
directly, just as did the fire insurance on his home. Hence, by Ellwood and
Summers' basic measurement principle, the recipient value of medical insurance
should be counted as income. Ellwood and Summers object that some groups (e.g., the
elderly, the poor) have greater ml?;dical needs than others, and hence would have
higher valuations for health insu:rance, leaving us once again in the awkward
position of the cartoon: attributing more income to the (probabilistically) more
infirm. One suggestion is to treat Medicare and Medicaid recipients as participants
in a grot.p health insurance policy and include the recipient value of that group
policy --.which would be the same for every Medicare recipient and for every
Medicaid recipient --in income. Then, if the insurance is worth $1,000, A's income

is $21,0()0 while B's income is $20,000.

Tha1: seems clearly correct. But what about the thornier issue of comparing A
with C (j)r B with D)? Obviously,. if out-of-pocket medical expenses are
discretwnary, we do not want to deduct them from income. If D spent $4,000 to buy
a nose j)b for his daughter, that: is equivalent to spending $4,000 on clothing and
beauty treatments. Ho1o7ever, I al~ree with Ellwood and Suuuners that most medical
expenses are obligatory investment expenditures, not discretionary consumption
expenditures. Still, we must rel~ognize that treating all medical expenses as
discretionary introduces measure1nent error. As Ellwood and Summers note, yet more
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measurement error will be introlduced if the CPS starts to collect data on out-of-
pocket medical expenses, which may not be reported accurately by survey responden

is.

But the biggest problem is conceptual. Deducting medical expenditures from
income opens a Pandora's box th.at Ellwood and Summers wisely counseled us to leav
shut: the measurement of utility rather than income. It seems pretty clear that
has less utility than B, even t'hough their incomes are equal. But this is often
true. At equal incomes, a handicapped person probably has lower utility than a
non-handicapped person, even if his medical bills are no higher. Someone who muS
work tto;ice as many hours to earn the same income is probably worse off than someo
who works half as many hours. Each of us can think of other examples.

e

D

tne

fie specific rationale for not counting medical benefits is, presumably, tha
those ~articular dollars do not buy happiness; they just maintain human capital.
But if income spen~ on medical care is deducted for this reason, why not deduct
expenditures on formal education and training programs? Why not deduct commuting
costs and other job-related expenses? There is no logical place to stop.

t

Fjnally, let me flag four issues that Ellwood and Summers ducked or barelymentio~ed.

Fjrst, I repeat that, if in-kind benefits provided by government are to be
included in income, then so should be in-kind benefits provided by private
employe:rs. That means that Census should start valuing fringe benefits other tha
pensiorls, which now amount to a substantial fraction of wages.

n

SE~cond, Ellwood and Summers only obliquely discussed whether a year is the
best tjme unit for measuring income --when they discussed saving and income fromcapita]. 

Do they think a year is a reasonable time unit? The answer here is, of
course: intimately tied up with the proper treatment of property income.

TlLird, the problem of underreporting is, in my view, a major one to which
Census should devote more effort. According to data for 1983, the CPS found 90
percenl: of independent estimates, but only 45 percent of property income and only
69 per(:ent of non-social-security transfers.2 This gross amount of underreportiE
create!; problems for each of tble uses to which CPS income data are commonly put.

19

It gives a distorted imlpression of the "average" income level in
the United States. Ho~r can it be that mean Census family income
per capita in 1984 was $9,614 when personal income per capita
was $12,726 according to the national income accounts? It
was not that different" of course. Yet Census numbers are

commonly used for this purpose.

1.

It distorts the shape of the income distribution since the
grossest underreportin~: comes in the two tails of the

distribution.

2.

How it effects estimated time trends is less clear. It depends
on how underreporting varies over time. But it is worrisome,
for example, that mean Census family income from 1977 to 1984
grew only 70 percent while personal income per capita grew
82 percent.

3.

2Kindly provided to me over the telephone by the Bureau of the Census.
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Albert Rees
Alt'red P. Sloan Foundation

on the poper by

David T. EII1wood and Lawrence H. Summers

:>

I am a great admirer of earlier work by both of these authors. It was
therefl>re a surprise to me to f:ind many points of disagreement with the present
paper. The paper covers a number of difficult issues, and I shall not attempt tl
discus:; all of them. Instead, I shall concentrate on issues involving income
in-kinc[, to the exclusion of taxes and income from capital, because it is in the
treatml!nt of income in-kind thaLt I disagree with the proposals made.

2)
al
is

B

tteome,

we

u~t me start with a point on which I strongly agree. The authors write (p.
"...th.~ existing definition of the poverty line ought not to drive our statistic.
defini1:ion of income. The pOVE!rty line ought to be drawn in recognition of what
or is 110t included in income." Exactly so. But in view of that principle, it il
disappI>inting to find Section ]:11 dealing with "nonmedical in-kind benefits to tl
poor" I:my emphasis). If housiI1lg subsidies to the poor are to be included in inc-.
"SOSh01J1d housing subsidies to the nonpoor. There are occupations, including the
clergy and college presidents, where free housing is a substantial component of
real il1come. This raises meaStlrement problems, but no worse ones for the nonpooI
.than fc)r the poor. If we ask Bl parson the annual rental value of his parsonage,
will p1:,obably get an underestiIIlate, but any reasonable positive number will brin~
us cloi;er to measuring his truE~ income than not including the housing at all. I
would ~lpply the same principle to medical care. Some portion of the cost of
Medica1:,e should be included in the income of the poor if and only if some portiol
of the cost of employer-providE~d health insurance is included in the income of
emploYI~d workers --otherwise (Jlur measures of income distribution would be seriol
distor::ed. This issue does not: arise in the paper because the authors do not
proposl~ to count Medicare as income.

.1

1sly

E:Uwood and Sutmners define! income in terms of "potential material well-bein.Q
withoUI: ever defining the term "material." Let me suggest that it be defined in
terms I)f command over goods andl services available in the marketplace. 'l11is WOUl
mean tl1at the ability to obtain entertainment, travel, and medical care are as mt
income as the ability to obtain meat, potatoes, and Cadillacs. Perhaps this poir
labors the obvious, but I worry that by using the term "material" and then excluG
medica:l care from income, Ellwood and Summers might be understood as attempting 1:
distiru:.tion between goods and s;ervices. I would include the ability to send
childrl~n to private schools in income, whether paid for out-of-pocket or provided
by an I~mployer but I would not include the cost of public schools because public
school:lng is freely available t:o all. Neither would one include such elements of
well-bl~ing as climate or clean air, for which there is no market.

,".

'.d

Ich
It

ling

LsreneTris brings me to the Ellwood and Summers treatment of medical care, which:
where [part company with them entirely. Most economists are searching for a mo]
compre..lensive definition of inc:ome than the present one. By excluding from incol
funds ;pent out-of-pocket for Dledical care, Ellwood and Summers would give us a
narrow,?r definition of income t:han we now have. In my view, we should move in tt.
opposite direction, and include in income some measure of the value of government

Ie
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or employer-subsidized medical care. It is obviously correct to rule out
valuat:Lon of medical care on the basis of case-by-case consumption, which

tl1e absurdity that one's j.ncome is highest during a year spent in the
Valuation of medical care on an insurance basis is clearly called for.

an,! Sununers object to this because of the great difference in insurance
for ,!ifferent age groups. YE~t nowhere is it written on tablets of stone that

insurarlce-based estimate of the value of medical care should be age-specific.
me suggest as a possible start:Lng point for discussion that we include in

I income the full cost of government-subsidized or employer-subsidized
insurance up to a limit equal to the average cost per capita of such
for the population of all ages.

I reBdily grant that there are measurement problems with income in-kind. Any
WE design will be rough, especially at first. But is zero really the best

bad meaSU1'e of something we know to be large and positive?

Gove1"nment-subsidized and emp,loyer-subsidized medical care are the largest and
fastest gl:oTlling form of income in-.kind. If we give up on measuring this, we should
forget abc)ut food stamps and public housing--taken by themselves, they are not wort!

the troub:Le.

1
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Barry R. Chlswlck
University of Illinois at Chicago

INTRODUI~TION

A I;tatistic is a summary measure designed to simplify a complex array of
conceptI; and data. It is best to think of a statistic not as "the truth," but as
the sha(low of the truth. Just as shadows in the natural world may present a
distortE!d image of the object creating the shadow, so too in the world of
statistj.cal shadows. To understand and interpret appropriately a statistic requires
a knowlE!dge of how the statistic is created, including the myriad of explicit and
implicit assumptions.

In addition, a statistic is meaningful only in a comparative situation. To
know thclt the measurement of some phenomenon, say X, is six units is not meaningful.
To know it was five units last year and six units this year can provide substantive
content. However, for a statistic to provide such content one of the explicit or
implicit assumptions must be that there has been no change in the measuring rod,
but merely in the item being measured.

The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the procedures developed by the
Census lureau to solve one such measurement problem, the incorporation of noncash
benefits in measures of the rate and incidence of poverty. Problems arise because
of the essentially arbitrary nature of the poverty threshold, the change over time
in the measuring rod (money income as a proportion of total income), and the
difficulty of measuring noncash forms of income on a household or family basis.

Section II provides a brief overview of the nature of the measurement issue.
Section III describes the official definition of poverty and the types of income
used to measure the incidence of poverty. Sections IV to VI discuss and critique
each of the three procedures the Census Bureau has developed for incorporating
noncash public income transfer benefits into the measures of income.l In the
Bureau's Technical Papers they are referred to as the "market value," the "recipient
value" (or "cash equivalent"), and the "poverty budget share value" procedures.
These procedures are applied to measuring the value of food, medical, and housing
subsidies. Section VII discusses some problems in the presentation of poverty
estimates that include the value of noncash income. Based on these analyses, the
conclusiJn (Section VIII) offers a set of recommendations. Two categories of
recommeniations are offered--those that can be implemented with current knowledge
and those that require additional research before implementation. The latter may
be viewei as the outline of an agenda for the continuing Census Bureau research on
this isslle.

ITh~ Census Bureau procedures are developed and implemented in several reports.
See U.S. Bureau of the Census (1982, 1984a, 1984b, 1985) and McNeil (1985). For an
analysis that shows even greater poverty reduction from the noncash transfers than
does the Census Bureau's methodology, see paglin (1980).



The Census Bureau has primary responsibility for the measurement of the personal
of income, that is, the distribution of income among families,
and households. The first major Census Bureau effort in this area was

the 1940 Census of Population. Questions on the sources of individual and
money income have been included in each subsequent decennial census. With

development of the monthly Current Population Survey (CPS) in the late 1940's,
Census Eureau has generated annual data on the level and distribution of the

distribution of income.

Data OIL the personal distribution of income have taken on added significance
the 1~'60's. The focus of domestic public policy on poverty led to both the

on POVE!rty" and the development of indices of poverty to measure the extent of
problem and the success of public programs. The annual Census Bureau report on
incidenc~e of poverty always generates considerable interest among academics,

,makel:'s and policy analysts, as well as among the public at large. The success
various ])ublic programs as well as the state of the economy are judged, in part,
whether :he incidence of poverty has changed.

The Ce:1sus Bureau's efforts to measure the poverty rate have been plagued by
: pr)blems because of the rapid changes occurring in the economy, within

families ani households, and in the public sector. The Bureau's efforts to track a
moving target have been impressive. One such heroic effort has been the measurement
of income used for estimating the incidence of poverty.

In an earlier era the measurement of economic well-being, particularly for
nonfarm dwellers, seemed simpler. Economic well-being was intended to reflect
command over potential consumption, and current money income was viewed as a close
proxy for consumption. Those who consumed more were deemed to be better off, those
who consumed less were deemed to be worse off. Consumption is, however, very
difficult to measure. People simply do not keep track of the total of their large
number of f~eparate expenditures (some small and some large in magnitude) on a very
large numbE!r of separate items. Current income is generally considered a
conceptualJ.y less perfect but a more readily measured proxy for economic well-being.2

But hc)w is income to be measured? The simplest measure of income is the money
or "cash" :lncome that individuals receive in exchange for working or renting their

nonlabor a;sets, or as unrequited transfers. Compared to consumption expenditures,
income teThis to be received by most individuals in less frequent but larger amounts.
Money incolne tallies are also generated for other purposes (e.g., income taxation).

When the Census Bureau was developing procedures for measuring the personal
distribution of income, including the poverty statistics, money income was the
primary, if not nearly the exclusive, source of income for the poor and the nonpoor
alike. ID the past two decades, however, other sources of income have grown in
importance. The major forms of in-kind or noncash public income transfers that have
been created in the past quarter of a century include those that are "near" money
(e.g., foc,d stamps), vouchers that permit access to consumption (e.g., Medicaid), and

price subE:idies (e.g., Medicare and rent subsidies). Measured in 1983 dollars,
means-tes1:ed cash assistance programs have increased from $17.8 billion in 1965 to

2For a statement of the conceptual superiority of potential consumption (rather
than actu;il consumption or current income) as the measuring rod for poverty, see

Ruggles a:ld Ruggles (1984).
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Table 1.

(In millions of 1983 constant dollars)

-
Type of benefit

~83

-

Means-tested cash
assis tance 1

589

Noncash ')enefits, total

J93

Means-::ested, total Food stamps Scho4)l lunches Publ:~c housing Medic:aid

~45
ll7
'89
~23

il6

NonmeaJls-tested, total Medi(:are Scho(ll lunches 48
i58
i90

NA Not applicable.

IInc]udes Aid to Families with Dependent Children, general assistance,
SupplemeIltal Security Income, and means-tested veterans' pensions.

Source:
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disccurages work effort. If poverty is measured by money income, noncash
ca~ increase both consumption and economic well-being, while at the same

increas1ng measured poverty!

Since tt,e noncash transfers targetted to the poor have grown over time, Census
procedures that focus on money income increasingly overestimate the incidence

rElative to (a) what would have been if there were no noncash transfers
what would be estimated if the value of these transfers were included in the
statj,stics.

POVJiRTY AND INCOME CONCEPTS

The off:.cial Census Bureau procedures for measuring poverty were developed in
'19I,O's. Families and unrelated individuals with incomes below the poverty

I ar.! counted as being in poverty, while families and unrelated individuals

incomes at or above the threshold are considered not to be in poverty. The
thre:;holds developed at that time were based on two major assumptions. The

was th.it a certain minimum amount of money had to be spent to secure for a
of a :>articular size (and sex and age of family head) the minimum amount of

necessa::-y to meet the nutritional requirements of the Department of
minimum food plan. The minimun food expenditure was then multiplied by

to obt,iin the poverty thresholds for each family size. The factor three was
beciuse the 1955 Food Consumption Survey found that the average of all
(as distinct from poverty or poverty-threshold families) spent about

of their income on food. The poverty thresholds are increased annually in
with the rise in the Consumer Price Index (CPI).3

Two features of the poverty threshold are most striking. One is that it is a
of real income rather than relative income. In principle, regardless of the
in t~average real income (or consumption) of the population, the market

of goods and services that can be purchased with a poverty threshold income
not change. The other is that the threshold is essentially arbitrary. It was,example, 

arbitrary to select food's share in consumption for the average family
than a poverty level or poverty-threshold family. Since lower income families
a lalger share of their income to food, the procedure may have overestimated

the poverty threshold and the extent of poverty. On the other hand, if the
shale of food in the average budget were used, the poverty threshold would be

The DeI'artment of Agriculture's estimates of the cost of food to meet
requirements are similarly somewhat arbitrary. The poverty thresholds

the cost of such requirements as estimated for an "economy food plan" in the
" 1960'~:. Revisions of such food plans made since the 1960's to take into

new information on nutritional requirements and food ordinarily consumed
not beE!n incorporated into the poverty thresholds.

There :ls no scientific or objective measure for a concept as elusive as
"poverty." ]~ut arbitrary does not mean useless. The policy interest is not so much
in the abso:lute number of peop~falling below some rather arbitrary real income
threshold, 1)ut how that number changes over time.

3For a discussion of some of the problems in using the official Consumer Price
Index, see Weicher (1985).
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The CE!nSUS Bureau procedures to estimate the economic effects of noncash or
in-kind trE.nsfers targetted to the poor and the aged have focused only on the direct
effect--thEt is on adding to money income the "value" of the noncash income. The
indirect efrect through increasing time in leisure and home production is not yet

incorporatEd into their procedures.

4See ~nderson (1978); Danziger, Haverman and Plotnick (1981)0 and Robins (1985).
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MARKET VALUE APPROACH

The "market value" method of valuing noncash transfers is based on the private
.(or market) price of the benefits received. Thus, if a good or service is

to a household free of charge, under the "market value" approach the
s income is augmented by the market price of a unit of that good or service

by the number of units provided. For example, monthly income would be
to be augmented by $10 if $10 worth of chicken were given each month to a

1his would unambiguously be the correct valuation if the household (a)
J the same market price for chicken as used in estimating the market value, and
the household would have otherwise consumed at least $10 worth of chicken per

If the t,ousehold would have paid a greater or lesser price, but the consumption
(ccndition (b» was still satisfied, then the consumer's actual price

be usE!d for valuation purposes. In general, however, prices paid by
, iIldividuals are not known, and if markets are well functioning variations

price wil]. merely reflect variations in the quality and the service features of
item in c[uestion.

Assuminl: condition (a) to be true is a reasonable first approximation for most
: and seJ:vices. One exception may be medical care. It has been argued that the

-of purcl1asing on the private market medical insurance comparable in coverage to
that availab:Le through Medicaid and Medicare substantially exceeds the "price"
computed undl~r the market value approach. Smeeding, for example, estimates that the
private mark,~t price of a Medicare insurance package would be more than 25 percent
greater than the government cost, and he assumes this would also be the case for

Medicaid, (S1needing, 1984, p. 153).

Suppose, however, the household would have otherwise consumed less than $10
worth of chicken per month. If, for example, the members of the household are all
vegetarians and hence chicken is viewed as a "bad" rather than a "good" and a resale
market does not exist, the chicken would have no value (or even a negative value) to
the household. If there is a resale market, the net price in this market (which is
presumably at or below the regular market price) measures the value of a pound of
chicken. This analysis shows the obvious advantages from the consumer's perspective
of food staups (vouchers that can be used to buy any type of food, excluding
alcoholic beverages) over the old Food Distribution Program and the more recent bulk
distributior of particular commodities (e.g., cheese).

Indeed! it is precisely because households might otherwise consume less of the
specific coDeodity or service provided in-kind by the government and because the net
resale priCE! of the household's surplus is generally less than its cost of production
that economj.sts conclude that the "market value" would exceed the true (but unknown)
value of thl! benefit to the household. The more narrowly defined the commodity or
service pro"ided and the smaller the resale market price for the household's surplus
of the comml)dity, the lower the value to the recipient. Thus, a commodity
distributiol1 program is of lesser value to the recipient than an equally costly Food
Stamp Progr,im, and a nontransferable program (e.g., public housing) is of lesser
value than ,i transferable (voucher) program (e.g., rent subsidy) with the same cost
to the publLc treasury (see De Salvo, 1971). On the other hand, after examining a
range of in-kind programs others have concluded that "it seemS quite acceptable to

continue to account for in-kind transfers at cost (but including capital costs)",

(Smolensky, !!~., 1977, p. 41).
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Food Stam])s

The tlarket value approach offers a simple mechanism for measuring the value of
food stamlls. Currently, the food stamp benefit, that is, the number of food stamp
dollars g1ven to program participants, is determined by the difference between the
dollar value of the estimated family food requirements and the estimated ability of
the family to buy food out of its cash income (whether from work or cash transfers).
As a result, for nearly all families the face value of the food stamps is less than
what the magnitude of food expenditures would have been in the absence of the
program. The primary exceptions would be the poorest of families in which it is
deemed that they have no ability to pay and the subsidy is the estimate of the entire
food budget. Because food stamps are de facto readily transferable among
individuals, the resale value for sales to friends, relatives, and small independent
merchants Ls close to, if not actually at, the face value. Hence, under current
program pr'Jvisions the face value of the food stamps is conceptually and empirically
a good mea:;ure of the value of the stamps to the family.5

For o'rer a decade after its introduction in 1964 the Food Stamp Program had a
"purchase 1:-equirement. ,. Stamps with a face value equal to the estimated food

consumptio11 requirements of the family were "sold" by the family for a price based on
ability to pay (as measured by an algorithm which incorporated cash income and the
number of J:amily members). The difference between the face value of the stamps and
the purchaf:e price was the subsidy. Under this regime families were more likely to
have surpltls stamps, and hence more stamps entered the resale market. Because food
stamp doll~.rs are somewhat less fungible than money, the purchase requirement
resulted it a subsidy that was of lesser value to the recipient.6

Medicaid

The valuation of Medicaid benefits under the market value procedure is based on
an insurance approach. Separate computations of the insurance value are done by age,
sex, disability status, and state of residence. The latter is particularly important
.in that the joint Federal-State nature of the Medicaid program results in eligibility
requirements and benefit packages that vary from state to state. The insurance value
is estimate,i as the total dollar value of medical expenditures under the program for
those in a ,iemographic group, divided by the number of persons in that demographic
group who a:,e enrolled in the program.

The irulurance approach has two obvious advantages, one conceptual and the other
empirical, (Iver the direct pricing of the medical care received under the Medicaid
program. First, major medical expenses are generally not financed out of current
consumption! but rather out of private insurance or savings (including debt). To add
to "consumption potential" in a year the actual major medical expenditures incurred
in that yeal' would be inappropriate. Statistically misleading results would emerge,
such as expEnditures on a major operation raising a family above the poverty
threshold.

5This is also the conclusion of a study of "cashing-out" the Food Stamp Program
in Puerto Rico. See Fraker, ~ ~ (1985).

6With the abolition of the purchase requirement there does not appear to be
any compelling reason for not "cashing-out" the Food Stamp Program. That is,
eliminating the stamps and providing the benefits as cash income.
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Second, Medicaid recipients do not know the market cost of their own benefits.
They could rlot be questioned directly on this and an attempt at computer matching
of the CPS ~dth Medicaid records would be costly if not also an invasion of privacy.

The ini:urance approach to valuation of these benefits treats Medicaid as if it
were a gift of an all or nothing insurance policy. Enrollees are not provided the
option of sE~lecting a less generous insurance policy with the balance received in
cash. To tIle extent that Medicaid is the equivalent of providing a nontransferable
Cadillac to someone for whom a Chevy would do just as well, the market value
insurance a])proach overestimates the value of the Medicaid benefit. To the extent
that a comp~lrable insurance package would cost more in the private insurance market,
the market '7alue approach underestimates the benefit (Smeeding, 1984, p. 153).

There :Ls, however, another problem. Medicaid is a form of insurance that is
available wlthout money charge to the medically indigent, as well as those deemed to

be medicall:, indigent bec~use of participation in some other public program (e.g.,
AFDC). A dl!cline in earned income or the occurrence of an accident or illness that
sharply inc:t'eases medical costs can result in the application and receipt of

benefits. 'rhus, the program provides insurance protection for individuals not
enrolled in the program. The lower the income and assets of a family, the greater
the probability that a particular illness will result in the family enrolling and

participati1g in Medicaid.

Thus, there is some probability that a particular nonbeneficiary family will be
a beneficiary in anyone year. By ignoring "potential beneficiaries" the Census

Bureau's procedures underestimate the value for nonenrolled families by assuming tha~

their expected insurance value is zero and overestimate the insurance value of
Medicaid for actual program participants. The effect of these misestimations on the
proportion of the population in poverty is difficult to determine a priori.
Empirical estimates of the extent to which families enter and exit the program with
changes in their health status, medical care requirements and other sources of income
would be needed to determine the distribution of potential beneficiaries.

Housing Su1:sidies

Estimates of the market value of publicly provided housing and of rent subsidies
are based cn the difference between the private market rental value of a housing unit
and the rer,t paid by the subsidized tenant. Data from the Annual Housing Survey
(AHS) and the March Current Population Survey are used to generate estimates of the

benefit. J:n practice, the Census Bureau uses a procedure that is more appropriately
described ~LS a matched estimate rather than a market value.

Two allproaches were explored by the Census Bureau, a "matched housing" procedurE
and a "hed<Inic regression" procedure (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1982, Chapter 5).
Each invol,red essentially two steps. In the matched housing procedure each
subsidized housing unit is matched to two nonsubsidized units with similar housing
unit charac~teristics. Two nonsubsidized units are used to "reduce sampling
variabilit:r", although why only two are used is not made clear. The difference
between th4~ rent for the matched nonsubsidized units and the subsidized unit
determines the rent subsidy. Apparently this procedure resulted in higher estimates

of the hou:;ing subsidy than the hedonic regression equation approach.
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Under the hedonic regression equation approach rents for nonsubsidized units are
regressed on the housing unit's characteristics.7 The characteristics of subsidized
units are inserted into this regression equation to obtain predicted market value
rents for the subsidized units. The difference between the predicted and actual
rents is the estimate of the subsidy.

In ttle original Census Bureau report the estimated subsidy using the hedonic
regressio:1 equation approach was negative in about one-quarter of the subsidized
housing UJuts (Census 1982, appendix D). (The extent of negative subsidies for the
"matched 110using" procedure was not reported.) Estimated negative subsidies can arise
from samp:Ling variability and from measurement error. Costs of search for housing
and the CC)st of moving, as well as irrationality on the part of public housing
residents, may contribute to the apparent existence of negative subsidies. Yet, the
frequency and magnitudes seem too large for these to be the primary causes.

The E!stimates of negative rent subsidies most likely arise from specification
errors in the model. Following an established practice in the literature, the
Bureau's ~:tatistical procedures exclude consumer (tenant) characteristics (Census,
1982, p. L.6). This would be appropriate if either of two conditions holds. One is
that families are randomly assigned to housing units, whether subsidized or not.
The other is that tenant characteristics have no influence on rents.

~11~\llll!

Neit~er condition holds. First, there is selectivity bias in who enters and
remains in public housing or subsidized private housing. Second, renting a dwelling
is different than the purchase of many other goods or services, and tenant
characteristics may matter. For example, rent control or housing discrimination may
mean that the true minimum market rent faced by some subsidized housing residents
exceeds the rent estimated from the equation.8 Other household or family
characteristics may also influence rental opportunities. Other things the same,
larger families may result in earlier housing deterioration, a greater repair bill or
higher ins~rance costs for the landlord and larger families would make a greater use
of landlori provided utilities (e.g., water and electricity in multiple dwelling
units). P,)orer families may be expected to be late more frequently in making rent
payments, !nd hence may have to pay a premium to rent a dwelling. These points
suggest th.it consumer characteristics may be important for understanding price
difference:; in the housing market in a manner that may be irrelevant for most other
consumer m.irkets. 9

In adclition, the existence of rent subsidies themselves may create price
differencell. As is alleged in the medical field, landlords may charge higher rents
to those rc!ceiving "Section 8" housing subsidies since the additional rent is
costless t(1 the subsidized tenant. The maximum rent paid by the tenant is

7For ~m exposition of the hedonic approach to estimating implicit prices, see
Rosen (197i,).

8For Example, if the average rental price for a given type of apartment is $300
per month, but because of rent control or housing discrimination, units occupied by
new resider,ts or by minorities rent for $400 per month, the Bureau's procedures
underestimate by $100 the true private sector market rent relevant for the new
resident/minority family in public housing.

9Cap1ovitz (1963) shows that consumer characteristics are also relevant for
credit markets. The poor ~ pay more.
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by the family's income and size and, as long as this rent is less than the
the landlord receives, increases in the rental charge have no impact on the

The ceiling set on the amount the landlord can charge is, in principle,
! by the fair market rent for the dwelling.

These points suggest that it may have been an error to exclude tenant
, from the models used to generate predicted rents. Controlling for

unit characteristics, tenant characteristics may be an important
of rents. And, those in public housing or in government subsidi?~~

housing are likely to be the very individuals with "adverse" characteristics
are responsible for higher private sector rents. Indeed, it may be these very

which drive them to the public housing sector. If so, the Bureau's
--value" procedure underestimates the value of public housing subsidies. As
result, it overestimates the extent of poverty.lO

RECIPIENT Ol~ CASH EQUIVALENT VALUE APPROACH

The major conceptual deficiency of the market value approach to the estimation
of the ValUE! of noncash benefits is that the value the recipient places on the item
may be far llelow the cost of production or the market value. The economic welfare
of a family is not augmented by $2,000 if a poor Kansas family is given a $2,000
surfboard. The recipient or cash equivalent value approach is supposed to be the
amount of m(lDey (cash) that would make the family as well off (i.e., keep them at
the same Ie' reI of utility) as the in-kind benefit. For the Kansas surfboard example
this might l>e the $10 worth of firewood in the surfboard. While the cash equivalent
approach is a conceptually correct procedure for measuring the value of the benefits
to the reci]>ients, there is as yet no robust mechanism for estimating the amount of
income that would exactly compensate in a utility sense for a noncash benefit.II
Various stuclies that have attempted to measure these values find that they are
sensitive tt) the assumption of the functional form of the utility function, see Olsen
and York (1'184).

Under the rubric of cash equivalent value the Census Bureau uses a technique
that is better described as a "matched estimate." The procedure uses household
surveys with data on expenditures, demographic characteristics, and income. Families
are stratified into cells defined by income and demographic characteristics. In each
cell, the families are divided into subsidized and nonsubsidized units. Then, the

10One of the side effects of the analysis of public housing has been the
conclusion that "the variation in benefits among households that are the same with
respect to the observed characteristics is substantial, no matter what measure of
benefit is used" (Olsen and York, 1984, p. 188). This raises questions regarding the
target efficiency and equity of public housing as a means of raising the consumption
level of tre poor. See also, Burke (1984) and Kraft and Olsen (1977).

lIThe social objective of providing benefits in-kind rather than in cash may be
to maximizE a function that includes more than just the utility of the low-income
recipients. The objective may also be to increase the utility of the taxpayers by
altering tIle consumption patterns of the poor (Pag1in 1980). If so, market value may
be a betteJ' proxy for the value to society (recipients and taxpayers) than is the
recipient ,ra1ue.

~
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expenditures on the good or service by nonsubsidized families are compared with the
expenditures of subsidized families. The difference is assumed to be the cash

equivalent value of the subSidy.12

A problem with this approach is that holding income constant there can be
important differences in the permanent and transitory components of income. Among
those with low current money income those who are not program beneficiaries are more
likely to ~ave a large negative transitory income component, that is, they are likely
to be rece~tly or temporarily poor. Their current consumption will show a larger
share of ilcome and hence a larger dollar amount devoted to certain nondurables
(e.g., foo,i) and long-term contractual arrangements (e.g., rent), and a smaller share
of current income expended on items whose purchases are easier to postpone (e.g.,
household .ippliances, cars, clothing).

This :ls a specific example of a more general problem with the matched estimatetechnique. 
Individuals are not randomly assigned to participation in various publicprograms. 

Participation is a function not only of current money income, but also of
assets and of the family's demand for the particular type of benefit.

Medic~lid provides a good example of Some of the pitfalls of the cash equivalent
value apprclach. Families with a higher demand for medical care, other things the
same, are ItOre likely to be Medicaid participants. Using the matched expenditure
approach wcluld then underestimate the use and hence the total value of the Medicaid
benefit. ~:he 1972-73 Consumer Expenditure Survey (Census 1984a) was used to obtain
estimates (If average ("normal") medical expenditures for participants (presumably
zero or cl(tse to zero) and nonparticipants. The difference is assumed to be the
value of tIle Medicaid subsidy for 1972-73. The cash equivalent value of the subsidy
in any othE!r year is then estimated by assuming that the ratio of the subsidy to
income rem~.ins the same for all participants in the same cell, where the cells are
defined by constant dollar money income and demographic characteristics.

Out-of-pocket expenditures for medical care by nonparticipants are likely to be
low relative to the value of Medicaid coverage, in part because, other things the
same, those who would otherwise have greater out-of-pocket expenditures are more
likely to spply for and be eligible for Medicaid. Thus, those who are healthier, who
have access to more generous employer-financed health insurance coverage, and who
"ui1derinsule" (e.g., do not have major medical or catastrophic health insurance)
because of the knowledge that if the need arises they can join Medicaid, would show a
low share of current out-of-pocket expenditures devoted to medical care or insurance.
Low estimates of the cash equivalent value of Medicaid would emerge as a result of
this selection bias.

I

I II

I !i

I'l l
li!t.

I

The severity of the selection bias in the matched procedure for estimating the
cash equivalent value of Medicaid may be indicated by the 10-fold difference between
the market value and cash equivalent (matched) value. The Census Bureau reports, for
example, that in 1979 a low-income elderly person in New York would be assigned a
market value of $3,961 but a matched expenditure value of only $385 for the year
(Census, 1984a, P. XIII).

The selection bias problem for participation in the Medicaid program would, of
course, not exist for Medicare. But another problem does exist. There is no
comparable population of the aged without Medicare coverage that can be used to

12If t[}e "normal expenditure" exceeds the estimated market value, the recipient
value was s,~t equal to the market value for food stamps and housing subsidies.
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develop matc:hed estimates. To use medical expenditures by the aged prior to the
introductior: of Medicare to obtain these estimates is grossly inappropriate. The
purpose of t:he program was to increase access to medical care by the aged and over
the past tWCI decades this increase access has, in fact, taken place. Furthermore,
as a result of changes in medical technology and the rise in the relative price of
quality adj\lsted medical care, expenditure patterns in the 1980's are very different
from the ea1'ly 1960's.

Thus, :~n principle, the cash equivalent value methodology, in which the value of
the benefit is measured as the amount of income that would exactly compensate in a
utility senile for a noncash benefit, is the most appropriate procedure for measuring
the value oj: the benefit to the recipient. In practice, however, it cannot yet be
implemented to obtain robust estimates. Instead, using a similar label the Census
Bureau has Ildopted a very different procedure--a matched estimate procedure. Perhaps
the greates': failing of this procedure is that it ignores the reasons for program
participatit)n. This selection bias problem is particularly severe for housing and
medical ben~fits.

POVERTY BUD ~ET SHARE APPROACH

The thlrd procedure developed by the Census Bureau is referred to as the
"poverty bu:iget share" approach. This may be more accurately described as a "boundea
market value." An upper limit is placed on the market value assigned to a family.
The upper limit is the amount usually spent on the good or service by those who are
not program beneficiaries but are near the poverty level. This is done under the
assumption that "values in excess of this amount cannot always substitute for other
needs" (Census, 1984a, p. B-14). The implementation of the procedure, however,
treats any benefits above the threshold levels as having no value to the recipients.
As a reSUlt the poverty budget share approach assigns income to families that are
equal to or less than the income assigned under the market value approach.

There are two key assumptions to the implementation of the poverty budget share
approach. One is that noncash benefits in excess of an arbitrarily assumed
consumptior maximum are of no value. The other is that program participants have the
same demand for the subsidized goods and services as do near-poverty nonparticipants.
Each of thE~se assumptions is seriously flawed, as is demonstrated by the following
discussion of the application of the approach.

Food Stampfl

There are two conceptual flaws in the application of the poverty budget shares
with regarcls to food stamps. First, one objective of the Food Stamp Program was to
increase fc)od consumption above the level it would otherwise attain among low-income
families. Thus, the statistical procedure appears to violate one of the intentions
of the proJ~ram by assuming the "excess" consumption has no value. In addition, ther(
is a very J~ood informal resale market for food stamps that a family may have in
excess of Lts expenditures on eligible food items. These stamps are, therefore,
readily co:lvertible into cash, and hence can be substituted for other "needs," even

if it is 0[1 a somewhat less than a one-for-one basis.

Second, the arbitrary nature of the "ceiling" is also demonstrated in the case
of food subsidies. The ceiling on the market value is one-third of the poverty
threshold for a family of a given size and structure. That is, the ceiling is
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revertin~ back to the analysis of the Department of Agriculture's 1955 Survey of Food
Consumption that found that the average of all families spent one-third of their
income OD food. Because of the rise in real income and the relative decline in the
price of food over the past three decades, as well as the low income and price
elasticities of demand for food, the share of food in average family consumption is
lower no~ than three decades ago. Near-poverty families would, of course, devote a
larger tl1an average share of income to food, so it may happen to be correct that
their share is close to 33 percent. In practice, however, the very high ceiling
applied to the Food Stamp Program means that few families are bounded by the poverty
budget sl1are ceiling. As a result it has little practical effect on the povertyestimates.

Medicaid

Medicaid provides a good example of another conceptual problem with the poverty
budget shares approach, self-selection in program participation. Assume that, other
things the same, there are two sets of families. One set of families has low or zero
out-of-pocket medical expenses because they are very healthy or have access to broad
coverage under an employer-financed medical insurance program. The other set has
high out-of-pocket expenditures because of illness or the absence of alternative
medical coverage. The latter families have a greater incentive to apply for, and are
more likely to be eligible for Medicaid. Yet, the poverty budget share procedure
places a cap on the value to them of Medicaid based on the low out-of-pocket
expenditures of the healthy, heavily privately insured population.

In practice the Census Bureau uses data from the 1960-61 Consumer Expenditure
Survey to estimate the ratio of medical expenditures to income for families at the
poverty line. These ratios are then used to determine the poverty budget share
ceilings that are compared to the combined estimate of the market value for Medicare
and Medicaid. Of course, these programs were enacted in 1965, in part, because it
was assumed that the aged and the poor were "underconsuming" medical care. And
presumably the extent of underconsumption would have been the greatest for those who
have becomle program participants. Furthermore, as a consequence of the rise in the
relative price of medical care and of technological changes that increased the
quality of available medical care, medical expenditures as a proportion of income
have increased sharply over the past quarter of a century. The poverty budget
share ceilings for medical care are meaningless.

Again, the poverty budget share estimation procedure seems to be contrary to the
intended purpose of the program. Medicaid and Medicare were introduced to provide
access to medical care for the medically indigent and the aged, that is, to those
with high medical expenses relative to their income and alternative forms of healthinsurance.

Housing Subsidies

Poverty budget share ceilings on the market value of housing subsidies are
determined by housing expenditure to income ratios for families living in
nonsubsidized units with income near the poverty level (incomes within 25 percent of
the poverty level). The problems discussed above still apply. In particular,
program participation is subject to selection bias. Those with a higher demand fori
housing are more likely to be pr~~~am participants. Those who have family
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that result in their having to pay higher rents than others for the
unit in the private market are also more likely to be in public housing or to
for and receive rent subsidies. By essentially assuming away these problems

budget share approach underestimates the value of the subsidies.

An assunption built into the poverty budget shares approach is that in a utility
there is no substitution among types of consumption. Yet ~he theoretical and

consumer demand literature is largely devoted to the substitution of one
for another as relative prices change. If the relative price of housing goes

more of it is consumed and there may be less consumption of other items,
food, clothing, and entertainment. To assume that the consumption of a

or service beyond some (arbitrarily determined) ceiling provides no utility is
both conventional economic theory and observed consumption behavior.

PROCEDURES AND THE INCIDENCE OF POVERTY

Tables 2 and 3 report the number and proportion of the population living in
below the poverty level from 1979 to 1983. They also report the poverty

for the three alternative methodologies for measuring the value of noncash
For each procedure a pyramid approach is used for assessing programs.

data are computed when money income is augmented by the value of (a) food and
subsidies, (b) food, housing, and for the noninstitutionalized population,
benefits, and (c) food, housing, and medical benefits for both the

and noninstitutional population. As a result, the Census Bureau offers
measures of the number and percentage of the population in poverty overall and by

group.

Each 01 the methodologies assumes that the value of noncash benefits is
As a result the poverty numbers are smaller when more noncash benefitsincluded. 

The procedures differ, however, in the extent to which they lower
estimates. As would be expected from the previous discussion, the market

approach consistently has the largest effect on the poverty data. The
valu~ and the poverty budget share approaches provide smaller estimates of

redt.ction than the market value, but there is no consistent pattern as to
of thE two has the greater impact.

And Hollsing Benefits

It appE!ars that the estimates of the value of food and housing subsidies
significantJ.y reduce the poverty rate. The official poverty rate of 15.2 percent in
1983 is red\Lced by 1.2 to 1.4 percentage points depending on the valuation

Indeed, there is little difference in the estimated contribution under
the three v~Lluation methods. Unfortunately, the separate contributions of food and
housing are not reported. Thus, the separate marginal contributions of the food and.
housing pro~~rams cannot be ascertained from the Census Bureau reports, even though
these data c:an be produced at a small computer cost by the Bureau. While the degree
of poverty 1~eduction may be only one of several programatic objectives, it is surely
a useful inclex to consider in evaluating the social benefits from these programs. --
This interel~t in seeing the separate contributions is heightened by the greater I
confidence 4)ne has in the procedures for estimating the value of the food benefits

than the ho11sing benefits.
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Table 2. Number of Persons in Poverty, by Valuation Technique and Type of Noncash
Benefits Included: 1979 to 1983

(Numbers in thousands)

Type of measure

79

Official definition
72

Market value approach:

Includitlg food and housing Includitlg food, housing and medical

care f:>r noninstitutionalized persons

Includi:tlg food, housing, and all

medical care

~8

~6

~9

Recipient value approach:

IncludiJlg food and housing Includil1g food, housing, and medical

care ft>r noninstitutionalized persons

Includillg food, housing, and all
medica:L care

ro'8

i2

Poverty b11dget share value approach:

Includillg food and housing Includillg food, housing, and medical

care f()r noninstitutionalized persons

Includillg food, housing, and all

medicaJ. care

19

16

:4

Source:

If.8. Bureau of the Census, Technical Paper 52, Estimates of Poverty
Jncluding the Value of Noncash Benefits: 1983, U.8. Government pri~ting-""". yy, .--~ ---~ (Iffice, Washington, D.C. 1984, table C.

~
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Medical Benefits For The Institutionalized Population

The aumerator and denominator of the poverty rate refer to the
noninstitutionalized population. This is appropriate as poverty statistics for the
institutiGnalized population, including those in prisons, nursing homes, and mental
hospitals, would not be meaningful, whether the institutionalization is voluntary orinvoluntary. 

Thus, public expenditures on the food and shelter of the
institutiGnalized population are not included in the valuation of benefits.

Nevertheless, a set of estimates are presented by the Census Bureau for the
poverty rate of the noninstitutionalized population which includes the aggregate
Medicare and Medicaid expenditures for those who are institutionalized. The
procedure implies that the noninstitutionalized aged population in a state are
currently better off if there is greater public expenditure on the medical care for
the institutionalized aged, because the quality of their care has increased, they are
in poorer health or more people are institutionalized. After accounting for food,
housing and medical benefits for the noninstitutionalized population, adding the
medical benefits provided the institutionalized to the income measure (for those in
the same state and "risk class") lowers the poverty rate by 0.3 percentage points for
the market value approach. It lowers it by about 0.1 to 0.2 percentage points for
the recipient value method and has no effect under the poverty budget shares method.

It is difficult to develop compelling reasons for including the medical benefits
for the institutionalized under an insurance value approach. It might be perceived
that medical insurance is not separable--one must buy noninstitutional and
institutional care packages. In the market place, however, they are separable. In
addition, they are separable in the government statistics. Alternatively, it might
be viewed that individuals without this protection would set aside funds each year to
accumulate a medical fund in anticipation of institutionalization. This seemsunrealistic. 

Furthermore, there is evidence that the large increase in the
institutionalization of the aged in the past two decades was largely the result of
changes in the demographic characteristics of the aged, the employment opportunities
of adult (nonaged) women, and the rise in real family incomes, rather than the
introduction of Medicaid per se (Chiswick, 1976). That is, the largest impact of
Medicaid on the institutionalized may have been to serve as a substitute for funds
from the existing state government programs, charity, and nonaged relatives.

Thus, it appears to be inappropriate to include the value of noncash benefits
for the institutionalized population in the income measure for those who are notinstitutionalized.

CONCLUSICNS

The Census Bureau's efforts to measure the effect of noncash benefits on income
and hence on the poverty statistics have been impressive and should be encouraged.
At the same time, as with any new effort, considerable reevaluation and reassessment
are warranted. On the basis of the foregoing analysis the following recommendations
are offeIed.

For Lmmediate Implementation

1. Poverty budget shares approach--This procedure is a bounded market value
approach where the ceiling placed on the value of the benefit is subject to
selectiorl bias and is arbitrary. This approach is conceptually groundless and
should bE~ discarded.
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2. Recipient value approach--This approach is not a recipient value or cash
equivalen~l/alue approach, but rather is a "matched estimate" based on the assumption
that there Is no selection bias in program participation for families with the same
current inc)me. Measures which ignore selection bias in program participation are
seriously flawed. Research efforts to estimate the nature of the selection bias
should be c)ntinued and may prove to be quite successful in the coming decade as
richer data (particularly the longitudinal data from the Survey of Income and Program
ParticipatL)n (SIPP» become available. However, publication of these estimates
should be d~layed until this problem is solved.

3. Market value approach--Of the three approaches the market value estimates
are conceptJally the most sound, although not perfect. While in general a straight
market valu,~ approach would be expected to overestimate the value to the recipient of!
noncash beTh~fits, it is not obvious that this is the result of the implementation of
the Census Bureau's procedures. Given the nature of the current food subsidy
programs th,~ benefits are virtually the equivalent of cash and the market value
approach se'~ms appropriate. The Census Bureau uses essentially a matched estimate
approach for valuing the housing subsidies, but because the methodology largely
ignores pro:~ram selection bias and family characteristics, the procedure may
underestima~e rather than overestimate the value of the subsidies. Nor is it
unambiguous that the procedures overestimate the value of the Medicare and Medicaidbenefits. 

I~omparable medical insurance purchased on the private market would be morecostly. 
Fu:~thermore, by including in the population base only program participants,

the insuraTh~e value of Medicaid benefits is underestimated for potential participants
and overest:lmated for actual participants. Clearly, the estimation of the value of
the medical benefits is most problematic.

The prl!sentation of the data could be improved. The estimates of the market
value of th4! food, housing and (noninstitutional) medical benefits (Medicare and
Medicaid) s]10uld be separately identified. The marginal contributions to poverty
reduction 0:: each of the four major categories of programs should be presented.
would provide useful information on the relative contributions of each of these
programs to poverty reduction.

This

4. Me.fical care for the institutionalized population--The inclusion in the
income of~le noninstitutionalized population of-e~timates of the value of medical
benefits re.~eived by those who are institutionalized appears to have no conceptual
foundation. It appears to distort rather than enhance the nature of the insurance
value of th4~ medical benefits. This element should be dropped.

Research Ag.~nda

Severa:L research topics are suggested in increasing order of complexity.

1. Po1:ential beneficiaries of Medicaid--A conceptual problem in the
determinatL>n of the insurance value of the medical benefits, particularly Medicaid,
is the impl:lcit assumption that there is no mobility in and out of the program in
response to changes in income and health status. As a result, the full market value
of the bene::its are attributed to current year program beneficiaries, while no
insurance viuue is assigned to potential beneficiaries. The "expected insurance
value" coulcl, in principle, be assigned to nonbeneficiaries on the basis of the
"expectatiol1" that they will be beneficiaries, as well as the benefit if they do

participate. Note that this procedure would lower the estimate of the insurance
value to cu:t'rent beneficiaries and raise it from zero for nonbeneficiaries. The net
effect on the number and proportion of the population in poverty is not clear ~

priori.
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2. Selection bias in program participation--Efforts to develop more reliable
estimates of the recipient value require the development and estimation of robust
models for the determination of program participation. Current matching techniques
do not adequately address the sample selection bias problem. Longitudinal data
files, such as Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) , may be crucial to
the estimation of these models.

3. Value of induced nonwork time--Time spent in leisure and in home production
are not without value. An increase in the level of noncash benefits or in the
implicit marginal tax rate on earnings in these benefit programs have the effect of
decreasing ~ork time, and hence increasing leisure and/or time in home production.
Estimates of the effects on poverty of the introduction and modification of noncash
benefit programs have ignored the impact on economic well-being from changes in the
allocation of time. Research needs to be undertaken to estimate the marginal value
of nonwork time among the low-income population, as well as the response of nonwork
time to programatic parameters so as to incorporate this effect. Note that it is
only the changes in nonwork time in response to changes in the programs, and not the
total amount of nonwork time, that is under discussion.

4. Other noncash benefits--The food, housing and medical programs under
investigatIOn are only a small set of the myriad of noncash benefits that have
grown or emerged in the past two decades. Employer financed medical, life, and more
recently, legal insurance, as well as deferred incomes (pensions) are among the
noncash benefits received largely by the nonpoor. Better estimates of the
contribution of noncash income to the distribution of income and economic well-being
require research on the types of noncash income received through employment. The
Census Bureau, among others, has started research on these issues and this research
should be encouraged (see Smeeding (1983) and Ryscavage (1985».
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Barry R. ChIs wIck

Any e:tamination of statistics should begin with an understanding of why wethem. 
Suc1.1 an understanding is crucial because the uses to which we wish to put

statistics influences how we should define them.

We USI~ poverty statistics for three major purposes:

0 to compare aggregate poverty over time;

0 to compare group poverty over time, where groups are defined by age,

ral:e, family type and size; and

0 to compare group poverty rates with each other at each point in

ti][e.

If a ])roposed change does not matter for these comparisons, it does not matter
for the me,l.surement of poverty, whatever the significance for the measurement ofincome. 

~le household characteristics issues that Chiswick raises may be very
important ::or measuring individual household income, but absent a showing that they
have a sigluficant impact on these comparisons, I do not think they matter. Ditto,
his co~:s on selection bias.

We malte limited use of poverty statistics for allocating funds through
grants-in-.dd and for planning the focus of governmental programs. We do not use
the concep::s underlying poverty statistics for determining eligibility of individual
or househo:lds for government benefits, although we do occasionally use the income
levels geru~rated by those concepts as thresholds for program eligibility (e.g., fooa
stamps or I!nergy assistance). The last point means that details of measurement that
may be impc)rtant for comparing the income of individual households may be unimportan
for measur:lng poverty if the effects average out for purposes of the relevant
comparison:;. That means that certain questions, which are central for measuring
household :lncome--for tax purposes, for example--such as capital gains, may be of no
significaru~e in the measurement of poverty. Capital gains could be disregarded, for
example, i:: it could be shown that they do not materially affect the rate at which
poverty ch.inges over time or on the relative rates of poverty among different groups

;

In ma]~ing such determinations, it is central to recall that the poverty
thresholds are arbitrary indexes and nothing more. The absolute income numbers that
we choose l.1ave no significance whatsoever except that they divide the population
into two g::-oups, one of which is "poor" and one of which is "nonpoor." The index is
adequate i:c it marks off groups which strike us as poor, not just on the basis of
this parti,=.ular index, but on the basis of whatever socioeconomic criteria enter our
evaluation:; of who is --dare I say it --truly needy.
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Thus, if we conclude that a particular index divides the population in a way we
regard as sensible on the basis of broad criteria, and if we then change our index
because we think it gives a misleading impression of how poverty has changed over
time or of the relative levels of poverty among different groups, we should not feel
that we must consider as mistaken our judgments about the amount of poverty at the
time the initial index was created.

To make the preceding rather cumbersome sentence more specific: the Orshansky
thresholds defined a portion of the population as "poor." Many of us now think that
the Orshansky definitions give a misleading picture of the trends in poverty because
they exclude in-kind benefits of various kinds. Suppose we decide to augment the
current definition of poverty, which is based on cash income, with an imputation for
the value of certain in-kind benefits, a change that will alter the rate at which
poverty changes over time and may affect the relative amounts of poverty among
various groups. That change creates a problem: either we must reduce the amount of
poverty today; or, if we think the current index is a good measure of the aggregate
amount ~f poverty today, we must acknowledge that more were poor in the past than we
ha:1 courlted. Which of these two conclusions we reach is not a measure of objective
science; it is a matter of subjective social and political judgment.

COMMENTS ON MEASURING POVERTY

Th,~ index that we use for measuring poverty rests on a number of assumptions,
some of which are seldom examined, that are central to the resolution of the
difficuLt puzzle concerning the valuation of income in-kind. I shall focus on four.

First, the poverty index is based on the assumption that all commodities sell
at a si:1gle price, or that any differences that may exist are small enough not to
affect the information that the index gives us for the relevant comparisons I
sketchell. This assumption is embodied in our willingness to use the same dollar
cut-offs for all geographical areas and socioeconomic groups. If prices varied
systema'~ically along them, it would be necessary to adjust the thresholds
accordi:1gly.

Se,:ond, we ignore consumer surplus, and that means we ignore utility. We value

income -it Viqi' where Pi is the price of the ith good and qi is the number of units

of the :lth good that each person buys. The price, Pi' represents both the market

valuati4}n of the good and, according to consumer theory, the marginal valuation
placed I}n the good by the consumer. Inframarginal consumer surplus is ignored. We
do not ',alue food at the amount a person with no access to food would pay for a
year's :ration, but multiply the market price (which equals) times the quantity
consumecl, and by consumer theory (that equals the consumer's marginal valuation of
food) ml1ltiply by the quantity consumed. The point that I am making is as old as
the dialRond-water paradox that is commonly presented in elementary economics to
illustr.ite the difference between total and marginal values. (We cannot live withoutwater, 

1ihile most of us can manage quite easily without diamonds, but the marginal
value 0:[ water is negligible and the marginal value of diamonds is high.)

Th:ls argument leads to a third assumption. In using income as an index of
well-be:lng, we implicitly treat the marginal social utility of income as equal across
persons. For purposes of measuring poverty, we may allow differences in the marginal
utility of income by income level; but we assume that the marginal utility of income
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is the same for all households at the poverty thresholds. Finally, we treat the
index-numbe]~ problem as unimportant, as indicated by the fact that we deflate by a
single aggrl!gate price index and treat the resulting relatives as unambiguous
indicators (If the relative thresholds in different years.

Given these conventions, we developed and amended a set of income thresholds
derived by Elultiplying some flawed food survey data by an integer that happened to
be midway bE~tween 2 and 4. But I regard the particular method of derivation as an
historical (:uriosity for present purposes. What counts is the proportion of the
population ~md its subgroups we happened to designate as "poor" and "nonpoor."

We now realize that we omitted from the construction of our index certain items
that both a]'e important to well-being and that this omission distorts the comparisons
I described above. If the omission didnTt cause distortions in these comparisons,
we would not care any more about them than we do about, say, the mismeasurement of
capital inc(lme in official statistics.

COMMENTS ON MEASURING IN-KIND INCOME

I turn now to a number of comments on the measurement of in-kind income, some
of which bear on Chiswick's paper. My initial remarks will concern medical benefits.

To begin with, the only way of measuring the value of in-kind income that is
consistent ~ith the conventions used in treating cash income as a measure of
well-being is the recipient value approach. In principle, the value of in-kind

*
benefits to each person is ~Pjqj' where qj is the number of units of the in-kind

*
benefit of type j that the person or household receives multiplied by Pj' the

marginal valuation of the jth in-kind benefit.

~

Unfortunately, this method of valuation suffers from crushing practical and
*

conceptual problems. First, Pj differs for each person, depending on the amount

of the in-kind benefit the person receives. About all that we know is that for all
persons who would have purchased less of the in-kind benefit than they are given,

*
had they been given the market value of the in-kind benefit in cash, is that Pj<Pj,

where Pj is the market price per unit of the in-kind benefit. Hence, about

all that we know is that the market value approach is wrong. This judgment flatly
contradicts one of the key propositions in Chiswick's paper.

*
In addition to this conceptual problem with using Pj' however, there are

equally serious practical problems. How should we define the units into which the
package of Medicare or Medicaid benefits is divided? How can we come close to
defining how households would value that marginal unit? The variation in the
generosity of public program could easily lead to nasty paradoxes. If health care
is provided to satiation in one place, the marginal valuation may equal or approach

*
zero. The value of ~Piqj could then equal or approach zero. The marginal value

in other states that provide small benefits would be considerably higher, and the
total benefit might well be larger. Valuing generous benefits below stingy ones is
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silly, but 1:his is what consistent application of the recipient value approach
implies. ~le fact that private insurers manage to offer insurance packages with
diverse beru!fits and to settle on prices for them, and that people buy these packages
takes us no"here, I think. Most private insurance is paid for by employers and
individuals receive this insurance without having to pay taxes. If consumers are
optimizing Imd face positive income tax rates, we know that the marginal value of
health insuJ:ance is less than that of privately purchased goods. But we have no
idea how muc:h less, because most plans serve people with different marginal tax
rates. Unll!ss employees sort themselves among employers solely on the basis of
health insuJ:ance, not all employees can be optimizing at the same time, and hence
some emploYI!es may be in an intra- and some in an extra-marginal position. I
conclude thllt the recipient value approach cannot be used either.

Which l)rings me to the poverty budget shares approach. Chiswick criticizes
this approac~h to the evaluation of medical benefits on several grounds. Among the
most persualdve are that access to Medicaid or, for that matter, Medicare is not the
same as rec4!ipt of benefits under these programs. Some people have effective
protection liho are not now on the roll. This category includes, for example, all
persons in I;tates with programs for the medically indigent (that is, for persons who
are not cat4!gorically eligible because they are not on the welfare rolls, but who
can gain el:~gibility for Medicaid of their medical expenditures when subtracted from
income yielc! a residual that is below specified thresholds. It is not clear how
such benefi1:s should be measured. Of perhaps greater importance is the point that
Ellwood and Summers make; the appropriate share is undefined because many people,
not all of 1:hem poor, receive uncompensated care from hospitals or physicians.

In sho]~t, I find inadequate all three of the methods that the Census Bureau has
used for ev.l1uating health care not paid for by households. None is sufficiently
reliable. lJse of anyone of them is likely to lead to misleading comparisons of the
rate of pov.~rty at different points in time, among geographic areas, and among

different f~iDlily types.

Should we follow the course recommended by Ellwood and Summers of ignoring
in-kind hea:Lth benefits and subtract direct payments for health care by individuals
~nd familiel~? I am not sure what course I would recommend for general statistics on
the distrib11tion of income. But I do not think that their recommendation should
carryover 1:0 the measurement of poverty. Few commodities are more salient to the
definition 4)f abject want in modern society than a lack of access to "adequate"
health care, To ignore it altogether in defining poverty would exclude from the
definition .!n item, like food, that is often essential for life and is certainly
necessary ft)r freedom from gross economic insecurity.

I wouLI suggest that a person is poor if he or she lacks access ~ to a
minimally allequate menu of health benefits and sufficient quantities of other goods
and service:;.! One would measure each spending unit's cash income (with imputations,
as noted be:low); if that amount of cash fell below stipulated poverty thresholds,
the person 'iould be defined as poor. If that person had even a munificent health
coverage th:t'ough Medicare, Medicaid, or employer-purchased health insurance, the
person wouLi still be defined as poor, because the health benefits are not at all
fungible. If that spending unit was not defined as poor on the basis of income, it

1 Gary Burtless suggested this two-index method of defining poverty.
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still be classified as poor if it lacked "adequate" health coverage and if the
purchase of such coverage would cost enough to reduce residual income below

stipulated thresholds. Clearly, what is "adequate" isa matter of judgment-but
is the "3.dequate" food budget that historically has served as the basis for

"a,iequate" income--in other words, for defining the poverty thresholds.
are poor if they don't have enough to eat. They are poor if they lack means

get adeql1ate health care.

Moving from health care, the hardest case, to food stamps, the easiest, Chiswick
, correctly in my judgment, for including food stamps at their market value.

course is justified for two reasons. For most recipients households, food
are inframarginal and hence cause no distortion in consumption; hence, they
augml~nt purchasing power. In addition, a good market exists on which stamps

entail 30me stigma, but since poverty statistics measure command over material
stigma is irrelevant.

So is Leisure, for reasons that Ellwood and Sununers state. Leisure certainly
an ~mpor~ant argument in utility functions, as Chiswick argues, but income does
measure utility--remember the point about consumer surplus--and our poverty

are based on material resources, within which class leisure does not
ChiS1rlck might prefer a poverty definition that includes more than material

1)ut the practical obstacles to creating such a definition and implementing
are over1ihelming.

Housinl~ subsidies constitute a conceptually difficult intermediate case. I
share Chisw:lck's frustration at the lack of information on how much difference the

valua::ion methods used by the Census Bureau for valuing housing benefits matter
measurinl~ poverty. On the merits, the facts that housing benefits are not

fungible ancl in many cases the benefits are not inframarginal militate against using
the market '7alue approach, whether measured by market surveys or hedonic estimation.
Chi swick scc)res some good points against each of the other valuation methods. My
inclination is that very little is at stake in any of the comparisons in which we
are interes1:ed. If that is the case, I would opt for the procedure that can be
carried out most easily. Note that this position hinges on the relative smallness
of housing :;ubsidies; it is based not on theory, but on practicality. If housing
subsidies WI!re larger or highly concentrated, this dodge would not be available.

CONCLUSION

Althoujth the number of issues in measuring income is unending, I will conclude
with only tliO other observations. The first is that Chiswick makes a strong case
for excludiJlg the long-term institutionalized population from calculations ofpoverty. 

~ley have been removed by antisocial behavior, illness, or infirmity from
the usual ec~onomic processes. We may legitimately enquire whether the policies we
adopt towarcl them are humane and effective. But there is little point in distorting
measures ei1:her of population or of the poor by including them. And there is little
point in iru~luding the expenditures devoted to their care or incarceration. Those
institutioruuized for a short period pose a harder problem. They will return to the
general popl1lation, and their benefits reflect the finite probability each
noninstitut:lonalized person will receive institutional care in the next year.
Distinguish:lng the short-term from the long-term institutionalized population would
be extremel:, burdensome, however; for practical reasons, therefore, I would side
with Chiswil~k in excluding all institutionalized persons from poverty counts and the
services th.~y receive from income.
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The sec:ond point is that Ellwood and Summers are surely correct in arguing for
the exclusicffi of taxes in measuring resources available to households for material
consumption. Specifically, we should exclude direct personal taxes--the personal
income tax Imd the employee's portion of the payroll tax. If these items are
excluded, t]le poverty thresholds would have to be adjusted accordingly. Taxes are
important bc~cause excluding them would have an important bearing on relevant
comparisons of poverty rates. It would influence comparisons of aggregate poverty
rates over 1:ime, as the burden of direct personal taxes on the poor has changed--the
income tax 1:hreshold for a family of four, which was 22 percent above the poverty
threshold i]l 1975, fell to 17 percent below it in 1984. And it would influence
comparisons of poverty rates among age~~ps, because payroll taxes, which fall far
more heavil:r on the nonaged than on the aged, have grown considerably in importance.
I wouldn't ])other about sales taxes, because they are--or should be --incorporated
in the defl~itor.
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on the poper by

Barry R. Chis wick

I find Dlyself in agreement with most of what Professor Chiswick says in his

interesting llaper, but there is one fundamental issue that he touches on only briefly
where I do dj.sagree. That issue is whether in-kind transfers should be counted at
their market value or their subjective value to recipients in measuring income. As I
understand hj.s remarks, Chiswick believes the recipient value approach is appropriate
in principle, but he has reservations only because of the technical problems in
measuring thE! value to recipients accurately. I agree that our inability to estimate
recipient va]ues accurately weakens the case for this measure. However, I believe
the technica] problems are even greater than Chiswick suggests, and that a
consideratioIl of these problems raises other issues that further undermine the case
for the reciI,ient value measure. Furthermore, it is not clear to me that we should
choose the rE~cipient value measure over the market value measure even if we could
measure recildent value perfectly. In my comments, I would like to concentrate on
the important question of whether market value or recipient value is the appropriate
valuation method.

One of the defects of the recipient value approach is that it is difficult to
estimate recjpient values accurately, as Chiswick emphasizes. Chiswick stresses, in
effect, that we need to know a lot about the preferences of recipients to estimate
recipient values. But problems of accurate estimation extend beyond the difficulties
of knowing tie underlying preferences of recipients. A further difficulty is that
the economic decisions of low-income households are distorted in many ways. Not only
do in-kind tIansfers affect consumption patterns, but cash transfers affect labor
supply and ccnsumption decisions (consumption decisions are affected by the
incomplete iEcome definitions used in cash transfer programs). Taxes paid by
low-income households distort various economic decisions, as do minimum wage laws,
tariffs, agrjcultural price supports, rent controls, and many other policies and
institutions. Each of these distortions makes the recipient value of disposable
market incomes less than the market value of those incomes. In this setting of many
distorting iI1fluences, as we know from the theory of second best, it is far more
difficult to identify, much less measure, the distorting effect of some single, or
small set, of policies like in-kind transfers.

Recogni2ing that there are many distortions of the economic decisions of
low-income households raises another question. Since all of these distortions make
recipient value less than market value of income, why should we use recipient value
only for in-kind transfers? Why not also measure the recipient value of income after
the distorting influences of the numerous other policies that affect low-income
households? Logically, there is no difference between the welfare cost of in-kind
transfers (which makes recipient value less than market value) and the welfare cost
or cash transfers (as they affect labor supply, for example); both introduce
inefficiencies that reduce the recipient value of income. So, is it reasonable to
pick one distorting factor in the economy--in-kind transfers--and adjust incomes for
this alone, ignoring all the other distorting factors? This seems to me to be an
inconsistent position.
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ConsistE:ncy calls for using market values or recipient values in all cases.
Once we reco~nize the multitude of distortions involved, it is clear that we lack the
knowledge to estimate recipient values with any degree of accuracy at all. But we
can consister.tly measure all incomes at market value; that is basically what the
Census Bureat now does with its data on money incomes. In the interest of
consistency ~'ith the way other incomes are measured, we should evaluate in-kind
transfers at their market value.

A particularly clear instance of inconsistency arises when the Census Bureau
measures all incomes after payment of taxes. Taxes have excess burdens, or welfare
costs. The recipient value of the taxpayer's income is not the after-tax income
reported by the Census Bureau; this is just the market value of after-tax income.
Recipient value would be this figure less the excess burden of the tax. What sense
does it make to use the market value of after-tax income for middle- and upper-income
households, 1:ut recipient value of income for low-income households that receive
in-kind transfers? It cannot be argued that the excess burdens of taxes are more
difficult to estimate than the welfare costs of in-kind transfers; there has been
more researc~ on the excess burden of taxation than on the inefficiencies of in-kind
transfers.

The practical difficulties of estimating recipient value and the inconsistencies
of treatment if they are used for in-kind transfers and not for other types of income
represent strong reasons for favoring the market value approach over the
recipient-value approach.

There is another reason for favoring the market value approach, however. Let us
assume that ~e can measure recipient values of all kinds of income, including in-kind
transfers, with complete accuracy. Should incomes then be measured in terms of
recipient value in determining the number of poor persons? To many economists, it
appears self-evident that this is proper. But even in this case, the argument for
the use of recipient value is not compelling in my view. I do not have time to
discuss all the relevant points adequately, but let me refer you to Chapter 1 of
Morton paglin's book, Poverty and Transfers In-kind, where he discusses the issues
and concludes in favor of the market-value approach even if recipient values could bemeasured.

One of I'aglin's points is that the official conception of poverty is an
objective one based on a family having the purchasing power necessary to purchase
certain mininum quantities of basic necessities. He uses an example similar to the
following. ~uppose that a nutritionally adequate diet costs $3,000, and with a
multiplier of three, the poverty line is set at $9,000. Now let us give this family
$3,000 in food stamps and $6,001 in cash; assume it has no other income. Paglin
argues that according to the official conception of poverty, this family is not poor;
it has, we may assume, purchased a nutritionally adequate diet and enough of other
basic necessities. Even if the $3,000 in food stamps was worth less than $3,000 to
the family because it doesn't care much about nutrition, the family is not poor
according to the official concept of poverty. The point is that the poverty
threshold is not defined as the utility level that would be achieved if the family
could freely spend $9,000 at competitively determined prices. If that were the case,
it would indeed be appropriate to use recipient value in measuring in-kind transf~rs.
But that is I.Ot the way the poverty thresholds were originally arrived at, and it is
not the way the general public views poverty.

The ver)' existence of in-kind transfers would seem to be good evidence that
poverty is nct conceived of in terms of utility levels, but as inadequate quantities
of certain gcods regardless of the preferences of recipients for these goods. If
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is co1~rect, then it is presumptuous of economists to argue for the Census Bureau
use rec:lpient values because that's the way economists think standards of living

be tlleasured.

If rel~ipient values are used in defining poverty, then we could reduce the
of ])oor people by (perhaps) several million just by cashing out in-kind

, ~lnd at no cost to taxpayers. Outside the economics profession, is this
of I~onverting all in-kind programs to cash widely favored? If it is not, then

is a J:urther indication that people think alleviating poverty is not the same as
the utility levels of low-income persons.

My teJltative conclusion is that there are several reasons for favoring the
vallIe approach to measuring the benefits of in-kind transfers. Although I

not h.ld the time to go into these reasons in great detail, I hope enough has
said 1:0 suggest that the case for the recipient value measure is not as strong

might b.~ suggested by the number of economists who favor it.
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INTRODUCTIOll

In earJ.y 1964, as part of President Johnson's announced War on Poverty, the
Council of I:conomic Advisers in its Annual Report defined as poor any family of two
or more rel~:ted persons whose income was below $3,000. Drawing heavily on the work
of Mollie Orshanskyl the Council codified the working principles that guide, even
today, admir.istrative and statistical definitions of who is poor and who is not.
Guide is perhaps too weak a word since the definitions in use in 1964, and refined by
Miss Orshansky in 1965 have remained essentially unaltered for the last twenty years.

The poverty definition relies on studies of food requirements for families of
various demcgraphic characteristics. Food requirements are determined and prices
assigned to the commodities to construct a minimum food budget. In principle, a
family spending this amount of money on food in each accounting period would be able
to consume an adequate diet. The mapping from minimum food requirements to minimum
income requirements consists of multiplication by the inverse of the average food
budget share in total after-tax income. It was determined from the Department of
Agriculture's 1955 Survey of Food Consumption that families of three or more persons
spent approximately one-third of their income on food--the poverty level for these
families was, therefore, set at three times the cost of the Economy Food Plan. For
smaller families and persons living alone, the cost of the Economy Food Plan was
multiplied by factors that were slightly higher in order to compensate for the
relatively larger fixed expenses of these smaller households. The nominal dollar
numbers have, ever since been updated using the Consumer Price Index (CPI).

The Census reports poverty rates based on these thresholds and on the income
distribution as measured in the Current Population Survey (CPS). The CPS measure of
annual cash Lncome includes the items in table 1. Income is measured after expenses
but before t!xes. Poverty rates are calculated by counting the number of people
whose familf.~s are below their respective cash income thresholds. Poverty has fallen
over time as incomes have risen and as cash transfers have increased. Missed in the
trend has bel~n the rise in noncash transfers which now account for 64 percent of all
Federal mean;-tested transfers to the needy and 73 percent of all benefits.

Governml!nt noncash transfers to the poor are only part of the story of the
growth of nol.1cash income. Between 1972 and 1983 real hourly earnings in the nonfarm
business sec::or fell by 10.2 percent. In the same period total compensation rose by
0.4 percent.:~ Bureau of Labor Statistics surveys of medium and large firms in 1982

"Children of the Poor," Social Security Bulletin, July 1963.1 Orsharu;ky , M.

1984, 104th Edition, p. 432,2Statisl:ical Abstract of the United States:
table no. 71:~.
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that 97 percent of employees have employer-provided health insurance
percent noncontributory), 84 percent have pension plans (78 percent

96 percent have life insurance (81 percent noncontributory) and
percent 1lave long-term disability (33 percent noncontributory).3 Excluding

colltributions for Social Security, nonwage compensation stood at 20 percent
anI! salaries in 1980. It was approximately 14 percent in 1959.4 Still, this

is d~'arfed by similar government transfers. By comparison, means-tested
benl!fits were 31 percent of cash public assistance in 1964 but had grown to

percent by 1980.5

The su::-vival of the original poverty definitions owes more, I think, to the
politil~al costs of changing it than it does to the appropriateness of either the

or the statistics which gave rise to those first calculations. The
ove::- the growth in noncash benefits, and the possible bias in the poverty

is only one of many weaknesses in the official definition of poverty.
criti~isms have been leveled many times over the years by researchers inside

outside of government, on either side of the political spectrum and especially by
original designer of the methodology.6 What we have is a metric that no one

but ao one seems able to change.

In this conference we have been asked to consider ways of adjusting the poverty
statistics so as to incorporate this shift in the composition of compensation and in
transfers away from cash. As will be clear, the quantitatively important transfers
are medical benefits. These are not only the largest dollars involved but they are
also the hardest to think about conceptually as an income source. Moreover the
treatment cf medical benefits raises other hard questions about how "needs" should bedefined. 

1be original definition of the poverty line is agnostic about what goes
into the bt,nd1e of goods which the poor should be able to afford. The use of the
simple multiplier of food cost, based on 1955 data, assumes that all other needs are
reflected j.n the average 1955 family's nonfood consumption. But changes in relative
prices, esl,ecia11y for medical care have been enormous and, even within the medical
care bundlE! of services, the cost of caring for the elderly has risen relative to
that of thl! average. As a practical matter, relative to 1985, health care needs are

greatly unclerrepresented in the use of the current food cost multiplier.

Valuil.lg these noncash transfers on the income side of the accounting but not on
the needs liide forces a reconsideration of the poverty threshold methodology as well.

Minor tinkl~ring with the statistics will reduce some of the obvious inconsistencies
but the prlncip1e problems, not to be solved easily or quickly, is to revamp a
statistical concept in ways that will more closely reflect the resources both needed

and transf,~rred to the low income population.

1984, 104th Edition, p. 437,3Statistical Abstract of the United States:

table no. 722.

4Ehrenberg, R. and Smith, R., Modern Labor Economics, 2nd Ed., ~.

SU.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, "Estimates of Poverty
Including the Value of Noncash Benefits: 1983," Technical Paper 52, August 1984.

6Fenc.ler, c. and Orshansky M., "Improving the Poverty Definition," paper
presented at the 1979 Annual Meeting of the American Statistical Association,

WashingtoIL, D. C., 1979.
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In what follows I have tried to touch on some broader issues of methodology
which are now being raised. The growth of noncash benefits, both as transfers and as
a form of ineome for the poor, means that the traditional measure of cash income and
poverty thre;holds are probably outdated. The growth in the relative price of
medical care, and the associated rise of in-kind transfers of medical care, can be
interpreted ,is parallel growth in the perceived minimum bundle of requirements which
define poverty, along with the transfers to meet that requirement. If that is true
then part of noncash transfers are awash with the increased needs of the poor. This
raises broad,~r questions, addressed in the section entitled "Relative or Absolute
Scales: POo]:, Compared to What?" of whether poverty is a relative or absolute
concept.

Another problem raised by the imputation of medical transfers is that, unlike
cash income 1:ransfers, their transfer value depends as much on health status as it
does on incoJie. Treating health care as an insurance policy may be the only
tractable ap)roach but there are other transfers that are like insurance policies as

well. Means..tested cash .transfers are available to us all, whether we are currently
poor or not. The fact that we are all implicitly eligible means that we are all
enjoying higl1er income, in an insurance valuation sense. I try to come to grips with
this problem in the section entitled "Comparing Income to Requirements."

Insuran(:e valuation also raises, again, questions about the appropriate
accounting pE!riod to use in defining resources and requirements. The introduction of
the Survey oj: Income and Program Participation (SIPP) with its multi-year quarterly
income measutes means that these questions are no longer academic but could be
addressed in the Census Bureau's definition of poverty. Using matched CPS files I
contrast incc,me mobility and show the effect on the official statistics of poverty.

In the eection on "Alternative Poverty Statistics ," using the first wave of the
SIPP, I comp\Jte alternative poverty statistics which reveal the uneven impact of
noncash tranefers in raising the income of the poor. These results suggest that the
use of the head-count rate to measure program effect, or alternatively the imputation
method combiI1ed with a fixed poverty line are giving rise to peculiar changes in the
income distribution of the poor.

Finally, I close with some remarks about problems of comparability over time and
across data sets were noncash transfers to be counted in the income definition.

THE OFFICIAL POVERTY STATISTICS

The poverty line calculated by Miss Orshansky estimates the minimum level of
income necessary to meet dietary needs assuming that income was allocated to food
expenditures based on an average budgetary share. The original poverty line was
based on the United States Department of Agriculture's (USDA) 1961 Economy Food Plan
and reflects the different consumption requirements of families based on their size
and composition. The Orshansky index provided a range of income cutoffs adjusted by
such factors as family size, age and sex of family head, number of children under 18
years old and farm and nonfarm residence. The thirty-one cutoffs were estimated
separately for farm and nonfarm as well as female and male headed families.

Additional income needed for other ne~essities was estimated by using the
average food budget share estimated in the Department of Agriculture's 1955 Survey of
Food Consumption. This was approximately one-third, so that the final set of poverty
cutoffs was simply three times the cost of the Economy Food Plan. It should be noted
that the incone definition used in the Household Food Consumption Survey is income
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taxes. The poverty cutoffs, however, are applied to before-tax income. At the
the povet'ty definition was developed, the poor generally did not pay Federal

taxes. Higher multiples were used for small families to allow for economies-
in n~nfood consumption.

The differential for farm families was originally set at 70 percent of nonfarm
levels on the argument that home produced food escaped cash income

This ratio was revised upward to 85 'percent in 1969 because of the
of off-farm income in the total income of the farm population.

The only revisions in this estimation method occurred in 1967 when the USDA
Food Consumption Survey was substituted for the earlier 1955 base.

, the poverty thresholds have only been adjusted for changes in prices. In
the inflation adjustment to the poverty levels was changed from the cost of the
plan itself to the CPl.

Poverty rates are estimated by counting individuals whose family income .falls
their respective threshold. Income is taken from the March Supplement to the

Population Survey and includes the sources shown in table 1. Families
below the poverty line, however, are not necessarily poor by administrative

of any transfer program. Assets are not counted except insofar as they
to asset income, which is notoriously underreported.

Income Sources in the March Current Population Surveys (CPS)Table 1.

EARNINGS
Wage or salary income
Nonfarm self-employment income
Farm self-employment income

PROPERTY INCC,ME
Interest
Dividends
Estates 01: trusts
Net rental income
Royalties

OTHER INCOME SOURCES
Social Security income
Railroad retirement income
Supplement:al Security income
Public ass.istance or welfare payments
Veterans' payments
UnemploymE~nt compensation
Worker's (:ompensation
Retirement: income

Private pensions or annuities
Militar~' retirement pens:J.ons
Federal employee pensions
State or local employee pensions

Alimony
Child sup])ort
Regular C4)ntributions
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The po~erty rate calculation has been subjected to numerous criticisms over the
years. We can divide these into roughly four categories: (1) failure to include
noncash benefits; (2) failure to pick an appropriate accounting period; (3) failure
to maintain a consistent multiplier of food cost; and (4) technical cri,ticisms of
accounting inconsistencies. Before reviewing these criticisms we will need some kind
of conceptual framework within which to judge the success or failure of the existing

measure. I will only attempt a cursory review.

An ideal poverty measure would be the cost of consuming a minimum standard
bundle of all goods: food, housing, clothing, etc. Absent the scientific know-how
to calculate all of these minimum standards, food requirements provide at least a
starting point. If we gave a family just enough income so that they would choose to
consume this minimum standard in food it seems reasonable to suppose that they would
also consume a minimum standard in other dimensions as well.7

How much income is required? We know that the food share of the budget falls
with income and we also know that the average family consumes the minimum standard
diet. It follows, absent other information about the income levels of families that
consume very near this minimum standard, that the average income to food cost ratio
multiplied blJ the cost of the standard provides an upper bound on the minimum
necessary income. Thus, the poverty line is too generous in this framework but by an
unknown amou:lt.8 The use of smaller multiples can be justified by inspection of
detailed foo,i consumption patterns and the income of the consuming families.

It has 't>een argued that the food share for families near poverty ought to
establish th,~ appropriate multiple. Food shares would be lower, and poverty lines
higher. Thi:; would be correct only if we could also establish the adequacy of their
unsubsidized diet. I think the methodology for estimating poverty thresholds
probability I!rrors are on the high side. On the other hand, given limited
information ;lnd differential cost of erring on the high side rather than the low
side, the mel:hod used is at least defensible.

RELATIVE OR ,~SOLUTE SCALES: POOR COMPARED TO WHAT?

Whether or not it was intended so at the beginning, the poverty definition we
now use has ]>ecome an absolute scale. That is, as real incomes rise we fully expect
that the povl~rty will fall unless the distribution of income behaves rather

strangely. ~llie poverty thresholds are only adjusted for inflation so that as long as
real income !:rows poverty should decline. The use of an absolute scale is not
without crit:~cism and this underlies point (3) above.

Because the multiplier of minimum food costs has not changed, the poverty
threshold do«!s not reflect the falling share of food in total consumption. If the
same logic w«!re to be applied today to the poverty definition the multiplier would
not be three but rather something over four. The fraction of total consumer

71f facl: the Stone-Geary utility function with its subsistence levels of all

commodities lIas exactly this property.

8See Frj.edman, Rose D., Poverty: Definition and Perspective, American
Enterprise IILstitute, Washington, D-. C., February 1965.
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on food, including food eaten out, has fallen from about 20 percent in
; to 15 percent in 1982. While these fractions are not quite the same concept 8S
expenditure survey results they do show the right trend. The multiplier

would have risen by one-third.

The income elasticity of food expenditures has been estimated in cross-sections
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (B1S) to be between 0.51 and 0.65 percentage points

on family type.9 The elasticity of the 'multiplier with respect to income
be one minus the food income elasticity, or something less than one-half. Thus,

" revisions of the poverty definition would require that the poverty
-, tlave an income elasticity of about one-half. While arguments for this kind

adjustment are usually made in terms of consistency the real issue is whether
( sh(luld be defined in an absolute sense or whether it is a relative concept.

The st:andards against which we judge deprivation play an obvious role in
, b()th the level and composition of income below which most individuals feel

ethical obligation to transfer resources. The argument for a relative definition
poverty, say 50 percent of the median income or some other function of the central

tendency oj: the income distribution, starts from the observation that the officially
poor today are rich by standards in many other countries or even in the United States
many years ago. It follows from this argument that poverty is a property of one's
relative p,)sition in the income distribution. Attempts to quantify a workable
absolute d,~finition of poverty are therefore bound to be frustrated and the best
course, so the argument goes, is to give up and acknowledge the arbitrariness of the
definition. 10 However, simple statistics which are purely functions of the median
or mean have the curious property of yielding a stable poverty fraction even during
downturns ~hen, I think, most people would agree that poverty must have increased.
In addition, definitions that are purely relative also make it difficult to judge
progress or efficacy of programs since the target is moving.

Persuasive arguments that poverty has an absolute component have been put forth
by A. Sen,11 and, not surprisingly, the data seem to agree. As described by William
Birdsall12 the Gallup poll since 1947, has asked "What is the smallest amount of
money a f~mily of four needs each week to get along in this community?" While
"getting ~long" has no exact def,inition it has run from about 140 to 160 percent of
the povert:y line since 1959. There is a clear upward trend in this ratio from 1959
to 1973 af:ter which it has remained more or less constant. Real incomes have

9U.S" Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Revised Equivalence
Scale ," Bluletin No. 1570-2, November 1968. The lower number corresponds to a
husband-w:Lfe family with a child 6 to 17 years old while the higher number is for a

single COl1sumer.

10 S,!e Orshansky, M., "How Poverty is Measured," Monthly Labor Review, 1969;
Fuchs, Vi:tor, "Comment on Measuring the Size of the Low-Income Population"
in L. Sol tow, ed., Six Papers on the Size Distribution of Wealth and Income,-
NBER, Columbia University Press, 1969.

IISetl, A. K., "Issues in the Measurement of Poverty," Scandinavian Journal of
Economics, and "Poor, Relatively Speaking," Oxford Economic Papers, Vol. 35 (1983),

pp. 153-169.

12Bjrdsall, W., "The Value of the Official Poverty Statistics", paper presented
at the Sjxth Annual Research Conference of the Association for Public Policy and
Managemer.lt, October 1984.
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followed abotLt the same path. Using the same Gallup poll data through 1971,
Kilpatrick 13 estimates that the income elasticity of poverty is between 0.5 and 0.6
percent, depE:nding on the definition of income that is used--remarkably close to the
income elasticity of the poverty line if food multiples were used consistently.14

I think there is something more here than coincidence. Income elasticities for
necessities like food, are below one. If people have in mind a bundle of these
necessities when they are thinking about "getting 'along" then it is plausible that
the income elasticity of the bundle might be in the 0.5 percent range. I do not know
of evidence on this point but it certainly supports the notion that poverty is, at
least in the public's opinion, a relative concept that would be better approximated
with consistent revisions of the food multiplier.

The use of an absolute scale for poverty means, I think erroneously, that we
will one day have statistically defined away the problem. The use of the changing
food multiple offers a simple way of making adjustments and capturing the changing
bundle of goods which are perceived to be requirements.

COMPARING INCOME TO REQUIREMENTS

The secotld issue of comparability is one of conceptual equivalence between
income and re:ruirements. I want to argue that the current procedures for determining
poverty rates are a mixture of contemporaneous and long-term needs. To a lesser
extent the me,3.sures of income are also a mixture and the proposals for evaluating
noncash benefits may mix them even more. Throughout this discussion I am going to
ignore the eniogeneity of income in the presence of a transfer program. There is
abundant evid'~nce that labor supply and family composition respond to the incentives
implicit in t11e transfer programs but the magnitude of these effects are difficult to
measure and a::-e the subject of considerable controversy.

Long-terln or permanent income measures the ability to consume without running
down one's as:;ets. As income fluctuates around this level, higher in some periods
and lower in t)thers, people would save and dissave yielding consumption levels which
are less vari.ible than income. Over the life-cycle, average annual income is
probably a gO4)d measure of this concept. In anyone year, income will be a good or
poor measure I)f this permanent concept depending on the variability of an
individual's :lncome over time. Ability, training, industry, occupation, and luck
will all playa role in determining the level and variability of income. The common
sense notion :ls that a person who is temporarily without income because of
unemployment c>r bad health is not in the same circumstances as someone who is
permanently ullable to earn. Many transfer programs acknowledge this distinction
through asset tests in the case of food stamps, strict medical interpretation in the

13Kilpatrick, R. W., "The Income Elasticity of the Poverty Line," Review of
Economics and Statistics, August 1973, pp. 398-402.

14By con1:rast, in England, the poverty line most often used is the Official
Supplementary Benefit scale which has risen twice as fast as average income since the
end of World 11ar II. This has been more of a way to expand social services than a
reflection of changing needs for low income families.
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case of Social Security disability insurance, waiting periods and interviews in the
case of most cash assistance programs. For the poverty statistics, no distinction is
drawn. Income is income and the timing of receipts is irrelevant as long as it
occurs within the CPS calendar year accounting period.IS

The poverty level, however, is developed under an entirely differentmethodolog~. 
As described earlier, the use of a f<?od bundle multiple has the

desirable ~roperty of measuring long-run needs. Short-term needs will change with
weather, pIice variations, family illness, and job expenses. When averaged across
many familjes (though not necessarily the same family at different points in time)
the povert~' level averages out these variations. However, the disadvantage with this
measure of poverty is that it is incongruent with the income concept which focuses on

short-term resources.

This ])roblem has been recognized for a long time.16 We have learned to live
with it bec:.ause, for the most part, there is not much that can be done about it. The
CPS income series is an annual one and there is no way of developing a longer-run
measure of income from these data. The advent of SIPP, as well as the desire to
include nollcash benefits, changes all this and our options ought to be reconsidered

more caref1Jlly.

Consifer the following income distribution in a society composed of three types
of individ~als or families. One-third of the families have $1,000 in income,
one-third have $200 and the last third vary between $500 and $200, spending half the
time at each income level. Suppose that the poverty line is $300 so that transfers
will always be made to the one-third who have $200 income. Treatment of the group
with varying income is problematic. Their average income is $350, in excess of the
poverty line. However their reported income in cross-sectional data will reflect the
year-to-year variation. In some years they will be poor and in other years not. A
second prcblem is raised by the possibility that they might receive transfers during
years in ,'hich their income is low.

At tids point we introduce a transfer system that taxes those with high current
income an<[ redistributes it to those below the poverty line. 'Eligibility for
transfers is based on permanent or average income.

Suppc)se that the transfer system requires enough revenue to bring those who
permanent:Ly have $200 income up to the $300 poverty line. The tax is progressive,
taxing on:Ly those above $300 per year. A tax rate of 8 percent will balance the
budget. 'rhose with a permanent $1,000 income will always pay $80 in tax while those
with the '{ariable income will pay the tax half of the time, $40 when their income is
high. Alternatively, with enough people in the economy, half of them will pay the

tax while the other half will not.

addresses the15The section on "Income Transitions and the Accounting Period"

issue of the timing of income receipts.

16SEe the citations in the following section.
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The pre- and post-transfer income distribution is shown in the top block of
table 2. Because there are no transfers to those whose average income is above the
poverty line they will appear below the poverty line in the years in which their
income is lo~. The statistics show a reduction but not an elimination of poverty:
the poverty rate is one-third of its pre-transfer level.

The perlQanent consumption distribution is shown in the bottom block of table 2.
Families wit:1 stochastic income streams are shown at their average value, assuming
implicitly t]lat self-insurance, or savings, allows them to smooth out the variations
in their inct)me. In terms of families' ability to consume, the poverty rate has been
brought to z.~ro and this conforms with our common sense notion of the efficacy of the
transfer proltram.

There i!~ another interpretation for this latter program. Suppose that those
with the var~'ing income belonged to perfectly experience-rated unemployment insurance
programs.17 In smoothing income over various statuses their unemployment insurance
premiums would be $150 during high income statuses with unemployment insurance income
of $150 when their income falls. Assuming that unemployment insurance is paid by
employers these individuals will report income of $350 when employed all year and
$350 when unemployed ($200 earnings and $150 unemployment insurance benefits). The
consumption distribution will match the insured income distribution and, conse-
quently, will give the correct inference about the efficacy of the pure income
redistribution program. Thus, public income insurance but not private (own) income
insurance will lead to CPS-type income distributions with the right indicators of
program effects.

Table 2. Pre- and Post-Transfer Income Distribution Eligibility Based on Permanent
Inc~e and Consumption Distribution

Pre- and Post-Transfers Income Distribution
Eligibility Based on Permanent Income

Pre--tr ansfer Post-transfer

One.-third @ $1,000.00
One..sixth @ 500.00
One..half @ 200.00

One-third @ $920.00
One-sixth @ 460.00
One-third @ 300.00
One-sixth @ 200.00

Pre- and Post-Transfer Consumption Distribution

Pre-.tr ansfer Post-transfer

One-.third @ $1,000.00
One-.third @ 350.00
One-.third @ 200.00

One-third @ $920.00
One-third @ 330.00
One-third @ 300.00

171 am assuming that the income variation is exogenous and that any incentive
or adverse selection effects are absent. All considerations of interest cost or
insurance loads are also ignored for simplicity.
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same states oj' nature. We are adding "apples to apples." If we were to add insurance
values to the contemporaneous income distribution we would be mixing "apples and
or anges ."

The secofLd assumption is that the insurance value reflects differences in the
value of the jnsurance to different risk groups. In the previous example the value
of the insuraf.ce to the permanently poor was $100 because that was their net benefit
in all states. Likewise the permanently wealthy have a permanent benefit of -$120.
The variable j,ncome group receives an insurance value of $20.

Suppose instead that we ignored the difference in the risk groups and determined
the value of the benefits over the entire eligible population. If we restrict the
eligible population to be those permanently at $200 as well as those whose income
varies then t~'o-thirds of the population is eligible. The average payment to this
two-thirds of the population is $60, including the taxes paid by those who are
eligible but do not fall below the poverty level. Table 4 shows what the income
distribution \'ould look like, if we were to add back this average insurance value to
those eligiblE.

Those whc are permanently at $200 get their insurance valuation added as do
those who are temporarily at $200. The other eligible one-sixth who are having good
luck this year are also receiving their imputed $60 insurance value. The
post-transfer distribution looks nothing like either of the previous ones. It
understates ti,e transfer going to the permanently poor and overstates the value going
to those with transitory high income. This follows from the use of average risk of
poverty for tie eligible group rather than the group specific risk.

In practice, the valuation of noncash benefits is really a question of how to
value medical benefits. Over 80 percent of noncash transfers, by one accounting, are
health expenditures, primarily to the elderly and to the AFDC population. As is well
documented in Smeeding19 most of the important changes in the poverty rate result
from imputaticns of these transfers. Health care benefits, like other income
contingent transfers, are state dependent. Whereas cash transfers are cont~ngent on
income outcomes, health care benefits are contingent on health status, as well as
income. The accounting issues, however, are the same as those described above for
income insural1ce.

Table 4. Inccme Distribution With Insurance Value Imputation Eligibility Based on
Potential Recipiency

Pre-transfer Post-transfer

One-third @ $1,000.00
One-sixth @ 500.00
One-half @ 200.00

One-third @ $880.00
One-sixth @ 560.00
One-half @ 260.00

19SmeediI1g T., "Alternative Methods f~r Valuing Selected In-Kind Transfer
Benefits and }![easuring Their Effect on Poverty," Bureau of the Census, Technical
Paper 50, March 1982.
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When an insured person receives subsidized health care their income rises by the
amount of the subsidy. With a fixed poverty level, insensitive to changing needs,
this rise in income will lead to an anomalous reduction in poverty. One solution,
adopted by Smeeding is to compute insurance values for those covered by Medicare andMedicaid. 

1he insurance value estimates the cost of a medical insurance policy which
paid the SaDe benefits as the health care programs to which the person is entitled.

But, t1:.e fact that the benefit is paid in-kind is not really relevant to the
valuation problem. The principle difficulty is that the benefit is contingent upon
health care requirements. If the transfer were paid to the recipient in cash after
incurring ttle medical expense the same conceptual problems would remain. How do we
value incomE: transfers that are contingent upon need? The most straightforward
approach is to recognize that needs have risen when health care is required. Like
the example~i with variable incomes, there are at least two ways to quantify this
increase. ]'irst, theoretically at least, we could measure the medical expenses
incurred by all individuals and offset this by contingent income, i.e., insurance
benefits. ~~ose who were not covered by medical insurance, public or private, and

therefoJ'e received no contingent income would show a net decrease in income net
of needs, i"e., they would be more likely to be poor. The poverty statistics would
then reflec1: this increased source of variation and the effect of Medicare and
Medicaid in reducing it. Those covered by these programs would have their medical
needs offse1: by the benefits provided. Those covered by private insurance would
likewise be offset. Only individuals not covered by insurance would show significant

variation ill needs not offset by contingent income.

The sej~ond approach is to adopt the insurance valuation for income but, in
addition, tl) also add health insurance as an explicit component of poverty incomelevels. 

Thls does not solve all of the problems of mixing current with long-term
income and ~urrent and long-term needs but at least the introduction of noncash
benefits wiLl not add further to the mixing.20

INCOME TRANSITIONS AND THE ACCOUNTING PERIOD

Poverty rates calculated in the CPS are based solely upon annual income.
Variations ~ithin the year and variations across years are not considered. Families
whose annual income exceeds the poverty line but whose monthly income falls below
this line for a short period are not considered poor in the Census definitions.
Likewise individuals whose annual income is low but whose income in future or past
years was high are counted among the poor in that calendar year.

To get some idea of the nature of poverty transition in the CPS, I have
calculated cash incomes for 1983 and 1984 using matched CPS files.21 For each
family type, total cash income is measured against the Census poverty threshold for

200peIationai definitions for coverage are not easy to come by since those who
by statute are eligible for coverage but are not enrolled may still be given the
medical sullsidy if a medical provider chooses to enroll the individual at the time of

the medicaJ. expenditure.

21The match CPS files are generated by linking household identifiers for CPS
rotation ~:oups which appear in consecutive March surveys. Because of the CPS
design, thl~se matches are made only for households who do not move between the two
surveys dal:es. As such they do not necessarily represent the population.
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that family type. Table 5 shows the conditional probability of moving from a 1983
relative po,'erty position to the indicated 1984 relative poverty position. The 1983
poverty rat~! for this population of nonmovers is 14.1 percent. The official poverty
rate for 19f13 was 15.2 percent. The difference is due to the counting of families
rather than individuals in this statistic as well as the inclusion of only nonmoving
families. lrevertheless the figures show significant mobility across the poverty
threshold. Thirty-nine percent of those who are p~or in 1983 are not poor in 1984.
The poverty rate overall in 1984 is shown as 13.7 percent. The 39 percent who exited
the poverty status in 1984 were replaced by those who entered it from above the
poverty linE. Not surprisingly, this mobility is a characteristic of those who are
close to thE poverty line to begin with.

Table f shows transitions between poverty statuses for different family types in
1983. Most transitions occur among non-Black, male headed households. Black and
female headed households show much less mobility, a function of their lower position
in the incoRe distribution.

If poverty rates were calculated on a longer term basis not only would the rates
decline but, more importantly, the demographic composition of the poor would change.
In table 7 average income in the two years is compared with the average poverty level
in the two years and tabulated next to the average annual poverty rate. Inter-year
income variation raises the poverty rate by 20 percent above what it would be if
measured on a two-year basis. The change however is concentrated in non-Black, male
headed households.22

For most families, crossing the official poverty threshold is a transitoryevent. 
Among families who receive AFDC more than half exit the program within two

years (Bane and Ellwood, 1983). Those who receive most of the transfer income,
however, are in the poverty state for many years.

The poverty statistics can better reflect both the rate of and constituency of
those who are most in need by moving away from a focus on annual income. In the past
this was not possible ,because the CPS is not designed as a longitudinal survey. With
the advent of SIPP two-year income averages are now possible. It remains to be seen,
however, whether the two-year averages are better predictors of program eligibility
and, by inference, longer run need.

ALTERNATIVE POVERTY STATISTICS

The prhcipal purpose served by the Census poverty statistics is as a barometer
of society's progress in eliminating deprivation. It is monitored overtime and
across regio:ls to gauge the efficacy of existing programs and to serve as a reminder

22The ri)le of the accounting period and income variability in affecting poverty
rates has be,~n studied by Kohen, Parnes and Shea, "Income Instability Among Young and
Middle-Aged J1en," in James D. Smith, ed., The Personal Distribution of Income and
Wealth, NBER Studies in Income and Wealth, Vol. 39, 1975, Benus and Morgan, "Time
Period, Unit of Analysis, and Income Concept in the Analysis of Income Distribution,"
in James D. :)mith, ed., The Personal Distribution of Income and Wealth, NBER Studies
in Income ancl Wealth, Vol. 39, 1975, and Lillard, L., "The Distribution of Earnings
and Wealth ill a Life-Cycle Contevt," in F. Thomas Juster, ed. The Distribution of
Economic Wel:L-Being, NBER Studies in Income and Wealth, Vol. 41, 1977.
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Table 5. Percent of Income Transitions, by Fraction of Poverty Line and Selected
Characteristics: 1983 and 1984 --Continued

Fraction of
poverty line
in 1983 and
characteristLc

Female Head
Children Undl~r
18 Years Old

Negative inCOIle.
0.00 to 0.24."..
0.25 to 0.49."..
0.50 to
0.75 to 0.99.".

1.00 to 1.24.,..

1.25 to

1.50 to 1.74 1.75 to

2.00 or more...

Head 65 Years
Old And Over

Negative incoD!e.
0.00 to 0.24 0.25 to 0.49 0.50 to 0.74 0.75 to 0.99...

1.00 to 1.24 1.25 to

1.50 to

1.75 to

2.00 or more

Source:

Matched 1983-84 Current Population Files.
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that national affluence is not equitably shared. The poverty statistic that is used,
the head-count measure, does not always do a good job at either of these functions.
In particular, the income of the poor, once they fall below the poverty threshold

not enter into the statistic at all. Transfers made to the poorest of the poor,
fail to move them over the threshold, will not show up as measured progress.

Conversely, families that are missed entirely by transfer programs are counted the
same as families that pass just below the cut-off.

~

Table 6. Percent of Income Transitions, by Mobility Across Poverty Threshold and
Selected Characteristics: 1983 and 1984

Threshold in 1984

Threshold in 1983 and characteristic Below
poverty

Above
poverty Total

All Families

Below pover ty Above pover ty Total. 8.60
5.09

13.70

5.51
80.80
86.30

Black Families

Below paver ty Above paver ty Total. 28.80
8.73

37.54

7.49
54.97
62.46

Non-Black Families

Below paver ty ,' Above paver ty Total. 6.00
4.62

10.62

5.25
84.13
89.38

Female Head Wi1:h Children Under 18 Years Old

Below pover ty Above pover ty Total. 33.20
6.94

40.15

11.50
48.36
59.85

Head 65 Years ~)ld And Over

Below pover ty i
Above pover ty !

Total.

9.84
6.17

16.01

6.25
77.75
83.99

Source:

MatchE!d 1983-1984 Current Population Files

14.11
85.89

100.00

36.29
63.71

100.00

11.24
88.76

100.00

44.70
55.30

100.00

16.09
83.91

100.00
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There ill a considerable technical literature on these aspects of poverty
statistics.2:1 Starting from an axiomatic approach to defining poverty Sen derives
measures whi4~h combine both the number of the poor and their income distribution. A
simplified vl~rsion of these measures combines the head-count ratio, the frac:tion of
the populati4>n in poverty, with the income-gap ratio. The latter is the total
short-fall 0:: income for those who are below the line, divided by the total income
that would b.~ received by the poor were they to be brought to their poverty threshold

income. It :ls a normalized version of the poverty'gap used by the Social Security
Administrati,>n. A value of one means that the average income of the poor is zero, a
value of zer,> means that the average income of the poor is equal to the poverty line.

The proliuct of the head-count ratio and the normalized gap has the property of
measuring both the severity and the extent of poverty. Following Sen's approach, I
call this th,~ Normalized Poverty Value. Implicit in this statistic is the judgement
that a IO-pe::-cent increase in the average income of the poor, keeping the number of
poor constant, is equivalent to a la-percent reduction in the number of poor, keeping
the average lncome of those still poor constant. There are weaknesses to this
statistic as well.24 For example, it fails to count income transferred to the poor
which raises them above the poverty threshold. Still, it does capture more
completely ttie nature of the income shortfall of the poor. Moreover, the inferences
to be drawn as the efficacy of various transfers is considerably different from those

revealed in the head-count statistic.

The data are based on family income components reported in the SIPP. I have
used the third quarter of 1983, a portion of the data given in Wave 1 of the SIPP.
Table 8 shows the elements of family income included in three groupings of income
sources. The first includes earnings, nonwage income, and what I have called earned
benefits. The last includes Social Security and private retirement income,
unemployment benefits, and worker's compensation. Some fraction of these benefits

Poverty Rates Based on Annual and Two-Year Average Income, by Selected
Characteristics: 1983 and 1984

Table 7.

Poverty based on
two-year average

income
Annual average

poverty rate
Characteristic

11.613.9All f antilles

34.0
8.7

36.9
10.9

40.2
13.4

42.4
16.1

Black familjes Non-Black fc~ilies Female head with children under

18 years oJ.d Head 65 yeat'S old and over

MaI:ched 1983-1984 Current Population Files.

Source:

23See :,en, A. K., 1976, "Poverty: An Ordinal Approach to Measurement,"
Econometric~i, Vol. 44, pp. 219-231, and Kakwani, N., "On a Class of Poverty
Measures, II ]~~onometrica, Vol. 48, pp. 437-446, 1980.

24See )en, Ope cite
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Table 8. Income Sources in the Survey of Income and Program Participation
(SIPP) --Continued

OTHER INCOME SOURCES --Continued
Income assistance from a charitable group
Money froln relatives or friends
Lump sum payments
Income fr)m roomers or boarders
National Guard or Reserve pay
Incidental or casual earnings
Other cash income not included elsewhere

are pure traasfers but-by no means all. Aside from the intergenerational wealth
transfer assJciated with the first generations of recipients Social Security
benefits are, at least in the aggregate, financed from individuals' wages both
directly and indirectly through the firm's share. Other transfers in this class are
mo~e or less on the same footing. Unemployment benefits contain progressive features
also and a mJre careful division of these benefits would probably assign only a
portion of them to the category of earned benefits.

In the second income category I have included food stamps, which are officially
a noncash transfer, because they have always been estimated to have a value which is
a high fraction of their cost and because they are so readily fungible over time.

In the third category I have added the insurance value of Medicare and Medi~aid,
as well as pllblic housing subsidies as estimated by Smeeding (1982). Table 9 shows
the income distribution using these three measures of income expressed as a fraction
of the poverty line. The distributions are given for Black families, female headed
households with children under 18 years old, and for the elderly.

Table 10 gives the poverty statistics for these three income sources as well as
the alternative poverty measure. These measures are based on counts of families and
are based on annualized versions of quarterly income so that they do not correspond
to the usual Census definition. Nevertheless, their relative change across groups
and by income definition compare closely to those obtained by Smeeding.

Looking first at the figures for all families, the inclusion of cash transfers
lowers the poverty rate (the head-count ratio) from 15.5 percent to 13.7 percent or a
decline of about 12 percent. The distribution of income among the poor, however,
shows a sharp increase. The transfers improve the income distribution principally by
increasing the income of the very poor and moving them closer to the poverty line.
Before cash transfers over eight percent of all families were below one-half of the
poverty line. After the transfers 3.7 percent are below this level. For Black
families the movement is even more dramatic. Fourteen percent of all Black families
are below one-quarter of the poverty line before cash transfers. This drops to 6.6
percent after that income source is added in. While the poverty rate only drops from
32.9 to 28.7, a 13-percent decline, the fraction that are below three-quarters of the
poverty line falls from 26.2 percent to 16.0 percent, a 39-percent decline. These
results are no reason to be sanguine over government transfers but they do emphasize
that much of the effect of these programs is being hidden in the head-count

statistics.
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Table 9. Percent Income Distribution, by Measures of Income, Fraction of Poverty
Line and Selected Characteristics

.Earnings
plus earned

benefits

Cash plus
imputed

transfers
Fraction cf poverty line and characteristic Cash

income

All Families

Negative income 0.00 to 0.24 0.25 to 0.49 0.50 to 0.74 0 .75 to 0.99 0.06
5.82
2.18
3.23
4.18

0.05
2.02
1.62
3.93
6.04

0.05
1.84
1.18
1.93
3.73

1.00 to 1.24 1 .25 to 1. 49 1 .50 to 1. 74 1 .75 to 1.99 2.00 or more 5.
5.
5.
5.

63.

5.
5.
5.
5.

64.

5.
5.
6.
6.

68.

Black Families

Negative itlcome 0 .00 to o. 24 0.25 to 0.~9 0 .50 to O. 74 0 .75 to O. ~9 o.
14.
5.
5.
6.

--
2.87
3.78
9.38

12.73

--
2.22
2.38
3.53
7.40

7.12
6.68
6.09
5.58

41.54

8.
7.
5.
5.

42.

10.
10.
8.
7.48.

1.00 to 1.,~4 1.25 to 1..+9 1 .50 to 1. 74 1.75 to 1.'~9 2.00 or mo1~e

Non-Black ~~amilies

0.06
1.92
1.36
3.26
5.22

0.06
1.79
1.04
1.74
3.28

0.06
4.74
1.77
2.89
3.86

Negative i11come 0.00 to 0.:~4 0 .25 to O. j.9 0 .50 to 0.:'4 0.75 to 0.~.9

4.48
5.22
5.74
5.95

70.71

4.
5.
5.
5.

66.

5.24
5.39
5.12
5.24

67.21

1.00 to 1.:!4 1.25 to 1./19 1.50 to 1.:'4 1.75 to 1.~'9 2 .00 or mO1' e

,01

,34

13
13

.92

63
.67.21

.28

.54

09

.74

,04

.09

,29

.05

.58.55

98
85

80
96
99
63
86

,05

,00

52
25

.65

,75
,17
,02

,07
,67





IncludLng imputed values for Medicare, Medicaid, and housing subsidies further
lowers the :?overty rate to 8.7 percent. However the percentage shortfall actuallyincreases! 

(See table 10.) Those who are not lifted above the poverty line are
poorer on a',erage than those to whom the insurance values are directed. The
insurance v,ilues are so large, averaging over $1,600 (in terms of 1983 dollars) for
non-elderly recipient of Medicare and over $900 for non-elderly Medicaid eligible
families, t..1St most eligible families cannot be poor when these values are added in.
For the eldl~rly, the figures are $1,357 and $2,900~ respectively.25

In table 10 the alternative poverty statistics confirm the uneven distribution
of medical ,3.nd housing benefits among the poor. The percentage shortfall for all
families ri:;es when these imputed transfers are added for all except female headed
households. Consequently, the normalized poverty values show their greatest decline
when cash b,~nefits are added and, except for female headed families, relatively
modest additional reductions when medical and housing benefits are added. AFDC
eligibility automatically brings with it eligibility for Medicaid benefits so that
the changes for female headed families is not unexpected.

I thinlt that the peculiar movement of these poverty statistics when noncash
values are lncluded confirms the conclusions reached in the section entitled
"Comparing Income to Requirements." Because the "needs" side of poverty accounting
does not in~lude medical caret either current requirements or insurancevaluet the
net statistlcal effect is quite misleading.

DATA COMPAR~ILITY

Estimates of the value of noncash benefits and implied estimates of poverty
all been ba,ed on imputation using information from the March Current Population
Survey incolDe supplement. Question about the receipt but not the amount of noncash
benefits ha'le been a regular part of the CPS since 1980. Before then, there are
episodic spacial surveys (e.g., Survey of Economic Opportunity) or the much smaller
panel surve:~s (National Longitudinal Survey and Panel Study of Income Dynamics) with
which to fiLl in the historic holes. Program records can tell us how much money was
spent but nl)t who it went to nor the economic circumstance of those recipients.

.The switch to valuing noncash benefits will make the historic record difficult,
but not imp,)ssible, to reconstruct. If we assume that the distribution of
means-teste,i noncash transfers has been, conditioned on cash income, about the same
over time, then variance preserving imputations could be made to CPS cash income.
More seriou; is the problem of maintaining comparability in the measurement of
noncash ben,~fit8 themselves.

Addres;ed in a separate conference paper, valuing noncash benefits at other
market cost brings with it a host of difficult estimation problems. Differences in
statistical and economic methodology have already led to nine estimates of the
poverty rat~ implied by combinations of benefit types and valuation methodologies.
And more ar~ certainly on the horizon.

25These figures include institutional care and will therefore overstate net
transfers because of the deduction of other benefits when this care is provided.
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that it could be designed to give anywhere near the detail of the SIPP.
limited data on Medicare and Medicaid eligibility as well as private health

coverage, could be added to adjust for the principal noncash income source.
this, imputations could be made to cash poverty rates using known differences

the cash and cash plus noncash income from either the SIPP or the CPS. Using
socioeconomic, geographic and income data from the census, group poverty

could be estimable from models estimated from annual microdata files. These
of comparability should not deter proper accounting of noncash transfers.

it stands, the historic data are already non-comparable because of the rise of
benefits.

This has been a rather eclectic survey of issues surrounding the statistical
of poverty. I have tried to raise several methodological issues that

been raised many times over in the past. I think that all of these important
are being brought to a head again by the census' proposed methods of counting

benefits so that a review, even of old material, is probably in order. The
methodology which gave rise to the poverty thresholds had, I think, some

even though it was and still is arbitrary. The enormous growth in medical
expenditures, both in terms of quantity and price, has made that original

obsolete. I would argue that Medicare and Medicaid programs themselves are
that we, as a society, consider health care to be a necessity, alongside

food and shelter. The poverty lines, however, do not recognize this fact. They are
static, absolute standards, which cannot, accommodate the changing definition of
minimal economic standards.

Because health care is effectively excluded from the official definition of the
poverty line it makes little sense to begin counting it as income in-kind. To be
consistent, health care should be accounted for explicitly in the definition of the
minimal poverty-level bundle of goods and services. Either that, or we should not
count it on the income side. Whatever we do it ought to be consistent.

The USE of insurance values for health care transfers does not solve theproblem. 
I~ some ways it compounds it because it fails to show that resources are

being transferred to those who need it most--the sick. I think also that the
inclusion of insurance values raises some more general problems since most transfers,
cash and noI1cash, have insurance aspects to them. Perhaps we should all have our
incomes raie,ed because we all receive insurance value from the existence of an
economic "s~.fety-net ."

Finall)', I think that many of the data conventions used in the official poverty
statistics c:ould be reconsidered. In particular, the availability of SIPP, in
addition to allowing measurement of noncash benefits, assets and a variety of
expenditure components, will allow for income measurements for as long as thirtymonths. 

ThE data constraints, which led to the focus on annual income as a measure
of well-beiItg, are now irrelevant. If it is new data that will allow the poverty
statistics 1:0 be "tinkered" with, I think that we should broaden the agenda to
consider a Elaj or overhaul.
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REJOINDER

Let me begin by addressing Eugene Smolensky's two principal comments. These
address his concern about what the poverty threshold ought to be and how we ought to
measure pov~rty given we have a threshold. Let me take them in reverse order.
First, SmoL~nsky is right when he points out that the competing requirements placed
on a statis:ical definition of poverty will render' any single definition at l~ast
partly conf:Licting. This is, however, only proper. After all, if we think of
poverty, or anything else for that matter, as multi-dimensional then rankings of any
one dimensicm will almost never suffice to rank the other dimensions.

His ex1:racts from my paper, however, are misleading since I spend a good deal
of time saYJ.ng exactly that--all of the things that we want a good poverty measure
to be are rult perfectly reconcilable. I think a poverty definition should measure
long-term nE!ed. Asset tests for program eligibility try to get at exactly thisnotion. 

I ~llso think that a poverty measure should decline when either the number
of poor decJines or the incomes of those who lie below the threshold go up. As I
tried to shclw, these' are not necessarily conflicting views.

Contrary to Smolensky's inference the situation is not quite so hopeless.
There exists a substantial body of economic literature that has done a lot to
reconcile t~ese conflicts, at least at the theoretical level.! The unfortunate
fact is that empirical researchers in this area have tended not to apply
these notioDs. I think in large part, that is because any new measure particularly
one that becomes "official," will either show more poverty or less poverty than
before, and will show either faster or slower changes than the existing rate. This
will inevitably entail a political battle no matter which way it moves.

This brings me to Smolensky's second criticism, which, as near as I can tell,
is a registration of cynicism about the original poverty threshold. Almost anyone
first hearing of how the food share was used to determine the poverty line will

scoff. This is especially true if one tries to take the measure literally and to
criticize it as if it were measuring an absolute indication of being poor. I tried,
instead, to take an empirical view of the definition. What I found most interesting,
and convinci1g, was that, if this measure had been adjusted over time in a consistent
fashion, it 'llould tract quite accurately public perceptions of what the "poverty
line" means to them. Moreover it has some theoretical underpinnings which, given
data constra:lnts, make it a reasonable candidate. To think we can ask for more is,
I think, asklng for too much.

Smolensl~y and I agree, however, as to the main conclusion. That suggestion was
to acknowled!:e that health care expenditures have become a part, perhaps a dominant
part, of the bundle of goods that are considered necessities. It matters less whether
this is evaltlated as an insurance value or as actual expenditures. What is more
important is that they should be added to both the "need" and the expenditure side
of poverty a<:counting.

ISee thE! references in the section of my paper entitled "Alternative Poverty
Statistics."
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This br:Lngs me to June O'Neill's comments. O'Neill makes a good point in noting
my suggl!stion to count health expenditures on both sides of the ledger distorts

progress that we have made in reducing poverty. I think that that is right, and
would modi::y my proposal to incorporate measures of poverty before and after the

:;mo1ensky too argues this same point, that transfers to the ill ought to
acknow1edj~ed. We would all agree, however, that these tremendous amounts of

cannot simply be added to the income of the poor without acknowledging that
notion, .is a society, of the minimum bundle of'goods has changed significantly

the last twenty years.
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June O'Neill
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on the paper by

Michael P. Ward

Mike Ward's paper addresses issues of data comparability in the measurement of
poverty and income. Much of the paper is devoted to an analysis of some difficult
issues related to income measurement. For example, there is a discussion of
stochastic problems arising from the variability of income and needs.

My comments will focus on what I see to be a key issue of the paper and of the
conference --the implications for the poverty measure of including medical and other
noncash benefits or of otherwise changing the way we measure income.

First -it is well to keep in mind why we keep measuring poverty at all. I
believe its nain use is as a way to assess changes over time in the proportion of the
population falling below some agreed upon standard as the economy progresses. The
poverty measure has also been used to make comparisons between broad groups, although
this use of the poverty measure is questionable, as I show later. However, the
poverty measure is too crude to be used to measure interpersonal differences which is
why individu~l eligibility for programs is seldom based literally and exclusively
on the poverty measure. Ward's paper gets stuck in places because it seeks a way to
make interpersonal comparisons (and at some points intrapersonal comparisons over
time) .

Because its primary use is to assess change over time, the poverty line is
appropriatellf an absolute standard. It is also an arbitrary standard, based on value
judgments. Ihe method used by Mollie Orshansky to derive what has come to be the
poverty thre~holds was essentially arbitrary. It was based on a kernel of
objectivity --one measure of a nutritionally adequate diet. Needs other than food
were not and probably can not be specified in any scientific manner. Orshansky's
decision to ,ierive these nonfood needs by the use of a multiplier based on the share
of food in t':te average family's budget was a value judgment. Ward is quite right
that this me~hod led to a poverty estimate on the high side. Rose Friedman,
performing a similar calculation for the same time period, used a multiplier based on
the share of food in the budget of the family that actually achieved the
nutritionall:, adequate diet.! Such a family had a lower income than the average
family. Foo,! made up a larger share of their incomes, so the resulting multiplier
was smaller ,ind the poverty threshold lower under the Friedman method. The number
of poor coun:ed by Friedman was roughly half the number of poor found using the
Orshansky me':hod.

lSee Ro,~e D. Friedman, Poverty: Definition and Perspective, Washington, D.C.,
American Entl~rprise Institute, 1965.
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The Ors".1ansky method, however, resulted in a count of poverty that turned out to
very cloSI? to that determined by the Council of Economic Advisers in 1964. They

l arbitrarLly used a poverty standard of $3,000 for a family; $1,500 for an
From this coincidence one might conclude that the poverty threshold,

-~ on the Orshansky calculations, reflected the majority views of the 1960's -or
least the views of the Johnson Administration -about what constituted an

mLnimum level of living. The particular method used to derive this
me~sure is not really relevant.

From tine to time there have been moves to "update" the poverty thresholds, and
argument to do this is based on the observation that, over time, the average

spends a smaller share of their rising incomes on food. As Ward correctly
out, raising the multiplier and updating the poverty line really means

a relative concept of poverty. If a new concensus is reached that the
~ level should be higher, the change should be made explicitly by Congress orPresident. 

It should not be slipped through as a mere technical adjustment.

Given that the main purpose of the poverty measure is to chart the success of; 
economy in reducing poverty over time, it follows that any resource -whether it

food, medical care or something else -that has contributed to increases (or
! in the well-being of the population in principle should be included in the

of income used to measure poverty. (Of course, measurement problems may
it difficult to include a particular income source.)

Health expenditures have increased enormously over time rising to about 10
of GNP. By no means can this increase be attributed solely to inflation of
prices. It represents a large increase in the real amount and quality of
care. Moreover, there has been a substantial transfer of these health

to the poor. Income measures that do not register this change in medical
, are highly misleading. Medical care has been increasingly paid for with

fringe benefits and noncash transfers, which should then be measured and added toincome.

Mike W~rd proposes two ways of treating health benefits in income measurement.
One method ~'ould deduct out-of-pocket medical expenses from income, but would not add
any noncash health benefits to income. The reason for doing this is motivated by a
concern runr.ing through the paper that health expenditures are contingent on special
needs and t}lat these needs elude exact measurement. The concern, however, is
misplaced sjnce it arises from a preoccupation with interpersonal comparisons which
as I noted ~.t the outset is not the best use of the poverty statistics.

There ~,re important distinctions to be made here. An individual has different
needs at dij'ferent times and individuals differ in their permanent health levels as
well. Over time, however, there is no reason to believe that the underlying health
needs of thE! population as a whole change in any major way. It is unlikely that the
nation is sllending more on health because its health is deteriorating over time.
Ward's firs1: alternative for handling medical expenditures and benefits would give us
the wrong a1lswer for assessing change over time since it would completely miss the
increase in income in the form of health benefits.

To my Innd the more sensible approach is the insurance valuation method which is
the second luternative proposed in the Ward paper. This method leads to the common
sense resul1: that income has increased by more than cash income would suggest -
because hea:Lth care is more and more a noncash fringe or transfer benefit. Insurance
valuation o:E medical expenses paid for with public transfers does raise measurement
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problems. F<T example, the population at risk is sometimes hard to define. It may
be larger than the current Medicaid or Medicare population depending on the ~hance
the broader ~opulation has of becoming sufficiently ill or disabled to qualify.

There also remains a problem of cross group comparison which is not easily
resolved because we do not have good measures of group health status. We do know
that the elderly and the disabled generally have greater health needs than other
groups, and therefore, lower real incomes. To attribute to these groups their own
health transfers as income could be misleading for cross-group comparisons. However,
for each group separately, valuing health benefits does provide a way of assessing
how their real incomes have changed over time.

Should the poverty threshold be changed if noncash benefits are added to income?
It all depends if the thresholds were believed to include all "adequate" medicalcare. 

Since free medical care was not unheard of in the 1960's it is likely that the
thresholds were not expected to cover medical costs fully. Therefore if noncash
benefits are lncluded in income the poverty thresholds should probably be raised, at
least by the ,alue of charitable care available in the 1960's. However, the amount
of the change in thresholds likely to be required is probably small.

One last comment pertains to the treatment or lack thereof of sources of income
other than th,~ standard fringe and noncash benefits, such as leisure or work in the
home which arl~ admittedly hard to value. The assumption that these items yield zero
income, howev,~r, may be much worse than valuing them at an arbitrary figure. Over
time more wom.~n entered the paid workforce, thereby reducing their home work. The
elderly and t]le poor have less and less market work time and more leisure and homework. 

It wou:.d be worthwhile to at least find out what the implications would be of
including thelle currently unmeasured sources of income.
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Eugene Smolensky
University of Wisconsin

on the paper by

Michael p~ Ward

Let me say right at the outset that I really like this paper. It has some
conceptual inconsistencies, and some factual errors but it also has the clear ring of
simple truth. In my comments I will first briefly touch on some of the factual and
conceptual problems to make a larger point. I will then turn to its crisp resolution
of Census'~ problem.

The c(lnceptual problems begin at the beginning-with Ward's conception of what a
poverty me~lsure should be. We are told first that the poverty threshold "ought to
measure 10Ilg-term need." It al so ought to be a predictor second ..of program
eligibilit~"', which also ought be (but I add is not) an indicator of long-run need.
Passing thE! poverty thresholds should, furthermore, third "be a barometer of progress
in elimina1:ing deprivation." But, to quote again, "Statistics which are purely
functions c)f the median or mean have the curious property of yielding a stable
poverty fr~iction even during downturns when, I think, most people would agree that
(fourth) pt)verty must have increased." Obviously then, there are at least four
partly conflicting views of what a poverty measure should signal in this paper.

To mo'le on to a factual problem, Ward asserts that we "know that the average
family consumes the minimum standard diet." We know no such thing. Ward may be
confusing neeting the minimum daily nutritional requirements with spending a thousand
dollars a year on "the minimum standard diet." As far as I know the only people who
consume the minimum standard diet are poor folk told by social workers that that's
what they must eat. Nor do I believe as Ward believes, that poor folk spent
one-third of their income on food even in 1962. So, most importantly, we do not know
that the original poverty line "erred on the high side."

Turning next to a mix of factual and conceptual problems, we have the following.
"As will1:,e clear, though, the quantitatively important transfers are medical
benefits. These are not only the largest dollar involved but they are also the
hardest t(I think about conceptually as an income source. Moreover, the treatment of
medical bf!nefits, raises other hard questions about how 'needs' should be definec;i."
All sort (If true. Sort of true, because they are only true by convention-the
conventioll that excludes primary and secondary education from the class of activities
we label I:ransfers. There are important lessons for Census that could be learned
from the :Eact that we omit education, and they ought be discussed at this conference

-but no': now.

Finally, Ward thinks that the key problem posed by in-kind transfers is that the
key to su~h transfers--health benefits--are contingent claims based on an obvious
associate~ decline in utility. The contingent nature of in-kind benefits is not of
compelling significance, however. All of the United States transfer system is
conditioned on there being an associated catastrophe--retirement, unemployment,
widowhood, abandonment, pregnancy, other medical catastrophes. AFDC, after all,
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originates ill the Social Security Act and was a contingent claim--contingent, most
people thougl1t then, on widowhood. In my view, what makes medical benefits so
special is tl1at, as they are customarily viewed, they are so large. Being large is
important bec:ause large transfers open the wedge between the cost to the government
and the cash equivalent value to the recipient to such a degree, that the convenient
accounting c<ffivention that expenditures equal benefits loses all credibility.

These sntall errors and inconsistencies in no way lessen the contributions of
this paper. In fact, as I see it they are part of its contribution. They make the
point, in thE: most telling way, that there is no single consistent way to
conceptualizE' the poverty thresholds. The concept is expected to serve so many
purposes it 1IlUSt seem inconsistent for some. Their defense comes from so many
different peIspectives--the perspectives of the different social science disciplines,
of the diffeIent interest groups, of the different ideologies toward social policy--
that a respoDsive and responsible author is bound to mix them up. It is inevitable
for example that the parable of the food share will be told, if only for the
amusement of the hostile. But the fact is, that no technician can do better. To
believe that the food share is really telling would imply that we really do not need
the CPS. We can do away with all the problems plaguing us at this conference, and
satisfy Gramm-Rudman at the same time. What we need to do, if you will pardon the
pun, is to beef up the food consumption surveys and get a good count of the
anorexics. Nevertheless, they could not do better then, nor can they do better now.

Ward tells us that "The survival of the original poverty definitions owes more,
I think, to the huge political costs of changing it than it does to the
appropriateness of the methodology or the statistics which gave rise to those first
calculations. ...What we have is a metric that no one likes but no one seems able
to change." rrue enough as far as it goes, but it misses the point that, when first
created the p,)verty thresholds had also to pass the test of political acceptability.
Part of that ,icceptability came from the level and part from the demonstration that
the level was "scientifically" arrived at. We should make no mistake about the fact
that we are nI)W engaged in the same kind of "science ." Just remember that this
conference st.lrted out two years ago to be a select committee of 12. It is not
irrelevant trult we are now a not so select assemblage of 130.

Let me t11rn finally to Ward's resolution of the problem. "... the principal
problem," he 1:ells us, "is to revamp the statistical concept in ways that will more
closely reflec:t the resources both needed and transferred to the low-income
population." Jlote the key words, both needed and transferred. He continues, "The
most straightj:orward approach is to recognize that needs have risen when health care
is required." Of those then who get ill, "only individuals not covered by insurance
would show si~:nificant variation in need not offset by contingent income." In other
words, my worc.s now, for the measurement of poverty, all but ordinary health
maintenance C(ISts are irrelevant--unless illness propels someone into poverty in some
way that keepfi them out of Medicare or Medicaid, say via an asset test. I would add
that nursing lLome costs are also irrelevant, since the institutional population is
not in the st~.tistical base of the poverty rate. That leaves routine health care,
evaluated as~.n insurance policy, available to an eligible population of all the
elderly, and ~ay those up to twice the poverty line. Now we are talking about a
relatively sm~ll number, one for which expenditures may be somewhere in the
neighborhood of cash equivalent benefits, and these should be added, as Ward
suggests, explicitly to the poverty thresholds.
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In the draft of Ward's paper that I have, reconciliation of the various income
distribution statistics and the poverty statistics, whatever is done with them, is
not discussed. I would like to say here, that expenditures on medical care and other
in-kind tran~fers should be accounted for, attributed to those who benefit from them
at cost, in the personal income distribution statistics. It is not relevant for
poverty, but it is relevant for a full understanding of the distribution of income in
the United States that enormous sums are spent on behalf of those who are ill,
whatever the1r income level. We want to know who gets the resources. How these
resources are distributed to the sick, classified so as to add those resources to all
the other re~ources available to the sick, is an important fact about our economy.
This is not to mean that the sick are "better off" for any practical purposes, only
that the sic~ make a particular claim on resources that needs to be acknowledged.
Here Census ~hould follow Lampman's accounting framework, and also include as private
transfers exI,enditures by insurance companies on behalf of those who receive
treatment at their expense.

In fact! here and also with regard to the poverty thresholds, the Census and the
Office of Bucget Management (OMB) would do well to follow the example set for them by
the Office of Tax Analysis (OTA) in the drafting of Treasury I. After all, taxes are
merely negatjve transfers. Treasury I insisted on the consistent treatment of all
income, regaIdless of source or use. Income was taken to be Hague-Simons' income--
that is, con~:umption plus the change in net wealth. It is important to start from

Hague-Simons' income, because, even though it is impractical, and perhaps even
undesirable, when we retreat from it as the data are collected and tabulated, the
concept allo~rs us to enumerate precisely what has been omitted, so that anyone can
decide for Wmself whether the data report on something meaningful in an unbiasedway. 

It was also a fundamental premise that it was important now to get horizontal
equity right-.-that there be equal treatment of equals--and that issues of vertical
equity were t:herefore to be avoided now. For vertical equity the principal was
neutrality, ~Lnd that is the principal that Census and OMB will have to follow now if
it is going t:o be able to make a change now. That is for now, it should be a
principal th~lt the change in measurement leaves the incidence of poverty unaffected,
for now. Wa]'d's proposal, to add the insurance value of health programs to the need
and expendit\Lre sides, and as I have amended it, to include only the insurance value
of routine c~lre, does that. The difference that would then appear between the Census
series on po,'erty and the series I would like to see on inequality would be akin to
the differen<:e between adjusted gross income and taxable income, with the exclusion
of acute heaJ.th care expenditures being the difference. In fact the analogy to
Treasury I ill exact here, since expenditures on health insurance up to some limit, is
not an exclullion from taxable income in Treasury I, but becomes an exclusion at
higher expen<liture levels. Since the changes I envision are not large, the new
series and t11e old should be. overlapped for a few years permitting statisticians to
tie them togl!ther with some chain procedure. Census need not take the data back to
earlier yearll. Nor need these data be collected in the decennial censuses.

Now is l:here anyone who wants to talk about education?
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INTRODUCTIC'N

As Federal budgetary pressures increase, the idea of more precise targetting of
outlays becomes increasingly attractive. The notion is that by refining the
distribution of outlays to skew benefits toward the more needy, the harm of any
program reduction can be minimized. Of course, this presumes that it is possible to
define and measure "most needy" in some reasonable manner related to the program
under consideration.

While a range of eligibility criteria are used to target Federal benefits those
involving i~come and poverty measures are the primary focus here.l Low income may
be used either as a direct indicator of who the program is intended to aid, or as a
proxy for m~re relevant characteristics that are difficult to measure. At the
individual Level, assessing whether families have incomes below fixed limits--such as
the poverty thresholds--allows the use of a single measure to compare families of
different t~pes in different areas, although such comparisons may be open to question
because incl)me sources differ across family types and because the cost of living
varies acrO9S locations. At the aggregate level, an income criterion permits funds
to be directed to areas in which low-income people are concentrated, either to
compensate Eor the resulting low tax base or on the explicit assumption that local
agencies will use the money for programs aimed at the most needy.

The go'lernment's official poverty measure compares cash income with poverty
thresholds 1)ased primarily on family size. It does not include in-kind benefits,
although nol.1cash benefits almost certainly improve a family's well-being. For most
uses of pov.~rty measures--where the explicit purpose is comparing the well-being of
different fimilies--acknowledging the value of in-kind benefits is noncontroversial
and would r.~present an obvious improvement in poverty statistics.2 The issue, as

lMuch (If the discussion in this paper deals with poverty as a criterion for
program eli~~ibility, but most of what is said would apply equally well to neariy all
criteria balled on income measures. In fact, the official poverty measure is used to
determine e:.igibility for few programs, essentially only for food stamps and child
nutrition pJ:ograms. Most programs that are income--conditioned have their own
eligibility thresholds.

2There is controversy, however, about how much in-kind income ought to be
included ill income measures. Most attention has focused on transfer benefits going
to low-inc(Ime people, but many argue that comparisons between the poor and the
nonpoor w01ud be invalid unless other in-kind income such as employer-provided
health ins1lrance is also included.
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discussed extensively over time and at this conference, is how to measure adequately
the economic }:,enefits of in-kind goods and services. On this there is much less

agreement.

The measllrement of noncash benefits is one of several major issues that could
affect the ca]culation of poverty status. Others such as whether or not to include
taxes or the Ilroper treatment of assets are very similar: there is consensus on the
desirability (If incorporating them into poverty measures, but this has not been done
because of mellsurement and valuation difficulties or lack of readily available ~~ta.

The cent]Oal concern of this paper is the effects of allocating program benefits
on the basis (If income measures that include noncash benefits. The first section
deals with tht! targetting of program benefits to individuals, examining how basing
program eligi1dlity on both cash and in-kind income would affect the distribution of
benefits alon!~ with some more general measurement and implementation issues. The
subj ect of tht~ second section is "aggregate targetting," including various formula
grants and prc>grams that distribute monies to states and localities on the basis of

area poverty 1:"ates.

The pape:: concludes with a discussion of two major policy issues that would
arise if cash plus in-kind income measures were substituted for cash only measures in
the distribut:lon of Federal assistance. First, would locational differences in the
cost of livinJ~ be explicitly incorporated in the calculation of poverty measures?
The answer ha; obvious implications for the distribution of aid among high-cost and
low-cost area;. Second, how would aid distribution take into account the level of
effort of states and localities in providing benefits for low-income families and
individuals? How this issue is resolved directly affects the incentives for local

governments t) offer in-kind aid.

TARGETTING PROGRAM BENEFITS TO INDIVIDUALS

Programs that provide benefits to individuals use eligibility criteria to
determine who gets aid. In principle, these criteria direct benefits to those whom
the programs are intended to help, while denying assistance to others. This
targetting serves a number of purpqses. First, it is a means of allocating scarce
Federal funds "efficiently," not in the economist's sense of the word but rather in
the sense of getting funds to where they will be most effective in meeting the
program's aias. The asset test in the Food Stamp Program, for example, focuses aid
on the most Deedy by denying benefits to households that are otherwise eligible but
whose assets could be used to buy food. Second, targetting can be used to exclude
people who mjght change their behavior in undesired ways if they were eligible for
benefits. nis is the case in the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program where
participatior. is restricted to people who are aged, blind, or disabled; because these
groups are nclt expected to work, these categorical. criteria limit reductions in work

effort that the program might otherwise cause. Third, at least for appropriated
programs, tat'getting criteria determine the distribution of benefits, at least in the

short run; j.n the longer run, targetting may influence the level of program support,
since fundinf: may depend on the program's image in terms of getting aid to those for

whom it is illtended.
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Alternative Targetting Devices

A wide range of characteristics can be used as targetting devices. Some
programs base eligibility on physical status, offering aid, for example, only to
those nonelderly who are blind or disabled. Others specify age: Medicare, for
example, is available to essentially all Americans age 65 or older. Family
composition can determine who is helped, as in the Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) Program which, in half the states, assists only those families with
children in which either there is only one parent or one parent is incapacitated.
Veterans' benefits are distributed on the basis of prior military service. And many
programs direct aid to those whose economic well-being is below some threshold,
defined in terms of income or some other dimension of need. Moreover, programs often
use combinations of these characteristics to assess eligibility; for example, SSI is
available to people over age 65, but only if both their incomes and their liquid
assets are below fixed limits.3

TargettLng criteria are often determined by the nature of the specific programs.
Participatiotl in programs intended to assist the elderly is naturally limited to
people at le,!st 62 or 65 years old, while programs aimed at children generally
restrict benafits to families with members under 18 years of age. Other programs may
have less ob';rious bounds, and their eligibility criteria may seem to reflect this.
For example, some veterans' benefits are available only to people who served in the
Armed Forces during specified periods. Income and other resource limits on program
participatio11 may also appear to be arbitrarily determined.

Poverty and [ncome as Targetting Criteria

Program:; for which eligibility is based on poverty or low-income criteria have
two general ])urposes. First, they are designed to alleviate current problems such
as hunger, l~lck of shelter, or medical needs. In this sense, assistance treats the
symptoms of ])overty but not its root causes. Dealing with the latter forms the
second aim: helping the poor to support themselves in the future. Some programs--
such as job 1:raining--are aimed at poor adults with the goal of providing them with
skills that ,rlll make them self-sufficient. Others--such as Head Start--focus on
poor childrell, trying to help them past the barriers that being poor establish and on
to adult liv4!S out of poverty. Straddling the line between these two general
aims--helpin~: with current needs and curing long-term problems--are programs for the
elderly, who are not expected to become independent but will have specific daily care
needs that al'e likely to last for the rest of their lives.

3AnotheJ' way in which benefits can be targetted is through the Federal personal
income tax. If some or all benefits are made taxable--as is now the case for Social
Security paYUlents to those with high enough incomes, for example--existing
progressive tax rates will skew net benefits toward those with lower incomes. This
effect can bE! increased by making larger percentages of benefits taxable for those
with higher jncomes. This approach is not considered in detail here.
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the precedin~ month. In these programs~ a family with income above the poverty
threshold for a year could receive assistance for at least part of the year. To some
extent, asset tests mitigate this problem: by denying benefits to families with
significant savings, asset limitations may distinguish between families that have low
incomes for brief periods and those whose incomes are generally low.6

Table A-I of appendix A shows the magnitude of fluctuations in poverty
throughout the year for the population as a whole and for different family types.
Fluctuations in income and poverty status differ systematically by source of income;
Social Security benefits and pension benefits tend not to change from month to month,
while earning; are much more variable. Therefore, while targetting benefits on the
basis of comm.m income measures or poverty status is designed to treat different
families "equ.illy," the simple choice of accounting period can have important, and
perhaps unintt!nded, effects on the distribution of program money across groups. For
example, the t!lderly and single parent families with children tend to have relatively
fixed income I;ources and thus relatively small differences between monthly and annual
poverty rates, while married couples with children are more likely to have variable
income streamfl and hence greater divergence in poverty rates measured over different
time periods.

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Official Poverty Measure

Many issues that have to be considered in assessing the usefulness and validity
of income criteria for program eligibility can be illustrated by examining the
strengths and weaknesses of the official poverty measure as an indicator of need.
Poverty, per se, is used to determine eligibility for only a few individual
programs--essentially only the Food Stamp and Child Nutrition programs.7 Because it
compares a measure of income against fixed thresholds, however, it is representative
of income eligibility criteria in general. The following points apply in varying
degrees to all such criteria.

The officlal poverty measure has two basic strengths in assessing financial
need.8 First, it provides a way to compare the well-being of families of different

6Note thai: asset tests can be readily used as program eligibility criteria to
distinguish be1:ween those whose incomes are low only briefly and those who are poor
for longer per:~ods. Because it is not obvious how assets should be counted, their
inclusion in tIle measurement of poverty is more problematic, however.

7In practj.ce, income limits may not matter as much as other program rules in
determining elj.gibility. For example, current rules in the Food Stamp Program
require that g).oss income be less than 130 percent of poverty thresholds and that
income after a]lowable deductions ("countable income") be less than 100 percent of
the thresholds. Moreover, for some families that satisfy these income criteria,
actual benefit amounts may be zero.

8There are actually two "official" poverty measures. The Census measure
is used to calculate aggregate statistics such as the national poverty rate.
The Office of ~anagement and Budget (OMB) measure--which is derived from the
Census measure--is used to determine program eligibility. Differences
between the two measures are not relevant for this paper.
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types and si~;es or in different circumstances. Because there are separate income
thresholds fclr families with varying numbers of adult and child members, we can
aggregate po,'erty status across fami1ies.9 Second, because it is defined at the
national 1evE!1, the poverty measure is consistent across states. While this is also a
shortcoming lLS discussed below, it does allow program eligibility to be defined
uniformly th]"oughout the country.

The weal~nesses of the official poverty measure have been frequently discussed.
The omission of in-kind income is the focus of this conference. Statistics indicate
that a growi11g percentage of income comes not in cash but rather in goods and
services; fuJ:ther, this is not the case only for transfer program recipients, but
also for worl~ers in both the private and the public sectors. Including in-kind
benefits in :Lncome measures would be problematic, however, because it may be
difficult bol:h to obtain accurate data on benefit receipt and to value in-kindincome. 

Yet the problems are not beyond those we deal with in providing other

~overnment s':atistics.

Poverty assessment also faces measurement problems. It is difficult to
determine acl~urately what a family's income is during a particular period, in part
because the family may not know or be willing to report its income correctly. At the
aggregate le'iel, survey data on which Census poverty statistics are based suffer from
problems of ~nderreporting of income, even after imputations are made where feasible.
While the Current Population Survey (CPS)--after imputations--shows nearly all wage
and salary itlcome, it is estimated to include .only about 90 percent of Social Security
income, 85 percent of SSI payments, and three-fourths of AFDC benefits and
unemployment compensation. For property income the case is even worse: less than half
of all interest, dividend, and rental income is reported. This problem ,of inaccurate
income information would be compounded if in-kind income were also counted.

The situation is worse at the individual level. The same underreporting of
income exists, but it is not possible to correct for this shortcoming by imputing
additional income since imputations are based on expected, not actual, values.
Accuracy of poverty statistics for specific persons is important when benefits are

allocated to individuals.

A third weakness of the poverty measure is the exclusion of wealth. Except to
the extent that assets generate cash income, the measure recognizes no difference
between two otherwise identical families, one of which has $100,000 in assets and the
other none. Omitting assets in determining a family's poverty status misstates theirwell-being. 

Lack of data is again a problem in terms of doing anything about this
issue: not only are few data now gathered, but it is likely that many people would
not know wit:h accuracy the value of their assets, even if they were asked.

9This ~lggregation can be significantly affected by how income is defined. The
distributio11 of poor across family types is quite dif,ferent, for example, if in-kind
benefits art! counted as income than if only cash is included.
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How taxes are treated in measuring income is important when families with
different income sources are compared. The current definition of poverty is based on
before-tax income, and thus ignores the fact that families can have very different
disposable incomes--and hence very different levels of well-being--even though their
pre-tax incomes are the same.lO Because families have relatively little control over
income that goes for taxes, it would seem more appropriate to consider income net of
taxes. For eltample, one family might receive its income only from earnings, which
are subject to payroll taxes and possibly to income taxes, whil'e another family might
get the same ~ount of pre-tax income in the form of untaxed government transfer
payments; be:ause the first would have less disposable income, it would be
inaccurate to say that they were equally well off.

Further, the poverty thresholds were constructed on the basis of after-tax
expenditures, and thus should logically be compared with after-tax income. In the
past, it made little difference whether income was measured before or after taxes,
since taxes wl~re only a small fraction of the income of the poor and near-poor, but
rising payrol:l taxes and bracket creep in the Federal income tax have increased the
tax liabilitil~s of low-income households, so that the difference between using
pre- and post.-tax income is much greater now. In 1984, for example, families with
four members ~ind with earnings at the poverty level owed more than 10 percent of
their income :Ln Federal taxes, up from 4 percent in 1978.11

Among ot11er weaknesses of the poverty measure, one that deserves final mention
is the failurl! to adjust for geographic differences in the cost of living. Even
though living costs can vary widely, poverty thresholds are the same throughout thecountry. 

Thill is a problem that, as discussed below, assumes greater importance when
noncash benefj.ts are counted as income.

These we~Lknesses of the official poverty measure are roughly based on the
concepts of hclrizontal and vertical equity, that people in similar circumstances
should be tre~Lted similarly and that people in different situations ought to be
treated diffe]'ently. The inability to measure or value income adequately means that
we cannot cor]'ect the shortcomings, so we are left with them. It is hard to say in
general just lLow important they are, however, since that depends on the use to which
poverty stati~:tics will be put. If poverty status is one criterion used in
conjunction wjth an asset limit--as is the case with food stamps, for example-it may
make little djfference in terms of targetting accuracy that wealth is ignored in
measuring povErty. On the other hand, if living costs vary widely across areas,
using the samE poverty thresholds everyWhere can mean that some families getting food
stamps in low-.cost areas will enjoy higher standards of living than families in
high-cost locations with incomes too large to qualify for food stamps.

lOIn addition, if income is measured before taxes and transfers are counted as
income, poverty could be "eliminated" simply by taxing the poor and then giving back
as transfers the taxes paid. Income compared against poverty thresholds would
increase, eveD though no one would have more or less than before.

11See u.s. Congress, Joint Committee on Taxation, Federal Tax Treatment of
Families Belo~ the Poverty Line, April 9, 1984.
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assistance programs more often: the poverty rate of single-parent families with
children wou.Ld fall by 19 percent or 34 percent, while that of elderly families would
be reduced b:f 41 percent or 79 percent.13 Allocating program benefits on the basis
of cash plus in-kind income would, therefore, provide less for the elderly and for
single-paren1: families, while a greater share of assistance would go to married
couples with children, if no other changes were made. 14

At the I;ame time, counting in-kind benefits as income would not necessarily
lead to largE! or inadvertent changes in the distribution of program benefits. In the
first place, Congressional action would generally be required to alter eligibility
criteria to 1.nclude in-kind income; such action would signal revised intent in terms
of who shoulc receive assistance. Further, because most programs have multiple
eligibility c:riteria, changing the definition of income may have little effect on who
qualifies fOl benefits; other criteria may be more important in restricting the

eligible poptlation.

Two other issues must be considered if program eligibility is to be determined
by an income criterion that includes in-kind benefits. First, what additional
information do we need to determine the value of in-kind income a family receives?
Second, if families may be eligible for benefits from multiple programs, how should
benefits of one program be considered in assessing their eligibility for others? We
address these in turn.

What additional information is needed to value in-kind income? If in-kind
benefits are to be counted when income is measured, two pieces of information about
those benefits are needed for each family. First, we must know how much of each good
or service the family receives. For area estimates such as national averages, survey
data could be used; the usual problems of misreporting would occur, made worse in
those situati)ns where recipients do not know how much of a particular in-kind
benefit they ~ere given, such as in the case of public housing or energy assistance
in the form of third-party payments. For eligibility determination, information
could be obta:lned either from program records or from applicant reports. The former
would be admilrlstratively complex, given the many types of assistance provided by
different ageJlcies, while the latter would be subject to underreporting, either
intentional 0::- out of ignorance.

13Table J. and figures I and 2 reveal significant differences in poverty rates,
depending on l:he method used to value in-kind benefits. !be market value is
generally gre~Lter than either the poverty budget share value or the cash equivalent
value (not sh<Iwn in the table or graphs), and the difference is greatest for health
care benefits. Ibis is particularly evident for the elderly, for whom counting
in-kind inCOmE! at market value lowers the poverty rate to 3.6 percent, while using
the poverty bt,dget share value--which limits the dollar value of in-kind
benefits--cau~es the poverty rate to fall only to 10.3 percent. !bere is little
agreement on ~'hat the appropriate valuation method is.

141f inccme were also measured after taxes, this effect would be even greater.
Using the povErty budget share valuation of in-kind income, the combined effect on
poverty rates of counting noncash benefits and excluding taxes would be essentially
zero for married-couple families. On the other hand, because other family types pay
less taxes, tteir poverty rates would fall more: poverty rates would decline by 17
percent among single-parent fare.f::ies, and by 41 percent among elderly households.
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l11e se,=.ond and perhaps more difficult need is a means of valuing in-kind
benefits. rhe seminal work of Smeeding and subsequent refinements by the Bureau of
the Census :lemonstrate that valuation methods can be devised.I5 There is, however,
much disagreement on what method is appropriate, best indicated by the fact that the
Census' Bureau publishes data based on three alternatives. Reasonable arguments can
be offered for each of the three--and for other possibilities as well--and consensus

is unlikely to be obtained on anyone.

Foverty Rates Using Alternative Definitions of Income, by Family Type:

1984
Table 1.

In-kind ber.efi ts
by income Dleasure

1

Measured a1:
Market Va:.ue

0
1
1
0

Premeans-tl!sted.. .
All cash Cash plus :In-kind.

After taxe:;

Measured al:

Poverty B~dget
Share Vallie

,0.1

.7

.6

Premeans-tested...
All cash Cash plus in-kind.

After taxes

NOTE: 

FoI a discussion of alternative ways to value in-kind benefits, see U.S.

Bureau of the Census, Technical Paper 55, !stimates 2! pove!_ty. ;nc~udin~ ~he ~~~~~
Noncash BEnefits: 1984. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1985.

)f

(:ongressional Budget Office analysis of March 1985 Current population

,..Iurvey.

SOURCE:

15U.,. Bureau of the Census, Technical Paper 50, Alternative Methods for

ValuingU.S. GOve'~nment Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1982. See also Technical PaperE

51, 52, a'ld 55 in the same series.
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How sh01ud benefits from one program be used in determining eligibility for
another progl:am? If in-kind benefits are counted as income in determining program
eligibility, lillierarchical order in which such benefits are considered must be
established 1:0 avoid circularity in setting benefit levels. Consider what would
happen if suc:h an ordering were not made, but instead every program counted as income
the benefits obtained from all other programs. Suppose a family of four persons with
no income fi]'st applies for food stamps; they are awarded the maximum allotment of
$264 per mon1:h. They next apply for housing assistance, and based on their food
stamp income of $264, they are given a Section 8 rent subsidy of, let us suppose,
$300 per mon1:h. But now the Food Stamp Program must recompute their benefits because
of the housirlg aid; their food stamp allotment is lowered to $202 per month. This
reduction qu~llifies them for a larger housing subsidy, now $319 per month. The cycle
would contimLe with benefits being raised and lowered until they stabilized. The
process woulc be worse if there were more than two programs, and any equilibrium
would hold orlly as long as nothing changed. If a family member got a job, the whole
sequence wou]d start anew and move to a new set of benefits.

Establi~:hing a program hierarchy would avoid these difficulties. If, for
example, food stamp allotments were based only on cash income, while housing aid
levels were ~.et on the basis of cash and food stamp income, the cycle described above
would have bEen short-circuited after no more than one round. Food stamp benefits
would have bEen fixed at $264 per month, while the monthly housing subsidy would have
been $300. ~hings would be slightly more complicated if the family applied first for
housing aid--.it would have been given about $380--and then gone for food stamps: it
would be givEn the same $264 in monthly stamps (because housing aid is not
considered), and then would have its housing benefit revised downward to $300 because
of the food ~ssistance. Any change would still upset the equilibrium, but a new
balance would be easily restored.

The remaining question is in what order incomes from different sources
should be co~nted. There is no obvious answer, although it might be logical
to consider entitlements ahead of other benefits, simply because all eligible
families and individuals will receive entitlements if they apply for them.

FORMULA GRAN'J'S AND AGGREGATE TARGETTING

The rationale for using various targetting criteria such as median income or
poverty rates at the aggregate level remains much the same as that for individual
level prograus. Allocation criteria are presumably designed to guide resources to
areas most iD need of a given program or activity of government. Given the total
level of the program, targetting criteria merely set the distribution across areas

and thus across individuals.

There are a variety of formula grant programs that link disbursements to states
or localities to income and poverty, reflecting the intent of the Federal program.
For example, several urban and rural housing assistance programs for low-income
families and individuals base grants on the size of the local poverty population. In
education, the allocation to states of Head Start funds for preschoolers and
Chapter I fuDds for education of the disadvantaged are related to local poverty
rates on the presumption that poverty is a good proxy for educational need.16

16While Chapter I funds are allocated, in part, on the basis of local poverty
rates, the program is intended for all educationally disadvantaged children,
regardless of their family incomes.
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1hese program!! appear to be the aggregate analog to individual programs that use
income or povl!rty status in their eligibility criteria. They differ from the
individual prclgrams discussed previously in that funds go to a state or local agency
that decides I!xactly how the funds are used and the funds therefore may ultimately
be targetted :~n a manner different from that intended by the aggregate fundingcriteria.

Two othe]~ factors appear to underlie the use of area income or poverty measures
in the distri1)ution of Federal funds. First, certain Federal programs may be
designed to tllke into account local ability to pay for services. Federal programs
which suppleml!nt those of local areas might be less generous in areas where the local
ability to Sul)port such programs seems relatively high, and more generous when the
opposite is true. Second, the explicit linkages of the allocation criteria and the
program purpolle may be relatively unimportant; instead, the targetting criteria might
be designed sj.mply to identify areas that are deserving of Federal support for some
other reasons. Community Development Block Grants are an example of a program in
which poverty rates are used to allocate moneys, even though higher poverty does not
necessarily Ulply more demand for services. The distribution of funds by
poverty rates in this and other programs could be consistent with a Federal purpose
of compensatiIlg areas with poverty for the extra costs they incur in general and for
the local inc(lme redistribution efforts that they undertake.

If this J.ast explanation holds--that the specific program purpose is not
primarily imp()rtant in choosing the distribution criteria-there is ambiguity with
respect to ho17 one evaluates the effectiveness of the criteria. With individual
programs, for example, it was suggested that the temporal instability of the poverty
measure for atl individual family might be a disadvantage to the extent one was
attempting to proxy more fundamental conditions (that were not subject to the same
degree of varj.ation over time). At the aggregate level, particularly if the
targetting crj~teria are not explict measures of program goals in terms of specific
groups of intt!rest, it is more difficult to assess how well the targetting measures
might match t11e desired characteristics. For example, while the month-to-month
variations in poverty rates at the aggregate level are undoubtedly smaller for
geographic arl!as than for individuals, it is not really possible to judge the
conceptual deldrability of using monthly poverty rates to target program
expenditures.

It is tr1le that individual areas will differ from each other in terms of overall
secular trend,; in income and poverty, in terms of overall sensitivity to the business
cycle, and pe]:haps in terms of their sensitivity to the fortunes of a dominant
firm or domirumt industry. These factors may cause differing degrees of temporal
instability ac:ross areas, and thus justify using shorter time periods to assess
poverty statuI; and hence need for Federal assistance. Again, however, even if the
relationship Clf area income and poverty measures to these factors is well understood,
it is not at ~lll obvious what one should do with respect to them.

SUBSTITUTION I)F IN-KIND POVERTY MEASURES

The pUrp4)Se of this entire conference is to consider how income should be
measured, and the subsidiary question of what income should be counted in assessing
poverty statuI!. These topics, matters of lively debate at least since our current
cash income ml~asure became commonly used, will probably never be fully resolved.
Part of the rl~ason for lack of resolution is clearly that no single answer satisfies
all of the d~!ands and potential uses of income and poverty measures.
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Here, WE want to focus on some of the implications of changing from the current
cash measure to one that includes valuations of major in-kind components. For this
discussion, jt does not matter which of the alternative ways of valuing in-kind
benefits is lsed.

The central issue, at least in the short run, is the distribution of benefits
across individuals and areas. 17 Federal programs generally involve annual
appropriatio~s of funds; the level of funding does not automatically change if
eligibility criteria are altered.I8 The eligibility criteria thus serve as
distributional parameters that guide the division of benefits among individuals and
communities.

One indication of the potential magnitude of distributional changes that would
arise from inclusion of noncash benefits is found in the correlation of poverty rates
under different measures across geographic areas. Table 2 shows such correlations
for 1984 for the 23 largest Standard Metropolitan Areas (SMAs) and for the 50 states
and the District of Columbia. The "market value" approach yields quite different
geograpr.ic poverty distributions than the others (including cash only method),
primarily because housing and medical assistance valuations vary markedly across

areas. 19

From the standpoint of program distributions based upon the calculation of
poverty after noncash benefits, two factors seem most important to consider. First,
if the valuation methods for noncash benefits incorporate local expenditures and if
the local expenditures vary with local differences in living costs, these cost of
living differences become imbedded in the poverty measures--and thus in the
distribution )f Federal program benefits. Second, local governmental choices about
services wouL! have immediate feedback built into them to the extent that the local
programs enter into the poverty measure and program distribution: higher local
benefits wouL! lead directly to lower levels of aid from the Federal government.

17In the longer run different eligibility criteria may affect more than just
distribution-'-they may also influence appropriations decisions. If, for example, new
and more striJlgent eligibility criteria were employed and program participation fell
sufficiently, funding in future years might be lower.

18This i:; not strictly true for entitlements. It is still the case for
entitlements, however, that eligibility criteria determine the distribution of
program benef:lts across both individuals and geographic areas.

19Three ~llternative methods are used by the Census Bureau to value in-kindbenefits. 
Th.~ "market value" assigns the estimated cost of obtaining the benefit in

private marke1:s or the government cost of providing the benefit. The "cash
equivalent va:~ue" uses the lesser of the market value and the amount that a given
family would l>e expected to spend for a particular good or service if it were not
provided in k:lnd. The "poverty budget share value" assigns the lesser of the market
value and the amount normally spent by unassisted--but otherwise similar--families
with cash incl>mes at the poverty line. For further detail, see U.S. Bureau of the
Census, Techn:.cal Paper 55, Estimates of Poverty Including the Value of Noncash.--
Benefits: 191~4. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
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Much of the attention given to counting in-kind benefits as income has focused
on measuring poverty and on the absolute levels of poverty rates. As noted above, if
no adjustmen1:s are made in threshold levels, in-kind benefits raise the value of
resources avclilable to individuals and thus lead to automatic reductions in povertylevels. 

Bec~luse there is no absolute standard by which one can judge poverty rates,
this objecti(>n is in large part a red herring.20 Indeed most analyses of poverty

Table 2. Co1:relations Among Alternative Poverty Measures: 1984

Cash plus in-kind income

Area Cash

equivalent
value I

Budget
share
value

Cash
income

Market
value

23 Standard ~~tropolitan Areas
(SMAs)

Cash income Cash plus in-.kind market value Cash plus in-.kind cash equivalent

val ue Cash plus in-.kind budget share

value.

1.000
0.856 1.000

0.973 0.913 1.000

0.971 0.923 0.994 1.000

50 States and the District of
Columbia

Cash income Cash plus in--kind market value Cash plus in-kind cash equivalent

value. Cash plus in-kind budget share

value.

1.000
0.931 1.000

0.986 0.953 1.000

0.984 0.963 0.996 1.000

SOURCE:

Congressional Budget Office analysis of data from the March 1985 Current
Population Survey.

The SMAs included were Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Houston, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Milwaukee,Minneapolis, 

New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, San Diego, San Francisco,
Seattle, and Washington, D.C.

20This is not the case if poverty status is used to determine programeligibility. 
If the definition of income is expanded and poverty thresholds are not

changed, fewer people will qualify for benefits. The issue then becomes whether this
change in the eligible population is consistent with legislative intent in terms of
who should be assisted.
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rates comparE! them over time, and there is no presumption that changes in poverty
rates that iIlclude noncash income would necessarily lead to any different conclusions
than changes in poverty rates based on cash income only.

However, the levels in poverty rates are not the important aspect in considering
the use of pCtverty rates for targetting of programs. The important issue is how the
distribution of poverty rates changes and in particular whether newly eligible or
ineligible ir.dividuals match the intent of the program or whether the new
distribution of resources across areas reflects the intent. On these grounds there
is reason fOI. concern.

Table 3. Adjusted Poverty Thresholds for 23 Standard Metropolitan Areas, For
Four-Person Families: 1984

Ratio to
national

threshold
Poverty

thresholdGeographic area

Uni ted Sta tes $10,609 1.000

Standard Metropolitan Area

Atlanta. Bal timore Boston. Buffalo Chicago. Cincinnati. Cleveland. Dallas Denver. Detroit Houston. Kansas City Los Angeles Milwaukee. Minneapolis. New York Philadelphia. Pittsburgh St. Louis San Diego San Francisco Seattle. Washington, D. C. 10,088
10,608
11,342
10,192
10,893
10,860
11,061
10,020
10,946
10,143
10,132
10,456
11,362
10,759
10,670
11,078
10,683
10,728
10,511
11,061
11,869
11,650
11,701

0.951
1.000
1.069
0.961
1.027
1.024
1.043
0.945
1.032
0.956
0.955
0.986
1.071
1.014
1.006
1.044
1.007
1.011
0.991
1.043
1.119
1.098
1.103

SOURCE:

Bureau of Labor Statistics, Autumn 1981, Urban Family Budgets and
Comparative Indexes for Selected Urban Areas, April 1982; various Consumer
Price Index data for Standard Metropolitan Areas; and U.S. Bureau of the
Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-60, No. 149, Money Income and
Poverty Status of Families and Persons in the United States: 1984. U.S.
""GOvernment Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1985.
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Variations in Costs

Local li17ing costs and incomes are known to vary, sometimes by considerableamounts. 
Thil; can be seen quite directly on the consumption side by comparing

Bureau of Labc>r Statistics (BLS) estimates of the cost of lower budgets for
four-person flmilies in different areas.21 For example, in 1984 this modest
consumption blmdle would have cost about $16,500 in Dallas compared with roughly
$19,600 in Sa1l Francisco, nearly 20 percent more.

On the il1come side, previous work has shown that income levels (crudely
standardized ::or differences among individual workers) vary systematically with the
characteristi.:.s of areas. While income differences can arise from a variety of
factors, the ltey element here is that the differences across geographic areas aresystematic. 

22

But, typ:lcally, neither income criteria in grant formulae nor poverty thresholds
vary across t11e Nation. All other things being equal, poverty rates will vary
inversely wit11 costs of living, since the poverty thresholds are the same nationally.
At either the individual or the aggregate level, program eligibility criteria not
including cost differences implicitly make judgments about the treatment of suchdifferences. 

These mayor may not represent the underlying intent behind using such
targetting methods.

In terms of simple income measures of poverty, variations in poverty rates
resulting froin differences in living costs across areas raise immediate questions.
Everything else equal, higher incomes that simply compensate for higher (exogenously
determined) living costs do not reflect true variations in well-being, and thus
poverty measures would tend to distort the distribution of Federal funds. This
problem cannot be compensated for simply by using multiples of the poverty line (say
1.5 times the poverty line); such adjustments merely change levels of poverty, not
distributions among individuals or areas.

This problem becomes increasingly important when inclusion of in-kind benefits
is being considered. The cost of in-kind benefits will vary dramatically acrossareas, 

more so than costs for other consumption items. Major in-kind benefits,
especially housing and medical services, almost certainly have greater cost variation

21The BIS attempted, when still collecting these data, to price a standard con-
sumption bundle. Therefore, it attempted to eliminate taste differences that
might exist. This is not perfect since individuals would be expected to
react to relative price differences by modifying their consumption bundles.
Any given individual would be observed consuming different bundles (in the
face of price differences) even if utility remained constant. For further
discussion, see Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 1570-5, Three Standards
of Living fot an Urban Family of Four Persons, Spring 1967.

22See, for example, Sherwin Rosen, "Wage-Based Indexes of Urban quality of Life,
in Peter Mieezkowski and Mahlon Straszheim, eds., Current Issues in Urban
Economics (&ltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1979); and Eric A.
Hanushek, ..A]ternative Models of Earnings Determination and Labor Market
Structures," The Journal of Human Resources, Vol. XVI, No.2, Spring 1981.

..
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than do othet' consumption items. The immobility ()f housing and differences in hea+~h
care regulatjons and institutions lead to wide dispersion in the cost 6f comparable
levels of set'vice.

In the case of housing, the issues are perhaps easiest to trace through
(although thE actual valuation of medical benefits is perhaps most difficult).
Within and across areas, housing costs differ for a wide variety of reasons-si~e of
unit, qualit) , location and neighborhood characteristics all enter into the. ,
determinatiOIJ of rents for specific units. Now consider a public authority providing
subsidized housing units where individual families pay rents that are a fixed
proportion of their income (and below prevailing market rents for comparable units).
Should subsidy values be calculated from the local rents of comparable units or from
national aveIages? from local housing expenditure patterns or national?

If we compare families across housing markets, locally based calculations of
in-kind housing benefits would indicate that a family living in a high-price market
would be better off than an otherwise identical family living in a low-price market.
That is, two families with identical incomes living in identical units but in
different housing markets might be judged to have different housing subsidies and
hence noncash income. The precise interpretation of such differences is open to
dispute, but it is doubtful that many would intend that to be an outcome of Federal
formulae.

Some idea of the order of magnitude of changes can be obtained by comparing
alternative poverty measures across SMAs. A relative price index based on 1981 BLS
budget data--inflated to 1984--was used to create poverty thresholds specific to each
of 23 SMAs.23 From these, poverty rates were calculated based on cash income only
and based on cash income plus noncash benefits valued by the three alternative Census
Bureau techniques. Table 4 displays the simple correlations of the different poverty
estimates for the 23 areas.

The main diagonal of table 4 shows the correlations of adjusted and unadjusted
poverty rates. The highest correlation is, as expected, between the two versions of
cash poverty rates. The lowest correlations refer to the "market value" method of
including noncash benefits; this follows directly from the use of local costs for
valuing benefits in different housing and medical care areas.

State and Local Choices and Fiscal Federalism

The second issue to consider is the relationship between the targetting of
program benefits on the basis of income measures and choices of state and localgovernments. 

If a local government provides greater assistance to its low-income
residents, its Federal payments would be reduced in programs that count that
assistance as income. This is now the case, for example, with AFDC, where increases
in state payment levels result in lower food stamp allotments, thus partially
offsetting the rise in AFDC benefits. This situation would be exacerbated if Federal
aid were based on an expanded income measure that incorporated noncash benefits.
Consider housing subsidies again. If there are two equal cost housing markets with

23Budget costs for each area were normalized by dividing by the national urban
average budget. These relative values were then used to inflate (or deflate) the
cash income thresholds to arrive at an area specific threshold. Budget data for 1981
were inflated to 1984 using SMA price indices. The SMAs and the implied thresholds
for four-person families are shown in table 3.
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the same djstribution of cash income, the area providing better quality housing for
those with low incomes will have fewer low-income residents under an expanded
definition of poverty.

There are two principles that come into conflict in judging this issue. On the
one hand, there is no doubt that low-income residents in the area with better public
housing are better off than those in the area with less generous housing programs.
Thus, the I.otion that targetting should direct money to the most needy implies that
incorporation of the expanded income definition is appropriate. On the other hand,
state and local governments would effectively be "taxed" for their efforts to suppor
those with low incomes (since their Federal payments would go down with increased
local expeDditures).24 This introduces an incentive for local governments to do

Table 4. Correlations Among Alternative Poverty Rates Using Thresholds Adjusted for
living Cost Differences Across SMAs: 1984

;

Poverty measures based on
adjusted thresholds

Cash income Cash plus in-kind market value.

Cash plus in-kind cash

equivalent value Cash plus in-kind budget share

value .

~

~

~

)

NOTE: See text for explanation of how poverty thresholds were adjusted for cost of
living differences. See U.S. Bureau of the Census, Technical Paper 55, Estimates of
Poverty Including the Value of Noncash Benefits: 1984, for a discussion ot the
alternative techniques of valuing in-kind income.

SOURCE:

Ocngressional Budget Office analysis of data from the March 1985 Current
Pcpulation Survey; Bureau of Labor Statistics, Autumn 1981 Urban Family
BtJdgets and Comparative Indexes for Selected Urban Areas, April 1982;
various Consumer Price Index data for Standard Metropolitan Areas.

24Thi~: is currently the case for all cash transfer programs in which benefit
levels are determined at the state or local level. The most important of these are
AFDC, 881, and general assistance.
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less; the magnitude of the incentive depends directly upon the size of effects in
other Federal programs. This would be inconsistent with "new federalism" notions of
returning responsibilities to state and local governments.25

SUMMARY

The use of eligibility criteria for targetting program benefits is very common,
and the use of income measures or poverty calculations frequently enters in
determining the distribution of benefits. Problems with geographic differences in
living costs affecting income eligibility criteria enter in both currently used cash
measures and the expanded measures being considered.26 However, inclusion of noncash
benefits magnifies the importance of variations in living costs. In using these
criteria to allocate funds across jurisdictions, a movement toward inclusion of
noncash benefits would immediately raise important issues about what policy goals are
being chosen. To the extent that noncash programs vary across areas solely because
of cost differences, ~nclusion of noncash benefits in determining Federal resource
allocation would tend to penalize individuals living in high cost areas. This may be
justified by some to the extent that high costs may reflect other desirable aspects
of an area or that it may be desirable to discourage poor people from living in high
cost areas. But, in general, one would probably conclude that differences in living
costs lead to misclassifying some people in terms of their incomes.

The second important eligibility issue in considering substituting an income
definition that includes noncash benefits for current cash measures is the
implications for fiscal federalism. Areas providing more benefits for low-income
residents would be penalized to the extent that Federal dollars flowing into the area
were reduced by such a move. This may be appropriate when one concentrates on the
most needy, but it would increase incentives for localities to cut back on support of
low-income f~ilies and individuals.

25Conceptual thoughts about the proper role of governments in a federalist
system imply that income redistribution should be done at the highest level. The
Federal government's "taxing" of income redistribution by local governments could be
interpreted as being consistent with these notions. There is, however, little direct
evidence sug5esting that such intentions have been important in developing Federal
grant prograns.
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APPENDIX A

Targetting ~md Variations in Poverty Within a Year

The apllropriate accounting period is a targetting issue for policymakers to
decide, depE!nding on their views about the responsibilities of families near poverty
to save for periods when their income falls. If families smooth their expenditure
patterns to allow for fluctuating incomes, accounting periods longer than a month
could be usEd to establish program eligibility without denying help to those in need.
On the otheI hand, if low-income families choose not to save or cannot save, longer
accounting Ieriods may mean that families requiring assistance for a short time will
not get it.

The leDgth of the accounting period has a marked effect on the number of
families or persons that would qualify for program benefits based on poverty
status.27 Data from the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) indicate
that many fewer families are below poverty over an entire year than are poor during a
single month (see table A-I). While the average monthly poverty rate for all people
between July 1983 and June 1984 was 15.1 percent, only 12.2 percent of the population
was poor on the basis of total income over the full 12 months. For no family type
was the poverty rate in any single month as low as that for the entire year. This
indicates that in determining income eligibility for benefits, lengthening the
accounting period would tend to reduce the number of people or families who would
qualify for aid. It does not, however, imply that longer accounting periods would
necessarily lead to much reduction in program participation. First, not all eligible
families apply for assistance; if they are the families made ineligible by using a
longer accou~ting period, no fewer families would be aided. Second, many existing
programs use a variety of criteria and different standards of countable income so
that income Limits, per se, even though they are formal criteria, are not binding

constraints.

Furthe~nore, while we often implicitly assume that by using the official poverty
measure we treat all families the same--enabling us to aggregate across family types
and ignore dlfferences--the time period used affects various family types
differently. Families with incomes that fluctuate are more likely to be poor over
short period:3 but not over longer periods than are families whose income tends not to
change over ::ime. Social Security benefits, pensions, and welfare payments often are
fixed for a :,ear or more, while earnings and asset income are more likely to vary.
Families wit]} income from the former sources--the elderly and single parents with
children--sh.>w smaller differences between monthly and annual poverty rates as
indicated by the ratios between the two measures shown in table A-I. Families that
tend to rely on earnings-~arried couples with children and other persons--experience
greater diveJ:gence in poverty rates depending on the length of the accounting period.

27If tht! accounting period is made short enough--say, an hour--the incidence
of poverty w()uld be extremely high, since few people would receive income during that
time period. But no one would argue that such a measure would be meaningful in
assessing net!d. Even a monthly accounting period would yield misleading results for
farm familie!;, for example.
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Kenneth W. Clarkson
University of Miami

on the paper by

Eric A. Hanushek and Roberton Williams

The topic before us is Alternative Poverty Measures and the Allocation of
Federal Benefits. I agree with much of what the authors (Hanushek and Williams) have
put forth in their paper and will highlight some of those points as I make my
remarks. My comments reflect both general methodology approaches in any analysis of
poverty measures and Federal programs, and specific problems associated with theauthors' 

paper and other discussions in this conference.

MARKET FORCES AND POVERTY MEASURES

In consid~ring poverty measures, the first element of analysis should be
directed towar,i an understanding of the pre-transfer position of potential program
recipients. Tle Hanushek and Williams' paper, however, focuses on the more commonly
addressed transfer program analysis: transfer programs encompass a wide variety of
specific servi,:es and obj ectives and our existing measures of "income" are often
inadequate for determining eligibility and evaluating the effectiveness of these
programs. ThUI;, the authors fail to take into account the pre-transfer position of
program recipil~nts. The omission of this critical element makes it difficult, if not
impossible, to effectively target Federal benefits or recommend alternative measures
to alleviate tIle income deficiency. When considering consumption-based transfers, it
is necessary t() look not only at the impact of those programs, but also to focus on
factors result:~ng in the initial income distribution. From this standpoint, poverty
statistics sh01ud reflect the results of pre-transfer market outcomes prior to any
transfers. In this regard, I would go so far as to recommend that pre-transfer
poverty statistics exclude taxes and all cash transfers, such as AFDC and other cash
assistance, as a means of understanding the economic consequences of markets on those
that are classified as being poor.

EFFECTS OF CON~:UMPTION-BASED TRANSFERS

The second element of analysis should focus on the development of poverty
measures and other statistics that reflect the total change in well-being after taxes
and consumption-based intervention. Most of the comments in the morning session and
the paper before us have concentrated on these points and I will address these issues

briefly.

MONITORING PROGRAM RESULTS

The third purpose of utilizing poverty statistics in the allocation of Federal
benefits relates to program evaluation and monitoring results --aspects many of us
at this confereace have incorporated into our own research. Thus, poverty
statistics should permit an analysis of the relative efficiencies of programs.
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IMPROVING S~rATISTICAL OUTCOMES

With rl~spect to the second element of analysis, well-being after taxes and
consumption.~irected intervention, the authors make several important points that I
generally s11pport. In fact, they do not have a monopoly on those points, as the
earlier papl~rs and commentaries have noted.

Accounting periods--Utilization of appropriate accounting periods is an
import~1d often overlooked element in examining poverty statistics. I concur
that povert'f statistics should be collected and evaluated as they relate to the
applicable ~ccounting period for benefit determination or analysis.

Wealth benefits--I am also very much in favor of including measures of wealth,
particularly as they relate to the stream of nonmarket income that generally is
excluded from traditional poverty and other income measures.

Tax consequences--As most participants have concluded, an analysis of the
allocation of transferred benefits should take into account the effects of taxes.

Correcting underreporting--It is hard to disagree with any type of systems that
corrects for underreporting or encourages better measurement of income and otherwell-being. 

I concur with the authors with respect to including those elements.

Many cf the resources involved in increasing the well-being of individuals below
the povert} level have not been included in our discussion. I think there is a good
reason to consider these benefits as well. In figure 1, we observe intertempora1
changes in Federal payments to individuals and related resources when Social
Security, y'ai1road and other Federal retirement programs are excluded from the
totals. fu:pressed in constant 1984 dollars, these disbursements, which were under
$40 bi11ioIl throughout the first part of the 1960's, expanded rapidly from 1967
through 19:'7 before leveling at an amount about four times that experienced in the
sixties. ~~is graph also provides us with a comparison of the levels of transfer
payments tJlat are utilized and presented in the U.S. Bureau of the Census

pub1icatiol1s.

Exprei~sed in constant 1984 dollars, the value of resources counted by the Census
as transfe::- payments, including cash assistance, food stamps, school lunches,
housing, M!dicaid and Medicare, was $24.7 billion in 1965. This contrasts with an
actual expl~nditure of $36.4 billion for all payments and other resources made
available to individuals, excluding Social Security, railroad and other Federal
retirement benefits.

In 19B4, the total value of transfer payments reported in the Census definition
was $141.9 billion as compared with an actual expenditure of $187.8 billion in
trans~~rs, excluding retirement benefits. Inclusion of these resources in the Census
definition would, of course, further reduce the number of individuals falling below

poverty thresholds.

Figure 1 also examines the impact of excluding such payments by comparing the
Census defined poverty income deficit to the total dollar value of nonretirement cash
assistance and other resources made available to individuals. Thus, in 1959, it
would haVE taken $48.7 billion, expressed in constant 1984 dollars, to alleviate allpoverty. 

In that year, $33.7 billion represented the total value of transfers in
1984 dollELrs made available to the population. By 1970, incomes had risen to a level
where the poverty income deficit had fallen to approximately $30.9 billion in
constant :.984 dollars. This was roughly $54 billion less than the total
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Figure 1. Federal Payments to Individuals: 1959 to 1984
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Table 1. Federal Expenditures: 1965 to 1984

(In billions of 1984 dollars)

Federal expenditures
1984

Nonretirement paymentsl Social Security & other

retirement (excluded
in figure l)

187.7

(228.7)

Census defi~ed payments2 Poverty income deficit 141.9
46.3

Ipayment to individuals excludes Social Security, railroad and other Federalretirement. 
rhis total also includes resources that provide indirect benefits to

individuals, such as social services, through grants to states and localities.

2Include9 cash assistance plus estimated value of Medicare, Medicaid, food
stamps, publi=. housing and school lunch subsidies.

SOURCE:

of the United States Government,CalclJlated from Historical
FisCi!l Year 1986; the
BeIOii1 the Poverty Level: 1983;
"and:l'ersons in the United Stat~s:---
the '{slue of Noncash Benefits: 1979-1982, 1984.
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nonretirement ]Iayments and other resources made available to individuals that year.
In 1984, the tcltal poverty income deficit had risen to $46.3 billion; however, total
resources tranllferred to all individuals, excluding Social Security and other Federal
retirement pro!~rams, had risen to $187.7 billion. Thus, in 1984 the Federal
government pro1rided nonretirement resources worth four dollars for each dollar of
resources that would have been necessary to alleviate poverty had these funds been
provided to thc~ states. Since measured poverty still has not been eliminated, one
might suggest l:hat considerable resources are transferred to individuals above the
poverty level.

This may :>e the time to consider some of those benefits excluded from current
measurements, :>articularly if we are to protect ourselves against a benefit and
poverty measurl~ment series that does not reflect accurate accounting of transfers
over time.

Measuremetlt consistency--I agree that poverty measures and other statistics that
gaugewell-beitlg should be consistently applied to all measured units, not just to
those at or ne~r the poverty level. A consistent method of reporting, even though
the estimated ~ounts would be subject to significant error and variation, is
preferred to the current system. As AI Rees pointed out, some number is better than

zero.

In-kind benefits in determining eligibility--The authors discuss variations in
the distribution of benefits within groups, and the problems associated with
including multiple in-kind benefits in determining program eligibility and benefitlevels. 

I support the incorporation of benefits received from one or more programs
in determining eligibility for and benefit levels of additional programs. Those
experienced in working with poverty statistics know that there are considerable
inequities across various measured levels of income; such inclusion would assist in
evaluating the impact of multiple-program participation as well as improve horizontalequity. 

It should be noted, however, that some redefinition or alternative measures
of benefit levels may be necessary to correct problems, such as valuation of health
benefits, associated with multiple-benefit measurement and eligibility determination.

Cost-of-living adjustments--I disagree with the authors' focus on geographic
cost-of-1ivin~ differences, particularly as they might relate to poyerty statistics
or program eligibility. Often such variations are more a consequence of nonuniform
wealth than other factors. Because income levels usually affect land prices, higher
housing costs may merely reflect variations in the distribution of wealth. But
higher wealth in a particular jurisdiction places that community in a much better
position to aid its population. And so there seems little gain to be made by
elaborate pro(:edures to differentiate based on costs. We a1.so know that geographic
statistics arE! subject to considerable error; unemployment statistics at state and
local levels, for example, have significant error problems. Even in the absence of
significant w.!a1th differences, the problems associated with measuring geographic
cost-of-1ivin~: differences as they might relate to the distribution of in-kind
benefits wou1<[ probably exceed any benefits that could be achieved.

State ancllocal program inclusion--Another element that I think would be
important in I:he pove~ty-measurement is some measure of state, local and nonprofitbenefits. 

Mo:;t of the discussion has dealt with Federal programs, but a number of
other institutions provide in-kind benefits to individuals. I am, however, concerned
about the inc,!ntive effects that could result from such measurement, particularly if
Federal progr.im dollars were directly tied to local efforts in the allocation of

Federal funds.
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CONCLUSIONS

In summary, I agree that poverty statistics and measures should be revised to
provide better information on the distribution of benefits from Federal transfers,
but believe that the statistics should be broadened to permit an investigation of
well-being both before and after consumption-directed intervention; they should also
provide us with the ability to evaluate programs with respect to their overall
effectiveness, including some elements not touched upon here at this conference.
In-kind programs, for example, have different administrative costs that often depend
on eligibility criteria and other factors. Information obtained in determining
poverty measures should facilitate complete analyses of the outcome and effectiveness
of transfer programs.
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Patricia Ruggles
The Urban Institute

on the paper by

Eric A. Hanushek and Roberton Williams

Hanushek and Williams' very useful paper does an exc'ellent job of summarizin~
the major issues relating to income definition and the a.llocation of Federalbenefits. 

If the comments presented here seem to focus primarily on what the authors
do not say as opposed to what they do, it is only bec8.use they have covered their
chosen topics so well that I can raise only a few mirLor quibbles. Indeed, my major
reservation with regard to this paper is that I wish the authors had chosen to
interpret their mandate a bit more broadly. Speci(ically, I would have liked to have
seen some discussion of the uses of different inccJme and poverty measures for program
analysis in general, as well as of their use in t~he actual benefit determination
process.

If this paper has a moral, it is that no single measure of income, including or
excluding noncash benefits, can be appropria'ce for all purposes--or even, for
determining benefits under all Federal prog'cams. The paper considers the impacts of
differing income definitions, first for prf~grams using individual income eligibility
criteria, and second for those using aggrfagate criteria. My comments will also take
up each of these areas in turn.

PROGRAMS PROV1DING BENEFITS TO INDIVI~UALS

The section on programs providing benefits to individuals focuses on the
specific income measures used to df~termine program eligibility, and the potential
program impacts of including in-kj.nd income in these measures. The authors bring up
many specific issues that are important in constructing such measures, which I will
discuss briefly.

As the authors themselves note, however, very few individual benefit programs
actually use either the Censu~j or the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) poverty
thresholds in determining eligibility, so changef3 in the measurement of income
leading to changes in povert-y thresholds would have very little direct impact on
program eligibility. In dif3cussing this point" the authors argue that while these
changes might have few dire.ct program impacts, any fixed income threshold for
eligibility will present similar measurement T~roblems, and so the problem can be
discussed generally, without reference to spE~I~ific program criteria for each program.

There is undoubtedly some validity to "he authors' argument--it is fairlylikely, 
for e~ample, that if noncash benefitfs were routinely incorporated into income

for the purpose of producing poverty statistics, they would also be included in
income measures used to determine program f~ligibility. It seemS to me, however,
that Hanushek and Williams neglect a much ~more immediate and obvious impact of
changes in the treatment of noncash bene.fi.ts-the impacts of these changes on our
ability to as~:ess the income-related ef'fec~ts of public programs.
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Curren:ly, C'.ensus poverty statistics and income measures are most often and most
prominently used not to determine program eligibility, but to analyze program
impacts--fOJ:" examp'le, to assess the extent to which transfer programs serve those in
different i11come c,ttegories. These measures are also crucial in analyzing proposed
legislative changes, such as the addition of new programs or the re-targetting of old
ones. A ma~or issue with regard to possible changes in income measures and poverty
standards, t:herefore, is, how would such changes affect our ability to assess program
impacts? SpE!cifically, what effect would these changes have on our ability tn compare
benefits anc. needs across regions, income categories, age groups, family types, and
so forth?

It is clear that the specific poverty measure or income definition chosen can
have importsnt impacts bot.\} on our ability to analyze program impacts, and on the
outcomes of these analyses. For example, to consider briefly a commonly discussed
case: if medical benefits ar,~ included in income, and are valued using a market-value
approach, it is almost impossible for certain categories of aged persons to have
below-poverty level incomes. In fact, I have heard it said that under such a
definition there would be no poor persons over the age of 65 in the whole of New York
City. Since many of these persoI~s would still have resources too low to allow them
to meet basic needs such as food a'nd shelter, however, they would still be considered
poor by most noneconomists. At the' least, it seems clear that such an approach to
measuring in~ome could obscure rather than clarify the economic status of many
beneficiaries, and could make any mea,ningful analysis of the distributional impacts
of Medicare Jptions, for example, very difficult to conduct.

This is an extreme example, but it .tllustrates the fact that different income
measures, po",erty thresholds, and valuati~')n techniques may have very different
implications for program analysis, as well as for our perceptions of program impacts,
and it would have been helpful if Hanushek .~nd Williams had discussed this point. At
a minimum, il: is useful to distinguish betwe,en relatively fungible noncash benefits
such as food stamps, and relatively nonfungib.le ones such as medical care. The
inclusion of non-fungible goods, which may not actually increase recipients'
resources avllilable for general consumption, in an income or poverty measure may
substantiall~' reduce the usefulness of such a me.~sure in analyzing policy outcomes.

In fairIless to Hanushek and Williams, aspects of this topic are covered in other
papers, and the authors may have considered it outside their mandate. The importance
of this iSSUE!, however, is illustrated by the comments made on several of the other
papers discuE:sed here, and most notably, on the Ellwood and Sunnners' paper. Ellwood
and Summers I'roposed an income definition that would :.tnclude most relatively fungible
noncash bene1its, as well as those benefits that clear.ly substitute directly for a
recipient's cwn necessary consumptic'n, but that would e.xclude relatively non-fungible
benefits suct as medical care. Amon~~ other consideratio'ns, they were concerned about
our ability to arrive at a realistic .assessment of the r~~cipient value of these
benefits, and they felt that use of insurance values could significantly overstate
the actual resources available to reci~'ients for their own general consumption. Both
of the discussants of the Ellwood and Sl1mlnerS' paper, howe~'er, objected to the
exclusion of medical benefits on the gro,unds that such a narrow definition of income
leaves out some real sources of material well-being, and thus distorts the estimated

distribution of income.

This comment implicitly assumes that the major reason for' measuring income is to
examine the o~erall distribution of general economic well-bein~~. If instead,
however, one's purpose is to assess the ade'quacy of benefits from specific programs,
it is clearly useful to be able to relate t,bt income received t\') the needs to be met.
Indeed, Ellwood and Summers' more general POiI;\t, that it is important to be able to
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not or.ly total income but also the implications of any given income for the
, consumption possibilities, is even more relevant in the context of

analJ'sis. In this context, the use of a very broad definition of income,
both fungible and non-fungible noncash benefits, is likely to lead to the

types of distortions seen in the Medicare example cited above.

This is not to imply that there is no set of circumstances under which a broader
definition oj: income would be useful. On the contrary, one point that has been made
several time~: in these meetings, and which I endorse, is that whatever income
definition 01' set of definitions is adopted by the Census Bureau for its own
publications, it will still be crucial to maintain full data on all of the individual
components oj' income. Further, these data should be maintained in a form that allows
income to be disaggregated and redefined by individual researchers in ways that are
consistent wj,th their own analytical purposes. For example, while an after-tax
measure of iIlcome is generally preferable if one is trying to assess households' net
resources, a pre-tax measure will be necessary if one wishes to consider the total
distribution~tl impact of Federal tax and transfer programs. Even if Census moves to
an after-tax definition as the basis for its published poverty statistics, data on
pre-tax incoDles should therefore still be retained.

As long as individual researchers are able to construct the income measures that
are relevant for their purposes, much of the debate over which specific measure is
"best" can p1~obab1y be avoided. As Hanushek and Williams' study makes clear, the
best measure depends on the purpose for which the measure is to be used. Census data
are used for many different purposes, of course, which may argue for the publication
of several a:.ternate measures. In any case, I would suggest that any debate over how
good a parti4~u1ar measure or set of measures is will be fairly meaningless unless the
purposes for which these measures are to be used are also taken into account. It is
not rea1istil~ to assume, as many economists seem to, that the only relevant purpose
is an asses~~ent of the overall distribution of material well-being.

Before ':urning to a discussion of programs using aggregate income measures to
allocate benj~fits, I'd like to comment briefly on some of the more technical issues
Hanushek and Williams raise with regard to individual benefit programs. The authors
point out th,it many other factors besides issues related to noncash benefits are
crucial in d~termining program eligibility, and these factors may interact in complex
ways with chinges in income measures. Among the examples they cite are accounting
period probl~ms, problems having to do with the inclusion or exclusion of assets, and
variations ia costs-of-living across localities. These are difficult measurement
issues even with a fairly limited poverty measure, and they can potentially become
more difficult as the attempt is made to expand the different types of benefits
included in the poverty measure.

The list of similar measurement issues that could be brought up is almost
endless, but I would like to mention briefly an additional one that I think is
especially relevant for program analysis--the problem of defining the
income-receiving unit. Programs vary considerably in their rules regarding eligible
units, which may be persons, households, families, or subfamilies of some type.
Indeed, changes in the unit definition aimed at including more potential income
recipients have recently been an important means of targetting benefits more narrowly
and reducing program costs in programs such as AFDC.

Povert} thresholds necessarily are applied to some income-receiving unit, such
as a family or a household. However, such a unit may include several different AFDC
recipient urLits, for example, as well as tax units and 88! units, which mayor may
not overlap. As the benefits from more and more programs, each with its own
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definition of an eligible unit, are included in the income measure, it may become
increasingly difficult to decide exactly who should be considered a recipient of
income from any particular source. It may be even more difficult to choose the
appropriate unit for analyzing the impacts on poverty of all these different benefitprograms.

PROGRAMS USING AGGREGATE INCOME CRITERIA

Many of the measurement problems affecting programs using aggregate income
eligibility criteria to allocate funds across jurisdictions are similar to those that
arise in determining individual and family benefits. In the case of benefits to
jurisdictions, however, the overall poverty rate is often an explicit factor in the
benefit allocation formula, and so the impacts of changes in income measures would be
felt more directly in this category of programs.

Hanushek and Williams discuss two issues they consider especially important in
assessing the impact of definitional changes on benefits allocated to jurisdictions
under such formulas: cost-of-living differences across jurisdictions, and the
disincentives for local anti-poverty efforts implied by the use of local poverty
rates in allocating funds. Both of these factors are problems in using poverty rates
to allocate benefits to local jurisdictions under current law, although the authors
argue that the existing problems would be exacerbated by the inclusion of more
in-kind income sources in the poverty measure.

It is clear from the examples provided by the authors that different methods of
valuing in-kind benefits would indeed have very different implications for the
relative income rankings of different local jurisdictions. However, it seems to me
that both these problems are in danger of being overstated, in the sense that both
may be susceptible to relatively simple technical (if not political) solutions. For
example, it is theoretically possible to apply some sort of state or local cost-of-
living index to aggregate income measures before computing local poverty rates,
although tte computation of such a cost-of-living index might be quite difficult
given current data limitations. Even under current law, however, some Federal
programs dc make implicit allowances for price differences across jurisdictions. As
Hanushek ard Williams imply, it would be worthwhile to expand these efforts if a more
inclusive jncome measure were adopted. In many cases, this would require some
amendment cf existing grant legislation.

Simil~.rly, encouraging local effort while continuing to target aid to the most
needy is all ongoing problem in grant allocation. For that reason, many grant
allocation formulas currently include some measure of local effort or spending in
addition tCI poverty measures. Many of the problems caused by including
locally-prclvided noncash benefits in income could be at least partially solved by
taking the~ie local efforts into account explicitly in the grant allocation formula.

CONCLUSION!i

The atlthors make several other interesting and useful points in this paper, but
unfortunatE!ly the limited space available here prevents me from commenting further on
these. As I suggested at the beginning of these comments, however, the underlying
themes of 1:he paper are fairly clear. These are, first, that it does indeed matter
for progrml benefit allocation how benefits are valued and how income is defined; and
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second, no OIle income or poverty definition is likely to be suitable for every
program and I!very purpose, and it is therefore important to consider the underlying
purpose when choosing an income definition. These are conclusions with which I
heartily conc:ur.
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C. L Kincannon
Deputy Director

Bureau of the Census

I wouL! like personally to thank everybody here for the role each played in
making this conference a success. I also want to thank the Census Bureau staff who
worked here with us to ensure that things worked well.

You heilrd Jack Keane in his opening remarks the other night refer to our
longstandin~~ practice of listening to the needs and concerns of data users. Those
are the peo])le we serve. We do not create the statistics for ourselves or to sit in
books cn thl! shelf. We are doing our job only if the statistics meet the needs of
those who u:~e them. You are representatives of many of those who are using this set
of statistij~s. We thank you very much for helping us to review our imperfections
and identif:r Some opportunities for improving.

We are not going to solve all of these problems for a number of reasons, some
of which ha'7e been mentioned, but we can make progress in dealing with them. It is
going to tal~e us a while to digest and assess the results of this conference. A lot
has been sa:ld here, a lot has been written, and we are not going to have the answers
to what we ~lre going to do this afternoon or even next week.

But by early next year, I expect that we will have a plan for some things that
we will be 41oing in response to what we heard here. We will be working very closely
with other :lnterested groups. That does not mean that we are not going to take
responsibil:lty for our decisions. We are certainly going to do that. But on an
issue like ':his, keeping other interested parties involved and informed is essential,
and obvious:Ly we recognize that.

We wil:l be working with not only some of you here, but of course, the General
Accounting I)ffice, Office of Management and Budget, Department of Health and Human
Services, o1:her statistical agencies, and other parties who are going to be
interested :In next steps taken.

We are not going to spring a surprise. Those who follow our income statistics
series shou:ld not open a report one August morning and find something markedlydifferent. 

We will announce any planned material changes, so they will be expecting
what they S4!e and will have time to refine either their wrath or their pleasure at
what is gOi11g to be there.

A few ':hings, I believe, are clear, and maybe it is silly to mention themagain. 
But it is clear that there is considerable consensus for continuing and

intensifyin:~ research on the measurement of noncash income all across the income
distributioll.

There "las not been as much research done in the last couple of years as needs
to be done .ind this conference, I believe, is going to be a catalyst that will help
us to focus available resources and perhaps garner some additional resources. There
is plenty b) be done far beyond the resources immediately available.
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We ha,'e been reminded properly--not that I think we have forgotten-but it has
been stres~:ed very carefully that we need to respect the need for historical
continuity in data series. There are many ways of doing that. One way is the use
of multiple series when we have an improved series to offer, or to have periods of
overlap, ard that we recognize as essential and valuable.

I was impressed with the amount of agreement on expanding the application of
after-tax income to other kinds of uses. We will take that very seriously. I also
took careful note of the interest in doing more work on underreporting of income,
all across the income distribution. Underreporting may be more prevalent at one end
or the other than it is in the middle but it is certainly important at both ends of
the income spectrum. There seems to be a pretty clear consensus to drop medical
benefits for the institutionalized--from consideration in income measurement.Finally, 

at the minimum, we need to relabel the cash equivalent method with a more
descriptive term.

On the first item of doing more research, I want to stress what Tim Smeeding
said about the American Statistical Association and National Science Foundation
Fellows Frog-ram. Tim's role as a Fellow in that program was the beginning of much
of this work. I would really encourage those of you from academia, from Government

agencies, from private nonprofit aF;encies, and so forth, to examine the possibilities
of a period of work at the Census Bureau under the auspices of that program, either
for yourself or for others whom you know who would like to work in the area of incomemeasurement. 

That is an important augmentation of the intellectual resources at ourdisposal, 
a:ld there is money available from the National Science Foundation and to

some extent from Census to support this work. Some very fine work in other fields
has been doJ.1e there, too, and I would really urge you to take a careful look at that
as an opporl:unity.

Well, :rour contribution is very much appreciated, you have helped us along in a
number of il;sues, even without final answers, and I believe that the result of the
conference .lnd our assessment and implementation of some recommended steps will
improve incc)me distribution statistics that we all use and that society uses to
understand :~tself better. I appreciate that very much.

Let me leave you with a wish for a Happy Holiday season, and because I do not
want any of you to receive anything except imputed benefits from insurance, please
be careful <In the way home.
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One of the most important responsibilities of the Census Bureau is the
collection and publication of data on the income and poverty status of
the U.S. population. Trlese data are widely regarded as being among
the most useful data available to measure the distribution of economic

well-being.

From the beginning, the income and poverty data published by the
Census Bureau were based on money income only. In the past few
years, however, analysts have recognized that the U.S. population
receives very substantial amounts of noncash income. At the direction
of the U.S. Congress, the Census Bureau published in 1982 a technical
paper that, for the purpose of estimating the number of persons in
poverty, assigned dollar values to certain government noncash
benefits. Because there was no ., best" method of valuing benefits, the

Census Bureau published nine different estimates based on three
different groupings of benefits and three different methods of valuing the
benefits.

Although attention has been focused on poverty estimates, the issue of
valuing noncash benefits is important for all measures of the distribution
of income. The implications of adopting revised methods of preparing
income and poverty estimates are very great, and it is essential that all
present and potential users of income and poverty data have the
opportunity to comment and counsel us on this issue.

This conference is designed to provide a wide variety of academic,
private sector, and government researchers, as well as representatives
from public interest groups and interested Congressional committees,
an opportunity to learn about the issues involved and to make their own
views known to the Census Bureau. An outline of the conference will be
presented at our Thursday evening session. The Friday morning
session will feature presentations of papers on four primary issues.
Each paper will be formally discussed by two discussants. The
Friday afternoon session will be comprised of five concurrent
workshops, and a plenary session devoted to group discussion will be
held Saturday morning. The design was adopted to ensure that all
conference attendees will have an opportunity to express their views and
get those views into the record.
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STATISTI<:AL DEFINITION OF INCOME

I.

Authors

LAWRENCE H. SUMMERS is a Professor of Economics at Harvard where he
specia1i:~es in macroeconomics and public finance. He is a member of the
Brookingl; Panel on Economic Activity and is a Research Associate at the
National Bureau of Economic Research. He served as an Economist at the
Council 4)f Economic Advisers. He has published many articles in professional
journals and books, concentrating primarily on the economics of taxation,
emp1oyme11t and capital formation. His book, Asset Prices and Capital
Taxation, will be published by the Harvard University PreRs in 1987. He has a

PhD in E,~onomics from Harvard.

DAVID T. ELLWOOD is a Professor of Public Policy at the John F. Kennedy School
of Goverrlment at Harvard. He has done extensive work in the area of welfare
dependen~y and youth unemployment. Dr. Ellwood has studied how long welfare
dependen~y lasts, who is able to become self-sufficient, and how
self-sufficiency is achieved. He has also explored the impact of welfare on
family structure and living arrangements. His work has been widely cited in
both academic and public debates on poverty and welfare. He has a PhD in

Economics from Harvard.

Discussants

ALBERT EEES is now the President of Sloan Foundation. Prior to that he had
taught E.conomics for 25 years at the University of Chicago and at Harvard. In
1974-75 he was Director of the Council on Wage and Price Stability. He has
publishEd a number of books on all aspects of labor economics. He holds a phD

in Econcmics from the University of Chicago.

ALAN S. BLINDER is now Professer of Economics at Princeton University and
Visitin~; Fellow at the Brookings Institution. He was Deputy Assistant
Directol' of the Congressional Budget Office in 1975. He has a PhD in
Economi(:s from Massachusetts Institute of Technology; his topic was income
distribl1tion. He has published a paper on "The Level and Distribution of
Economi(~ Well-Being" in the volume "American Economy in Transition ," edited by
Martin ]~eldstein. At the Conference on Poverty in Williamsburg in 1984, he
presentl~d a paper entitled "Macroeconomics, Income Distribution, and Poverty"
publish4~d in "Fighting Poverty: What Works and What Doesn't ," edited by

Sheldon Danziger and Daniel Weinberg.
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II.

METHODS OF MEASURING NONCASH BENEFITS

Author

BARRY R. CHISWICK is now a Research Professor in the Department of Economics
and S11rvey Research Laboratory at the University of Illinois at Chicago. He
recei'red his PhD in Economics from Columbia University. He was Senior Staff
Econolmist at the Council of Economic Advisers from 1973 to 1977. He is
curre11tly Chairman of the American Statistical Association Census Advisory
Commi1:tee. Barry has done extensive research on income distribution and his
books include Income Inequality published by the National Bureau of Economic
Resea]:ch and Human Resources and Income Distribution which he co-authored with
June ()'Neill. His recent research has focused on the determinants of income
among immigrants and racial and ethnic minorities.

Discussants

HENRY J. AARON has been a Senior Fellow at Brookings Institution since 1968 and
Professor of Economics at the University of Maryland since 1967. In 1977 and
1978 he served as Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation at the
Department of Health and Human Services. He received his PhD in Economics from
Harvard. He served as a staff member of the Council of Economic Advisers. He
chaired the 1979 Advisory Council on Social Security. Dr. Aaron is the author
or editor of nine books and co-author or co-editor of five others specializing
in the fields of tax reform and Social Security.

EDGAR K. BROWNING is a Professor of Economics at Texas A. & M. He has a PhD in
Econom.Lcs from Princeton, where his topic was "Income Redistribution and the
Negati',e Income Tax." He has made major contributions to the field of public
choice economics on a variety of topics including income distribution and
povert:,. He has written a book on government transfers to the poor, entitled
"Redis1:ribution and the Welfare System." Dr. Browning has published a number of
papers on income distribution and in-kind transfers.

STATIS~~ICAL COMPARABILITY USING ALTERNATIVE METHODOLOGIES

III.

Author

MICHAEl, P. WARD is Vice President of Unicon Research Corporation which is an
economjc and statistical research firm located in Los Angeles. He received his
PhD in Economics at the University of Chicago. He has published extensively in
leading professional journals and is an authority on wage and employment
patterns for women, job turnover, and pension and retirement issues. Dr. Ward
is a former member of the faculties at the University of California and the
University at Santa Barbara and former Senior Economist at the Rand Corporation
in Santa Monica, California. He serves as a member of the Census Bureau's
Advisory Committee on Population Statistics.
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STATJ:STICAL COMPARABILITY USING ALTERNATIVE METHODOLOGIES--Continued

III.

DiscussantE:

JUNE O'NEILL is currently Assistant Staff Director for Programs and Policy at
the <:ommission on Civil Rights. She was formerly the Director of the Program
of P<llicy Research on Women and Families at the Urban Institute. She served as
Chie1' of the Human Resources Cost;) Estimates Unit of the Congressional Budget
Offi(:e from 1976-1979, and as a Senior Staff Economist at the Council of
Econ()mic Advisers from 1971-1976. She published a number of articles relating
to il1come distribution and male-female earnings differentials. She holds a PhD
in E(:onomics. from Columbia University.

EUGE]~E SMOLENSKY is now a Professor of Economics at the University ofWiscc>nsin. 
He was formerly Chairman of the Department and Director of the

Inst:ltute for Research on Poverty. His most recent Federal activity was as an
Econ4)mist at the Department of Health and Human Services working on welfare
refo:rm. He wrote his first paper on the valuation of in-kind transfers in 1967
and 11as continued this work to the present. He is the author (with Marilyn
Moon) of a book entitled Improving the Measures of Economic Well Being. His

.~ -

PhD ls in Economics from the University of Pennsylvania.

USE OF POVERTY STATISTICS IN FEDERAL LAWS AND PROGRAMS

IV.

Authors

ERIC A. HANUSHEK was until December 1985 Deputy Director of the Congressional
Budget Office. He is now and was prior to December of 1983 the Chairman of the
Department of Economics and Director of the Public Policy Analysis Program at
the University of Rochester. He taught economics at Yale University and at the
United States Air Force Academy. He served as a Senior Staff Economist at the
President's Council of Economic Advisers and as a Senior Economist with the
president's Cost of Living Council. Dr. Hanushek holds his PhD in Economics
frow the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He has done extensive research
in the areas of education policy, urban affairs and the economic analysis of

inccme and discrimination.

ROBI:RTON C. WILLIAMS, JR. is the senior analyst for income security at the
Con~:ressional Budget Office, where his primary responsibilities include
ana]ysis of policies related to income transfer programs such as AFDC, SSI, and
Foocl Stamps and issues concerning the distributional effects of government
polj.cies. His most recent paper, "Reducing Poverty Among Children," evaluated
varj.ous options for helping children in poor families. Dr. Williams taught
ecollomics at Williams College in Massachusetts, where his research dealt with
houlling assistance, measuring neighborhood quality, the effects of inflation on
the poor, Medicare, and the Food Stamp Program. He holds a PhD in Economics

frolll Harvard.
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Dear

The Bureau of the Census invites you to attend a Conference on the Measurement of
Noncash Benefits to be held at the Fort Magruder Inn, in Williamsburg, Virginia,
December 12-14 (see enclosed brochures).

The Census Bureau collects and publishes the Nation1s official statistics on income
and poverty. During the past several years, the Census Bureau has expanded its
efforts to collect and analyze data on noncash benefits. Our work has increased in
response to the substantial growth during the past two decades in government noncash
benefits such as food stamps, school lunches, public or subsidized housing, Medicare
and Medicaid; and private sector "fringe" benefits such as employer contributions for
pension and health plans. The official estimates of income and poverty include only
money income and do not include noncash benefits of any kind. In recent years,
noncash benefits have grown dramatically for persons all along the income
distribution. The Census Bureau1s official estimates of income distribution give a
less complete picture of economic well-being because of the failure to count noncash
benefits.

In September 1980, Congress directed the Secretary of Commerce to expedite efforts to
collect data on noncash benefits, develop procedures to value these benefits, and
show their effect on income and poverty estimates in Census Bureau publications. In
response to this request, the Census Bureau conducted extensive research on the
valuation of noncash benefits and published data for 1979 in Technical Paper 50. We
published updated estimates for the years 1980 to 1984 in Technical Papers 51, 52, and
55. (We are enclosing a copy of Technical Paper 55.) Each of these reports employs
the same set of methods and shows nine different estimates of the number of people
in poverty (given the Office of Management and Budget definition) if income is
defined to include the value of selected noncash benefits. To date, there is no
consensus on the best methodology to be used for valuing noncash benefits.

The purpose of the conference is to allow persons outside the Census Bureau to review
the methodologies used in these technical papers and, more specifically, to address
the following issues:

1. What types of cash receipts and noncash benefits should be included
in the Census Bureau's definition of income?

What are the most appropriate methodologies for valuing various
noncash benefits?

2.

3. If income is defined to include noncash benefits, what are the
issues of data comparability for the current income and poverty
measures?
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4. What are the implications for Federal laws
povei"ty data in allocating funds to states and

We are enclosing a more complete outline of the conference
1 i st of desi gl)ated authors and di scussants for the papers.

To provide thl~ greatest possible range of views, the Census Bureau is
conference a ,~ide variety of academic, private sector, and government
well as repre:;entatives from advocacy groups and appropriate Congressional
committees.

We extend thi:; invitation to you personally because of the special contribution
you can make 'in these discussions. If you cannot attend, please do not substitute
another persoll's name. We need to receive the enclosed form by October 25 showing
whether you w'i11 attend. The Census Bureau is exploring the possibility of obtaining
funds to pay ":rave1 and lodging expenses; however, we are not certain yet that this
will be possil)le. Our conference coordinator, Dr. Gordon Green, Assistant Chief,
Population Di'/ision, (301-763-7444), will provide you with the administrative details
at a later da1:e. He also will provide you with a set of background materials.

I hope that YI)U will be able to attend this conference and I look forward to seeing
you.

Sincerely,

~~~ ~~~
Director
Bureau of the Census

Enclosures
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TO BE CONSU)ERED BY EACH WORKING GROUP

1.

What we]~e the main issues identified by the authors and discussants? What is
your pollition on these issues? Are there any important issues that were not
identifj.ed in the session?

2. What arE! the most important things that the Census Bureau should do in pursuing
its pro!~ram on valuing noncash benefits:

In thE! short run?
In thE! long run?

EACH WORKIN(: GROUP TO BE ASSIGNED TWO DISCUSSION POINTS

I.ISSUE:

Counting Medical Care Benefits

Backgl'ound

1be counting of medical care benefits has a large effect on experimental
estim~tes of the number of persons in poverty. The inclusion of medical care
benefjts and the way in which they are counted have been the subject of some
contrc,versy. First, there has been much discussion about the theoretical
desirsbi1ityof including medical care benefits in the definition of income.
Second, it has been noted that the "market value" approach assigns medical care
benefjt values in some states that are large enough to lift persons above the
poverty line regardless of their other resources. Third, it has been argued
that the Census Bureau should not use a procedure that counts the cost of
medical care received by the institutionalized population as part of the income
received by noninstitutiona1ized persons.

Questions

1. S~ould medical care benefits be counted as income:
For the purpose of calculating the distribution of income?
For the purpose of estimating the number of persons in poverty?

2. If medical care benefits are counted as income, what method should be used
to determine their value?

3. ~ould the cost of medical care received by institutionalized persons be
counted as income received by the noninstitutionalized?
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II.

Counting Employer-Provided Benefits

ISSUE:

Backgrclund

Eulployer-provided benefits make up the bulk of noncash income but we have
not yet developed methods for including the value of these benefits in a
definition of income. The major employer benefits include contributions to
health and pension plans, contributions to social insurance plans (Social
Security, unemployment compensation, worker's compensation), and more
speciaJized benefits such as the use of a company car, tuition payments, and
"expen~e account" benefits in the form of meals and entertainment. A
complicating factor is the lack of knowledge on the part of survey respondents
concerrling employer-provided benefits. In the absence of direct information
from eulployers, estimates of the value of benefits received by employees will
be ver)' imprecise.

Questicns

1. Which employer-provided benefits should be counted as income:
I'or the purpose of calculating the distribution of income?
I'or the purpose of estimating the number of persons in poverty?

2. Ho~' should the Census Bureau balance the desire for a more comprehensive
mef.sure of income with the problem of data quality?

III.ISSUE:

Misreporting Of Income

Backgrclund

Tile Census Bureau regularly publishes data comparing our survey estimates
of incclme with benchmark estimates. The extent to which the survey estimates
agree ~rith the benchmark estimates varies by type of income. but there are
seriou~ problems of survey underreporting for certain income types such as
property income and transfers. There has long been an interest in trying to
determjne what the income distribution would look like if there were no
problenls of misreporting.

QuestiCln

1. Shcluld the Census Bureau devote resources to the development of methods to
adjust survey estimates so that they agree with benchmark estimates of
total income and income by type?
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IV.ISSUE:

Implementing the "Recipient Value" and "Poverty Budget Share"
Approaches by Measuring the Normal Expenditures of Unsubsidized
Persons

Backgrc)und

T4~chnical problems exist with the "recipient value" and "poverty budget
share" methods of assigning dollar values to noncash benefits. In order to
implem4~nt the former approach, it is necessary to measure the normal
expend:~ture on the particular good or service made by an unsubsidized person
who otl1erwise has the same characteristics as the subsidized person. To
implem4~nt the latter approach, it is necessasry to measure the normal
expend:~tures of an unsubsidized person at the poverty level. In some
instaru~es, it is virtually impossible to obtain a valid measure of the normal
expend:Ltures of unsubsidized persons. For example, it is virtually impossible
to obtldn a valid estimate of normal expenditures on medical care made by
unsubs:ldized persons 65 years or over (not covered by Medicare). As a result,
the va:Lues assigned by the "recipient value" and "poverty budget share"
approa4~hes can be seriously biased.

Questic>ns

1.

Art! data problems of this sort sufficiently explained in Census Bureau
pul>lications?

2. Ar4~ the conceptual and empirical data problems sufficiently severe to argue
fo::- the cessation of the estimates?

v.

ISSUE:

Comparing Before-Tax Income Measures to Poverty Thresholds Based on
After-Tax Income

Backgri)Und

PI)verty status is determined by comparing the income of a family or person
to the appropriate poverty threshold. The poverty thresholds were adopted
during the 1960's and are updated each year to account for price changes. The
thresh.)lds were calculated on the basis of the cost of certain food plans and
the pr)portion of after-tax income spent on food. The Census Bureau's official
estimates of poverty have always been prepared by comparing before-tax income
to the thresholds. This procedure has been followed because neither the
Current Population Survey (CPS) or the decennial census collects data on taxes.
In rec~nt times, the Census Bureau has prepared estimates of after-tax income
by siml1lating the tax payments of CPS households. This has raised the question
of whether poverty estimates should in fact be prepared by comparing the
simulated after-tax income with the poverty threshold. If such a procedure
were adopted, it is important to note that estimates of after-tax income would
become available several months after the regular CPS income data (to obtain
after-tax data sooner would require additional assumptions in the simulation

process).
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1. Sho'Jld poverty status be determined by comparing thresholds against
sim'Jlated after-tax income or by comparing thresholds against the income
fig'Jres as they are reported in the survey?

2. If i! decision is made to use simulated after-tax income in determining
povl~rty status, poverty reports will either be delayed or will be based on
a s:lmulation model in which assumptions will not be based on the most
cur:~ent information. What are your recommendationson this issue?


